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Chapter 7
Two-phase flow simulations of the
MERCATO test rig
The present part discusses the application of the developments in injection modeling to the two-phase Euler-
Lagrange Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) of a swirled aeronautic combustor, installed on the MERCATO1 test
rig. The MERCATO test rig is experimentally investigated by the french aerospace lab ONERA 2 at Fauga. The
aim of the experimental measurement campaign is to provide a better physical understanding of ignition se-
quences in realistic aeronautic combustion chambers with liquid fuel injection. These investigations are carried
out within a collaboration between ONERA , CERFACS and the industrial partner TURBOMECA. Previously
to the experimental study of ignition phenomena, the purely gaseous flow field and the evaporating two-phase
flow inside the MERCATO test rig were characterized. Redundant measurements were performed to demon-
strate the accuracy of the collected data. The experimental investigations of the combustor were performed by
García-Rosa during his thesis [182] and are supervised by Lecourt, who published the experimental results in
several reports [113, 114, 115]. At CERFACS, LES’s of the MERCATO test rig were previously performed by
Lamarque [107] for the reacting two-phase flow inside the geometry and by Sanjosé [191] for the nonreacting
two-phase flow. In both cases, the dispersed phase was modeled with an Eulerian approach. As the simulation
of ignition sequences requires additional developments in the Lagrangian solver, it is not considered in the
present work. Instead, physical aspects of the nonreacting two-phase flow inside the geometry are examined in
more detail. In particular, the impact of poydispersity and injection modeling are assessed through the compar-
ison of three Euler-Lagrange two-phase flow simulations: a monodisperse simulation injecting particles whose
size corresponds to the mean of the polydisperse size distribution, a polydisperse simulation which directly
injects the developped spray at the atomizer orifice and a polydisperse simulation which uses the secondary
breakup model implemented during this work and presented in chapter 5. The velocity profiles used for particle
injection in the three simulations rely on the injection models described in chapter 5. To conclude the chapter,
a brief comparison between monodisperse Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange two-phase flow simulations of the
MERCATO geometry is performed. As both simulations use the same gaseous solver, the same physical mod-
els for drag/ evaporation and the common FIMUR injection method (see chapter 5), the respective accuracies
of both methods may be directly compared for this geometry.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.1 : Views of the MERCATO experimental setup at Fauga by García-Rosa [182]
7.1 Configuration
The MERCATO test-rig is dedicated to the study of two-phase flows, in particular to the ignition of aeronautic
combustion chambers at high altitudes. Detailed experimental data is also provided for the purely gaseous
flow and the evaporating two-phase flow inside the geometry, the latter being the focus of the present work.
The MERCATO geometry contains all elements of a standard aeronautical combustor: plenum, swirler, liquid
injection system and combustion chamber (figs. 7.1 and 7.2). While the geometry of the combustion chamber
was simplified to allow easier optical access, the swirler geometry and the liquid injection system are taken from
realistic configurations. Therefore, the MERCATO geometry is an interesting test case to assess the numerical
capabilities of the Lagrangian solver of AVBP.
A sketch of the domain retained for the simulation of the MERCATO configuration is displayed in fig. 7.2.
Air is injected through an inlet channel into the plenum of square section (100 mm x 100 mm) and 200 mm
length. The plenum is followed by the swirler inside which a strong rotational movement is imposed to the
gaseous flow. The flow then passes a round diffusor which measures 10 mm and has a diameter of 30 mm.
After passing the diffusor, the flow enters the combustion chamber. The combustion chamber has a square
section of 130 mm side length and measures 285 mm. The flow leaves the combustion chamber directly into
the atmosphere (fig. 7.1). A liquid injection system designed by TURBOMECA is placed at the extremity of
the diffusor. It includes a Delavan atomizer nozzle of pressure swirl type. The injected fuel is kerosene.
Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) measurements were performed on the purely gaseous flow seeded with
fine oil particles (dp < 2µm) in order to obtain the gaseous velocity fields in five axial planes: z = 6 mm,
z = 26 mm, z = 56 mm, z = 86 mm and z = 116 mm, with z the axial coordinate. The locations of
the measurement planes, the orientation of the employed coordinate system and the axial origin are displayed
in a schematic view in fig. 7.3. The air mass flow rate is 15 g/s and the gaseous air temperature is 463 K.
The measurements of the purely gaseous flow include mean and root mean square (RMS) velocity fields in
axial, radial and tangential directions. For the nonreacting two-phase flow, Phase Doppler Anenometry (PDA)
measurements of the liquid phase were performed. Two liquid mass flow rates were investigated, respectively
1 g/s and 2 g/s of kerosene. In the present work, only the mass flow rate of 1 g/s is simulated. This is
mainly because the experimental characterization of the liquid phase at 2 g/s was only possible in the first
measurement plane z = 6mm as strong impact of liquid on the visualization windows occured. For the reduced
mass flow rate of 1 g/s, impact of liquid on the visualization windows was more limited, which allowed to
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Figure 7.2 : Sketch of the domain retained for the simulation of the MERCATO geometry. z denotes the axial
coordinate.
Case Pressure Temperature (K) Flow rate (g/s) Equivalence
(atm) Liquid Air Air Fuel ratio
I: gaseous flow 1 − 463 15 − −
II: two-phase flow 1 300 463 15 1 1.0
Table 7.1 : Summary of operating points
experimentally characterize the liquid phase up to the axial plane z = 56 mm. However, for the measurements
of the liquid phase at the axial location z = 56 mm, the air mass flow rate was increased from 15 g/s to
18 g/s to further reduce the formation of liquid films on the visualization windows. Therefore, comparisons
between experimental and numerical data in the third measurement plane z = 56 mm must take into account
the different air mass flow rates and care is to be taken regarding the conclusions. In the present case, two cases
were simulated: case I corresponds to the purely gaseous flow, while case II includes the liquid phase for the
mass flow rate of 1 g/s. The characteristics of both case are summarized in table 7.1.
7.2 Computational mesh
The computational domain comprises all the elements relevant to the characterization of the flowfield inside the
chamber which are described in section 7.1. In addition to these elements, part of the atmosphere at the outlet
of the chamber is also included in the computational domain. This is because the central torroidal recirculation
zone generated by the swirling motion of the air flow inside the combustion chamber goes beyond the chamber
outlet. Simultaneously handling inflow and outflow at a numerical boundary condition is a difficult task, in
particular as the present formulation of the NSCBC formalism is one-dimensional at boundaries [160]. A
global view of the computational domain is sketched in fig. 7.4.
In order to asses the quality of the LES and the impact of different grid refinement on results, two different
mesh resolutions were used. Both meshes are only composed of tetrahedras, which allows for fast refinements
in the zones of interest. The comparative grid refinements for the swirler and the combustion chamber over
approximately two-thirds of its length are displayed in fig. 7.5. The positions of the different experimental
measurement planes are also annoted for orientation. Both meshes are strongly refined inside the swirler and
at the beginning of the combustion chamber, where the flow field is expected to be most turbulent. In order
to limit the compuational expense, mesh derefinement begins approximately at the second measurement plane
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Figure 7.3 : Visualization of the measurement planes and orientation of the coordinate system
Figure 7.4 : Global view of the computational domain
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(a) Coarse mesh (b) Fine mesh
Figure 7.5 : Coarse and fine meshes: zoom on the swirler and two thirds of the combustion chamber
for the coarse mesh and the third measurement plane for the fine mesh. The corner zones of the combustion
chamber are meshed more coarsely as the flowfield is only weakly turbulent in these regions. Characteristics
of both meshes are summarized in table 7.2. In terms of node numbers, the mesh resolution is approximately
doubled for the fine mesh. This divides the global timestep based on the CFL condition for the smallest mesh
element by approximately a factor two.
Parameters Coarse mesh resolution Fine mesh resolution
Number of cells 1299597 3934364
Number of nodes 291150 727032
Smallest element size 4.07 · 10−11m3 4.75 · 10−12m3
Time step (CFL = 0.7) 4.4 · 10−7 s 2.1 · 10−7 s
Table 7.2 : Parameters of the two different mesh resolutions
The meshing of the remaining elements is otherwise identical, is is only illustrated for the fine mesh in
fig 7.6. The atmosphere is coarsely meshed in order to reduce the computational expense and because there
is no interest in an accurate reproduction of the flow field in this region. A medium refinement is applied to
the inlet channel and the plenum as the flow field in these regions is relatively homogeneous and only weakly
turbulent.
7.3 Numerical parameters
The present section describes the numerical parameters employed in the simulation of the MERCATO config-
uration. Table 7.3 summarizes general numerical parameters of the gaseous solver. The TTGC scheme [33]
is chosen for convection because of its low numerical dissipation, which makes it very suitable for qualitative
LES’s. The 2∆ diffusion operator is used because of its correct dissipative properties at high wavenumbers
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Figure 7.6 : View of the full mesh with a reduced portion of the atmosphere
compared to the 4∆ operator. Subgrid scale modeling relies on the WALE model [43] since its behavior is
expected to be more physical in zones of pure shear compared to the Smagorinsky model. The Colin sen-
sor is used for artificial diffusion [31]. The application of artificial diffusion is limited to the lowest levels
guaranteeing numerical stability.
Table 7.4 enumerates the numerical boundary conditions in terms of type and imposed values. The inlets
and the outlet rely on characteristic decomposition according to the NSCBC formalism [160]. A low arbitrary
inlet velocity is imposed for the atmosphere coflow (fig. 7.4) in order to mimic the entrainement of air by the
flow leaving the combustion chamber. All walls except the swirler and the atmosphere use laws of the wall with
a slip velocity at the wall [198]. A slip velocity is imposed for the boundary condition of the atmosphere. Using
adiabatic laws of the wall to model the swirler vanes results in strong numerical oscillations which may only
be damped with high levels of artificial viscosity. Therefore, it is chosen to impose a noslip boundary condition
on the swirler vanes which allows to keep the overall levels of artificial viscosity sufficiently low.
Table 7.5 specifies the parameters of liquid injection. The atomizer is a Delavan nozzle of pressure swirl
type. Inside such atomizers, a strong swirling motion is imposed to the liquid flow which leaves the orifice as
a thin conical sheet with a characteristic spray angle. More details on pressure swirl atomizers are provided
in chapter 5. The diameter of the atomizer orifice and the spray angle were characterized experimentally and
are used as input parameters for the FIMUR injection model. The direction of rotation of the liquid swirl is
not known from experiments and chosen equal to the direction of rotation of the gaseous flow field by default.
The injected fuel is kerosene. It is numerically modeled by a single meta species called KERO_LUCHE.
KERO_LUCHE is built from a multi-component surrogate of kerosene defined by Luche [129]. The chemical
composition of this surrogate and details on its thermodynamical properties are given by Sanjosé [191].
Table 7.6 summarizes the model parameters of liquid injection. Three cases are considered. In two of
them, the developed spray is directly injected at the atomizer orifice according to the FIMUR methodology (see
chapter 5). The difference between these two cases lies in the spray size distribution, one being monodisperse
(case IIa) and the other polydisperse (case IIb). The third case combines the FIMUR injection method with the
FAST secondary breakup described in chapter 5) and validated in chapter 6. As the monodisperse simulation is
used for comparisons with Euler-Euler simulations, the imposed tangential velocity profile is set proportional
to the radius of the atomizer orifice. In the polydisperse and breakup simulations, the tangential velocity profile
is set proportional to the inverse of the orifice radius, in agreement with the swirling motion of the liquid inside
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Parameters Choices/ Values
Convection scheme TTGC
Diffusion scheme 2∆ operator
Subgrid scale model WALE
Artificial viscosity (AV) sensor Colin
Second order AV ǫ2 = 0.018
Fourth order AV ǫ4 = 0.008
Table 7.3 : Numerical parameters for the gaseous phase
the atomizer. Remember that tests of the injection profiles performed in section 5.3.3 revealed negligible impact
on the developed spray downstream injection.
The mean particle size for the monodisperse simulation (case IIa) is obtained from the average of all particle
diameters measured at the first measurement plane z = 6 mm. The parameters of the log-normal distribution
for the polydisperse simulation (case IIb) are also retrieved from the particle size distribution in the first mea-
surement plane. For the breakup simulation, the constants of the model k1 and k2 are adjusted to fit the
experimental data at z = 6 mm. The low air density resulting from air preheating and the moderate relative
velocity between both phases of approximately 50 m/s leads to an injection Weber number based on the thick-
ness of the liquid sheet of approximately 25. This Weber number appears very moderate compared to those
evaluated for the validation cases presented in chapter 5, which assumed values between 650 and 6000. An
estimation of ligament sizes from linear stability theory [221] yields an equivalent particle diameter at injection
dp = 130µm. This value is much lower than the largest particle diameters measured in the experiments, which
lie around dp ≈ 250µm. This discrepancy may hint on the occurence of coalescence for the largest liquid
fragments. Since this phenomenon may not be reproduced in the numerical simulations, it is chosen to inject
particles whose diameter corresponds to the largest particle diameters measured in the experiments.
Finally, numerical parameters of the Lagrangian solver are presented in table 8.4. Because of the low liquid
mass flow rate, no parcel approach is required in the present simulations. Two-way coupling and evaporation
are enabled. The interpolation of gaseous properties to the particles relies on a Taylor expansion. Finally, elastic
rebound is assumed for all particle-wall interactions. This choice is arguable and its impact on results will be
assessed.
7.3.1 Time scales of the gaseous flow field
Characteristic time scales of both the gaseous and dispersed phases in the MERCATO geometry are provided
here. The Reynolds number of the gaseous flow is evaluated at the outlet of the diffusor/ the inlet of the
combustion chamber. The velocity is obtained from the spatial average of the time averaged axial velocity field
over the diffusor radius Rd:
u¯bz =
1
Rd
∫ Dd
0
u¯zdS ≈ 27.3m/s (7.1)
The Reynolds number at the diffusor outlet/ combustion chamber inlet is obtained as:
Re =
u¯bzDd
νg
≈ 24 300 (7.2)
This Reynolds number justifies the application of an LES approach to simulate the flow field in the combustion
chamber as it guarantees the presence of an inertial range in the spectrum of turbulent kinetic energy [165].
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Name Type Imposed Values
Inlet channel Characteristic inlet T = 463 K
m˙ = 15.0 g/s
YN2 = 0.767 , YO2 = 0.233 (air)
Coflow Characteristic inlet T = 463 K
u = 0.15 m/s
YN2 = 0.767 , YO2 = 0.233 (air)
Swirler Wall No-slip adiabatic
Atmosphere Wall Slip adiabatic
Walls except swirler and atmosphere Wall Adiabtic laws of the wall
Outlet Characteristic outlet Pg = 1 atm
Table 7.4 : Boundary conditions for the gaseous phase
Parameter Values
Mass flow rate m˙l = 1 g/s
Atomizer orifice diameter D0 = 0.5 mm
Spray angle θS = 40◦
Swirl rotation direction clockwise
Table 7.5 : Model parameters of liquid injection
Case Monodipserse (IIa) Polydisperse (IIb) Breakup (IIc)
Tangential velocity profile (FIMUR) linear inversely linear inversely linear
Spray distribution at injection Monodisperse Lognormal Monodisperse
Mean particle diameter 55µm 52.89µm 250µm
Standard deviation 40.89µm
Minimum diameter 4.0µm
Maximum diameter 202.0µm
Breakup constant k1 2.1
Breakup constant k2 1.1
Injection Weber number We 25
Table 7.6 : Summary of the different two-phase flow simulations and relevant parameters for the injected size distri-
butions
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Parameter Values
Parcel approach No
Two-way coupling Yes
Evaporation Yes
Interpolation method Taylor
Wall treatment Elastic rebound
Table 7.7 : Numerical parameters for the Lagrangian solver
The knowledge of a characterstic axial velocity allows to define the convective flow-through time τcv, which
defines the time required to renew the air contained in the domain. The length of the geometry Lg from the
inlet channel to the exit of the combustion chamber measures 535 mm, from which one deduces:
τcv =
Lg
u¯bz
≈ 19, 6ms (7.3)
The convective flow-through time is an indicator of the time necessary to obtain converged statistics for the
gaseous flow field. A characteristic swirl time of the gaseous flow is estimated at the chamber inlet. It is defined
as the time required by the flow field to perform a complete rotation about the chamber axis. A temporal average
is used for the characteristic tangential velocity u¯θ, which is also evaluated in the diffusor outlet plane at the
radial position r = Rd. This yields:
τswirl =
πRd
u¯θ
≈ 2.65ms (7.4)
From eq. 3.15, the particle relaxation time scale τp writes:
τp =
4
3
ρp
ρg
dp
Cd(Rep)‖−→up −−→u ‖ (7.5)
The correction term is defined by eq. 3.12, it requires the knowledge of the relative velocity between phases.
This velocity evolves constantly through the drag force. The present evaluation is based on the relative velocity
between particles and gas at injection, which lies around 50 m/s. The majority of the particles have diameters
ranging between 10 and 100 µm. For this size range, the relaxation times τp lies within 0.1 ms and 4 ms. The
particle life time τs is composed of the sum of the heating and evaporation time scales, respectively τh and
τv. Both time scales are evaluated numerically from the tracking of droplets in the simulation. For the given
particle diameter range dp ∈ [10µm; 100µm], the particle life time τe lies within 1.5 ms and 40 ms. For the
mean diameter dp = 55µm, the particle lifetime is evaluated to 20 ms. Comparing the particle relaxation time
scale range τp at injection to the gaseous swirl time τswirl, it appears that most particles will strongly interact
with the gasous flow field. For the majority of the particles, their characteristic lifetime τe is of the order of
magnitude of the convective flow-through time τcv, indicating that particles will remain long enough inside the
domain to interact with the gaseous flow field.
7.4 Results for the purely gaseous flow simulations
The LES of the purely gaseous flow is characterized in terms of flow field topology. An attempt is made to assess
the quality of the LES in terms of resolution and application of artificial viscosity. Finally, LES’s performed
with the two different mesh resolutions are validated by comparison of mean and fluctuating velocity fields
with experimental data. These steps are necessary preliminaries to the simulation of the evaporating two-phase
flows presented in section 7.5.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.7 : Visualization in a mid-plane cut of the vorticity magnitude (a) and vorticity component normal to the
visualization plane (b)
7.4.1 Flow dynamics
The turbulent nature of the flow field entering the combustion chamber is evidenced in fig. 7.7, which displays
the norm of vorticity (left) and the normal vorticity component (right) inside the swirler and the first half of
the combustion chamber in a mid plane cut. It appears that the flow is only weakly turbulent when entering
the swirler. The rotational movement imposed by the swirler vanes combined with the gradual decrease in
cross-section in the diffusor induces the production of turbulence. The swirling motion of the gaseous flow
combined with the sudden change in cross section at the combustion chamber inlet leads to an opening of the
gaseous jet. The high velocity difference between the gaseous jet and the surrounding relatively quiescent flow
induces local zones of high shear. The zones of high shear are the onset of additional turbulence production, as
may best be seen on the lower corner of the diffusor outlet in fig. 7.7a. This turbulence is gradually dissipated
as the flow field is convected further downstream and vorticity intensities decrease over the axial distance. Low
levels of vorticity are observed in the corners of the combustion chamber which indicates that the flow is only
weakly turbulent in these zones.
In both figs. 7.7a and 7.7b, it seems that longitudinal vortices are present on the upper walls of the swirler
nozzle. However, vorticity may be a misleading quantity since it may also be triggered by velocity gradients
in wall-normal direction. A better quantity to evidence the presence of coherent vortical structures is the Q-
criterion [82], defined as:
Q =
1
2
(ΩijΩij − sijsij) > 0 (7.6)
with sij the strain tensor (eq. 2.5) and Ωij the vorticity tensor:
Ωij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj
∂xi
)
(7.7)
Fig. 7.8 displays an isosurface of the Q-criterion (Q = 3.5 · 109) inside the swirler, the diffusor and the inlet
of the combustion chamber. Longitudinal vortical structures emanating from the edge of the swirler vanes
and stretching into the combustion chamber are visible. These structures display a spiral shape as they are
convected by the swirling flow field present in this region. After the diffusor, the longitudinal structures are no
longer distinguishable and transverse structures appear. The latter probably originate from vortex rollup in the
shear layers of the gaseous flow. These structures are quicky dissipated at the inlet of the combustion chamber.
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Figure 7.8 : Isosurface of the Q-criterion (Q = 3.5 · 109) inside the swirler nozzle and the inlet of the combustion
chamber
In order to further characterize the structure of the gaseous flow, the mean axial velocity field in the com-
bustion chamber is displayed in fig. 7.9 in a mid-plane cut. It is is superimposed with isolines of constant axial
velocity. The line of vanishing mean axial velocity 〈uz〉 = 0 is drawn in bold. Annotations highlight key
features of the flow field, such as the zones of high shear arising from the strong velocity difference between
the core of the gaseous jet and the surrounding quiescent flow field. The combustion chamber axis appears
enclosed by a large region of negative axial velocities, called central torroidal recirculation zone (CTRZ). The
CTRZ is characteristic of highly swirled flows experiencing sudden changes in cross-section and is abundantly
described in literature [128, 216]. The rotational motion of the flow in the swirler induces a pressure gradi-
ent in radial direction because of the centrifugal force. This results from the radial momentum balance on an
infinitesimal fluid element for an inviscid flow:
∂p
∂r
=
ρu2θ
r
(7.8)
where uθ denotes the tangential velocity component. The opening of the gaseous jet after the sudden change in
cross-section at the combustion chamber inlet causes the tangential velocity to decay through conservation of
angular momentum:
ruθ = constant (7.9)
This leads to a decrease of the radial pressure gradient over the axial direction. In turn, a negative axial
pressure gradient is generated in the vicinity of the axis, leading to reverse axial flow. The formation of the
recirculation zone is dependent on the decay of tangential velocity as the flow expands in radial direction. More
quantitatively, the presence of the recirculation zone is conditioned by the swirl number S, which is defined as
the ratio of angular to axial momentum in a plane:
S =
∫ R
0
ρguzuθr
2dr∫ R
0
ρgu2zrdr
(7.10)
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If the swirl number lies above a critical value, the axial decay in the radial pressure gradient is sufficient to
generate a negative axial pressure gradient. Syred [216] gives a range between 0.6 and 0.7 for the critical swirl
number Sc. For the MERCATO configuration, the numerical evaluation of the swirl number at the diffusor
outlet from the time-averaged flow field yields a value of S = 0.78, which lies above the critical value and is
consistent with the presence of the central torroidal recirculation zone. In fig. 7.9, the CTRZ suddenly expands
in the middle of the visible part of the combustion chamber. As pointed out by Sanjosé [191], this region
corresponds to a bifurcation in the flow from an upstream region which does not “feel” the confinement of the
combustion chamber to a downstream flow field which does and in which the gaseous jet is reattached to the
combustion chamber walls. The strong rotational movement of the flow field is visible on the field of mean
tangential velocity, displayed in a mid-plane cut in fig. 7.10a. The opening of the gaseous jet in the combustion
chamber leads to a rapid decay in tangential velocity.
The zone of high shear between the gaseous jet and the CTRZ is favorable to the occurence of hydrodynamic
instabilities and the presence of the CTRZ is generally followed by an unsteady structure called precessing
vortex core (PVC). It is characterized by the precessing motion of a coherent vortical structure around the
recirculation zone. Due to its high energetic content, the PVC delimits a zone of very low pressure and may
therefore be evidenced by a pressure iso-surface. A typical view is displayed in fig. 7.11 for two successive
moments of the simulation separated by∆t = 0.45ms. The PVC appears to rotate in clockwise direction from
the image perspective. The use of Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) provides information on the characteristic
frequency of this unsteady phenomenon. The FFT of the pressure flucuation signal recorded over ∆t = 200
ms at a probe P1 located in vicinity of the chamber axis is provided in fig. 7.12a. A first strong peak appears
at aproximately 750 Hz, followed by a second peak at the first harmonic (1520 Hz). This indicates that the
characteristic frequency of the PVC lies around 750 Hz. Fig. 7.13b displays the FFT of the experimental
pressure flucutation signal recorded in vicinity of the chamber walls. The experimental data displays peaks at
similar frequencies, which confirms the hypothesis. The experimental results show two other distinct peaks at
330 Hz and 440 Hz. The peak at 330 Hz corresponds to the first acoustic chamber mode and also appears in
the numerical pressure fluctuation signal of a probe P2 (fig. 7.12b) located in vicinity of the chamber walls, see
fig. 7.13b. The experimental peak at 440 Hz was not recovered in the simulations and could not be related to
any physical phenomenon. Sanjosé [191] confirmed that the peaks observed at 330 Hz and 778 Hz respectively
correspond to the first acoustic chamber mode and to the PVC by performing a proper orthogonal decomposition
of the gaseous flow field in the MERCATO configuration.
7.4.2 Quality of the LES
In this section, criteria allowing to assess the quality of the LES are presented. Fig. 7.14 displays a ratio
of subgrid-scale to laminar viscosity for both meshes. The maxima are saturated for better visibility. For
the coarse mesh, the mean ratio of subgrid-scale to laminar viscosity may be roughly estimated to 20 in the
zone of the gaseous jet. It is approximately divided by a factor 2 for the fine mesh. This is expected as
more turbulent structures are explicitly resolved. Saturated maxima of the ratio are visible at higher axial
locations for the coarse mesh, probably a consequence of the earlier mesh derefinement of the coarse mesh
compared to the fine mesh. For both meshes, the action of the subgrid-scale model appears to be relatively
localized, even in zones of high shear, which would probably not have been the case with the Smagorinsky
model. This is confirmed by Lamarque [107] who reported that the use of the Smagorinsky model in the
MERCATO configuration deteriorated mean velocity profiles compared to the Wale model. However, the ratio
of laminar to subgrid-scale viscosity is not an accurate criterion to evaluate the quality of a LES since it does not
allow to distinguish between the numerical dissipation arising from the subgrid-scale model and the dissipation
induced by the numerical scheme. For instance, a more dissipative numerical scheme preserves less energy
in the resolved scales. Thus, it limits the activity of the subgrid-scale model and the ratio of subgrid-scale
to laminar viscosity will be lowered compared to a less dissipative numerical scheme. The most illustrative
examples of this phenomenon are Monotone Implicit Large-Eddy Simulation (MILES) approaches [62], which
do not use subgrid-scale models but adjust the numerical dissipation of the convective scheme to mimic subgrid
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Figure 7.9 : Mean axial velocity profile superimposed with isocontours of mean axial velocity. The line of zero axial
velocity is sketched. Certain features are denoted with annotations: the central torroidal recirculation
zone (CTRZ), the corner recirulation zones (CRZ) and the zones of high shear in the gaseous jet.
Figure 7.10 : Mean tangential velocity profile in a mid-plane cut with iso-contours of tangential velocity in the range
−20m/s and 20m/s
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.11 : Visualization of the precessing vortex core (PVC) through a pressure iso-surface at two successive
instants of the simulation separated by∆t = 0.45ms. From the image perspective, the PVC rotates in
clockwise direction.
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Figure 7.12 : Pressure fluctuation spectra on a log-log scale at the two probe locations P1 and P2. Physical recording
time: 180ms. Spectral resolution: 6 Hz
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.13 : (a): Location and coordinates of the pressure probes P1 (a) and P2 (b) in the simulation. Both probes
are located in the chamber mid-plane. (b): Pressure fluctuation signal recorded in experiments in a
corner of the combustion chamber, taken from Lecourt [115]
viscosity.
A more accurate assessment of the effect of grid refinement on the resolution of turbulent structures may
be obtained from the comparison of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy k = 1
2
〈u′iu′i〉 for both meshes. Such
comparison is provided in fig. 7.15. The highest levels of turbulent kinetic energy appear confined to diffusor
and to the inlet of the combustion chamber. The shapes of the isolines of turbulent kinetic energy follow the
opening of the gaseous jet and a rapid dissipation occurs over the axial distance. The only notable difference
between both mesh resolutions is the decay of turbulent kinetic energy close to the atomizer orifice for the coarse
mesh while high levels are maintained on the fine mesh. In order to obtain more quantitative information on the
variation of turbulent kinetic energy with mesh refinement, the mean solution obtained on the coarse mesh is
interpolated on the fine mesh so that the ratio of both turbulent kinetic energies kcoarse/kfine may be directly
evaluated. The small quantity of 0.5m2/s2 is added to the turbulent kinetic energy of the fine mesh in order to
avoid division by zero when building the ratio. The result is displayed in fig. 7.16. Due to the addition of a small
amount to the turbulent kinetic energy of the fine mesh, the ratio is biased in zones where the levels are close to
zero, for instance in the corner recirculation zones of the chamber. Differences in the intensities of turbulence
appear in the swirler, indicating that the finer mesh resolution allows to better capture the longitudinal vortical
structures evidenced in fig. 7.8. However, this lack of resolution does not affect the levels of turbulence intensity
obtained in the diffusor and in the combustion chamber inlet as the latter are similar for both resolutions over
a large axial distance. From an axial distance corresponding roughly to the reattachement of the gaseous jet
to the chamber walls, the ratio rapidly decreases, indicating that the remaining turbulence is dissipated more
rapidly on the coarse mesh. However, a comparison with fig. 7.15 reveals that the turbulent kinetic levels in this
region are almost negligible. These results tend to indicate that the present increase in mesh resolution does
not greatly affect the fluctuating energy contents in the zone of interest. This implies that the dissipation of the
numerical scheme does not vary much with grid resolution. Moreover, it suggests that the Wale subgrid scale
model predicts the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy with sufficient accuracy.
In AVBP, small amounts of artificial dissipation are added to the numerical simulations in order to damp un-
physical oscillations and guarantee numerical stability. In order to ensure a qualitative LES, it must be verified
that the added levels of artificial dissipation remains low compared to the physical laminar and turbulent dissi-
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(a) Coarse mesh (b) Fine mesh
Figure 7.14 : Ratio of turbulent to laminar viscosity from an instantaneous solution in a mid-plane cut
(a) Coarse mesh (b) Fine mesh
Figure 7.15 : Turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2] in a mid-plane cut
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Figure 7.16 : Ratio of turbulent kinetic energy between coarse and fine mesh in a mid-plane cut
pations. This is done in the following for the second-order artificial dissipation added to the axial momentum
equation, which is locally compared to the level of laminar diffusion. This comparison may be achieved by two
different means. In his thesis, Lamarque [107] derived an analytical evaluation of an equivalent second-order
artificial viscosity coefficient νav,2. The analytical derivation of this coefficient is only valid for a regular one
dimensional mesh, but it is also applied to three dimensional simulations for rough estimates of the level of
second-order artificial dissipation. Lamarque [107] obtained the artificial viscosity coefficient at the node j as:
νav,2j =
ǫ2ζjV
2/3
j
4∆t
(7.11)
with Vj and ζj respectively the nodal volume and the artificial viscosity sensor. The artificial viscosity coef-
ficient νav,2 may then directly be compared to the laminar viscosity νlam. A second possibility to evaluate
the second-order artificial dissipation consists in directly retrieving the residual variation due to second-order
artificial viscosity from the code and comparing it to the residual variation due to laminar diffusion. The ob-
tained quantities were validated by performing one iteration of the simulation with and without second-order
artificial viscosity starting from the same solution. The field of the difference between both was found to be
equal to the extracted field of artificial dissipation in the simulation with artificial viscosity. Both evaluations
are strictly speaking not identical as laminar and artificial diffusions are not based on the same operators. The
laminar dissipation is evaluated with the 2∆ diffusion operator described in section 4.4.1 while the artificial
dissipation relies on a pseudo-Laplacian presented in subsection 4.4.2. Thus, while the second approach evalu-
ates the dissipation ratio εav/εlam, the first method only yields a rough estimate of this ratio. Both evaluations
of artificial viscosity are presented in fig. 7.17 for the axial momentum equation on the coarse mesh. Similar
results are obtained on the fine mesh and are not displayed. While both approaches yield qualitatively similar
fields, the second approach shows a more localized application of second-order viscosity. Furthermore, the
ratios vary roughly by a factor three, indicating a possible overestimation of the second-order dissipation by
the formula of Lamarque[107]. Conclusions are however similar for both evaluation since the levels of second-
order artificial dissipation appear moderate compared to laminar diffusion. As second-order artificial viscosity
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Figure 7.17 : Left: Ratio of artificial to laminar viscosity for axial momentum, evaluation according to the formula
of Lamarque. Right: ratio of artifial to laminar dissipation for axial momentum directly retrieved from
the numerical solver
is mostly applied in regions coinciding with a strong action of the subgrid scale model (compare with fig. 7.14),
results should be even less affected. The global levels of fourth-order artificial viscosity may be estimated in
a similar manner. However, since the present sensor does not apply any fourth-order artificial viscosity on the
momentum equations, the quantification of fourth-order artificial viscosity levels is skipped.
7.4.3 Mean velocity profiles
This section presents the comparison of the mean gaseous velocity profiles to experiments. Note that LES
provides space-filtered data while experimental data is generally obtained through a different filtering operation.
However, Veynante and Knikker [225] showed that for constant density flows, time averages of a scalar quantity
φ(x, t) are left unchanged by the filtering operation if the filter size ∆¯ is small compared to the spatial evolution
of the time-averaged scalar 〈φ(x, t)〉. The flow in the MERCATO configuration is only weakly compressible
and it is also reasonable to assume that the employed filter widths are sufficiently small compared to the spatial
variations of the flow. Therefore, spatially filtered data from the simulations and experimental data may be
directly compared. Omitting the spatial and temporal dependencies of the scalar φ for ease of notation, one
obtains:
〈φ〉 ≈ 〈φ〉 (7.12)
where (·) denotes the LES filter for a constant density flow. Under the previous hypotheses, the variance of φ
may be written as:
〈φ2〉 − 〈φ〉2 ≈
[
〈φ2〉 − 〈φ〉2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
+
[
〈φ2 − φ2〉
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
(7.13)
The term A denotes the variance of the filtered scalar which is directly available from the simulations. The
term B denotes the subgrid-scale variance. For velocity, this term corresponds to the unresolved momentum
transport which may be extracted from the simulation and averaged over time [161]. However, this term is
usually neglected in the present work for simplicity and experimental data is directly compared to the resolved
fluctuations:
〈φ2〉 − 〈φ〉2 ≈
[
〈φ2〉 − 〈φ〉2
]
(7.14)
Comparisons between simulations and experimental data are made for mean and root mean square (RMS)
fluctuations of the three components of velocity in the five axial planes displayed in fig. 7.3. Simulation results
are reported for both coarse and fine mesh resolutions. The averaging time for both simulations is approximately
450ms, corresponding to more than twenty flow-through times of the geometry (eq. 7.3). In order to accelerate
convergence, the simulation data is spatially averaged over the perpendicular axes x- and y- of the coordinate
system, see fig. 7.3. This spatial averaging is assumed valid as previous simulation data obtained by Lamarque
[107] and Sanjosé [191] showed perfect axisymmetry for mean and RMS velocity fields. However, departure
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from axisymetry is observed in the experiments at certain measurement planes. It is believed that this behavior
is a consequence of experimental uncertainties rather than a real asymmetrical behavior of the flow field.
The mean profiles of the three velocity components are displayed in figs. 7.18-7.20. The overall agreement
with experiments for all profiles is good for both mesh resolutions, highlighting the low impact of mesh refine-
ment on mean quantities. The opening of the gaseous jet is well captured in the two first measurement planes
for both simulations, as may be seen on the profiles of mean axial and mean tangential velocity, respectively
figs. 7.18 and 7.19. For the mean axial velocity profile, discrepancies compared to experiments become vis-
ible at the third and fourth measurement planes as the opening of the jet is overpredicted in the simulations.
In the third measurement plane, deviation from axissymmetry of the experimental profile is the cause of the
observed differences and the peaks of mean axial velocity are only slightly underestimated at this location.
From the misalignement of the axial velocity peak in the fourth measurement plane compared to the previous
three measurement planes, it appears that the fourth measurement plane is located after the sudden opening
of the central torroidal recirculation zone visible in fig. 7.9. Reproducing the location of this opening in the
numerical simulations seems difficult since it originates from the complex interaction between the gaseous jet
and near-wall turbulence [191]. Mesh refinement seems beneficial to the prediction of such phenomena as the
simulation on the fine mesh captures the profile shape slightly better than the simulation on the coarse mesh.
However, the maxima of axial velocity at this location are underpredicted for both simulations. After the open-
ing of the central torroidal recirculation zone, good agreement is again observed for mean axial velocity in the
last measurement plane for both mesh resolutions. The mean tangential velocity profiles show slight underesti-
mations compared to experiments from the third to the fifth measurement plane, but the profile shapes are well
reproduced. The more pronounced asymmetries of the experimental mean radial velocity profiles do not allow
to draw clear conclusions on the accuracy of the simulation for this component.
The root mean square (RMS) fluctutation profiles of the three velocity components are displayed in
figs. 7.21-7.23. These profiles highlight the unsteadiness of the flow field as fuctuation levels locally reach
60-70 % of the mean value. The global agreement with experiments is also satisfying for the RMS profiles.
However, differences between both mesh resolutions are more visible than for the mean profiles. This is
especially true for the RMS profiles of tangential and radial velocity, see fig. 7.22 and 7.23. In particular, the
peak levels in the RMS fluctuations of tangential and radial velocity at the axis in the first measurement plane
are better captured for the fine mesh resolution. Moreover, the simulation on the fine mesh predicts both the
levels and the profiles of RMS fluctations more accurately, with increasing differences between both mesh
resolutions from the second to the fourth measurement plane. Two main reasons explain these differences.
First, the higher levels of resolved fluctuations for the fine mesh limit the action of the subgrid scale model.
Second, the better spatial resolution of turbulent structures further reduces the dissipation of the numerical
scheme. In the fifth measurement plane, RMS fluctuation levels are very low and the performance of both
mesh resolutions is similar. In particular, none of the simulations is able to reproduce the shape of the axial
RMS velocity profile in the last measurement plane. These differences are slightly more pronounced than
would have been expected from the comparison of the turbulent kinetic energies performed in section 7.4.2.
However, the lower values of turbulent kinetic energy at the combustion chamber inlet in the vicinity of the
axis for the coarse mesh observed in figs. 7.15 are recovered in the RMS fluctuation profiles. Moreover, the
higher dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy over the axial distance visible in fig. 7.16 is confirmed by the
RMS fluctuation profiles. However, the improvements from the coarse to the fine mesh resolution are relatively
moderate compared to the increase in computational expense of a factor more than four.
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Figure 7.18 : Mean axial velocity profiles. − coarse mesh , −· fine mesh, 2 experiments
Figure 7.19 : Mean tangential velocity profiles. − coarse mesh , −· fine mesh, 2 experiments
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Figure 7.20 : Mean radial velocity profiles. − coarse mesh , −· fine mesh, 2 experiments
Figure 7.21 : RMS axial velocity profiles. − coarse mesh , −· fine mesh, 2 experiments
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Figure 7.22 : RMS radial velocity profiles
Figure 7.23 : RMS tangential velocity profiles. − coarse mesh , −· fine mesh, 2 experiments
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7.4.4 Conclusion
The simulation of the gaseous flow field reproduces the qualitative phenomena observed in these types of
configuration, such as large recirculation zones and the presence of a precessing vortex core. The quantitative
comparison with experimental data validates the simulation of the purely gaseous flow and confirms the good
quality of the present LES. The minor differences observed between simulations and experimental data in the
mean and RMS fluctuation profiles allow to focus on effects of the dispersed phase in the following two-phase
flow simulations. In order to obtain the most accurate flow field for the gaseous phase in the two-phase flow
simulations, the latter are performed on the fine mesh. This allows to minimize the errors associated with
the evaluation of particle drag with the filtered velocity velocity field instead of the total velocity field. The
two-phase flows are only compared to the experimental data in the three first measurement planes where the
predictions of the gaseous solver are in very good with experiments for the fine mesh resolution. For this
reason, neglecting subgrid scale fluctuations should not have a great impact on spray dynamics at the large
scales, which are the main focus of the present study.
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7.5 Results for the two-phase flow simulations
The present section deals with the analysis of the two-phase flow in the MERCATO configuration. First,
spray dynamics are presented through visualizations of the instantaneous flow fields laden with particles. Sec-
ond, results for the particle phase are evaluated through comparison with experimental data. The aspect of
polydispersity is adressed in further detail. Third, the effect of the different injection procedures is discussed
using size-conditioned velocity profiles and local particle size and velocity histograms. Finally, comparisons of
monodisperse Euler-Euler simulations performed by Sanjosé [191] and monodisperse Euler-Lagrange simula-
tions obtained in the present work are made.
7.5.1 Spray dynamics
Fig. 7.24 displays instantaneous fields of particle distribution in the MERCATO chamber for the three per-
formed two-phase flow simulations: monodisperse (IIa), polydisperse (IIb) and breakup (IIc). Particles are
colored with a greyscale representing their diameter. The mean particle diameter is chosen as the maximum
of the legend scale to higlight the differences between monodisperse and polydisperse simulations. Globally,
spray features appear to be similar in the three cases. Particles are concentrated in the zones of high velocity
of the gaseous jet (compare with fig. 7.9). Larger particle amounts are also visible in the vicinity of walls in
the regions of spray impact. The CTRZ shows very low particle concentrations and the particles present in
this region have low diameters, indicating a recirculation of almost evaporated particles returning from further
downstream. Note that the particle concentration inside the recirculation zone downstream the spray wall im-
pact region is higher in the polydisperse and breakup simulations. The diameters of these particles are found
to be relatively high. Penetration of inertial particles into the central recirculation zone directly after injection
appears very limited. In all simulations, relatively large amounts of particles appear trapped in the corner recir-
culation zones. For the polydisperse cases, particles are visible up to the outlet of the chamber while particles
cease to exist at approximately 3/4 of the axial chamber length in the monodisperse simulation. This is a direct
consequence of the higher heating and evaporation timescales of larger particles. In the monodisperse simula-
tion, large amounts of particles with a diameter close to the injection diameter are visible approximately up to
the zone of wall impact of the spray. This zone delimits particle heating time during which the particle temper-
ature strongly increases through heat conduction from the gaseous phase while evaporation remains low. The
particle heating zone is less distinguishable for the polydisperse and breakup simulations due to the presence
of a broad range of particle diameters.
Fig. 7.25 displays instantaneous fields of kerosene mass fraction superimposed with isocontours of evapo-
ration rate in a midplane cut of the chamber. In the vicinity of injection, evaporation rates are notably higher
for the monodisperse and polydisperse simulations compared to the breakup simulation. This arises from the
fact that large blobs with high heating time scales are injected in the breakup simulation whereas a developed
spray is directly injected in the other simulations. In all simulations, very localized evaporation source terms
may be observed. They are characteristic of Lagrangian approaches which do not resolve gradients in particle
concentration number and volumetric mass fraction, limiting the diffusion of these quantities to the interpola-
tion on the Eulerian grid. The resulting source term distributions are very sharp. These strong localized source
terms are not critical for numerical stability in the present case and the same artificial viscosity levels as for
the purely gaseous flow were used in the two-phase flow simulations. Inside the envelopes of the gaseous jet,
the fuel mass fraction distribution is homogeneized through turbulent mixing. However, turbulence is gradually
dissipated and inhomogeneities in the fuel mass fraction distribution become visible further downstream. Large
evaporation zones are noticed in the vicinity of the walls in the regions of spray impact for all simulations. This
is due to the stagnation of large particle amounts in this zone and gives rise to pockets of high fuel mass frac-
tions. These pockets are then convected to the outlet of the combustion chamber. The central recirculation zone
displays lower fuel mass fraction levels which confirms that only few particles are present in this region. On
the contrary, higher fuel mass fraction levels are noticed in the corner recirculation zones, indicating a more
important particle presence in these regions.
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(a) Monodisperse case (IIa) (b) Polydisperse case (IIb)
(c) Breakup case (IIc)
Figure 7.24 : Visualization of particle spatial distribution for the three reported simulations inside a 10 mm slice cut
in the mid plane of the geometry. Particles are represented as spheres colored with their diameter
Fig. 7.26 presents a closeup view of particle injection to highlight the different injection methods. In the
polydisperse case, a developed spray is directly injected at the atomizer orifice. The particle size distribution
is reconstructed from experimental data available in the first measurement plane z = 6 mm. The numerical
procedure is described in section 5.3.1. Instead, large blobs representing the liquid sheet are injected in the
breakup simulation. The velocity profiles used for particle injection are identical in both simulations and are
reported in section 5.2. The low liquid mass flow rate and the relatively moderate relative velocity level between
phases do not yield a very dense spray zone close to the injector. Therefore, differences in the coupling from
the dispersed to the gaseous phase between both simulations are expected to be moderate. On the contrary,
differences are expected for the spray dynamics due to the different drag properties of the large blobs compared
to the developped spray. To precisely characterize the impact of the different injection procedures on spray
dynamics, the constants k1 and k2 of the secondary breakup model are adjusted in order to yield a similar
size distribution for the developped spray compared to the polydisperse simulation. The result is displayed
in fig. 7.27, which compares simulation and experimental data for the normalized particle size distribution
averaged over the first measurement plane. Although the analytical fit for the polydisperse simulation appears
much more accurate, the agreement with experiment for the breakup simulation is also acceptable. The values
of the breakup constants k1 and k2 are reported in table 7.6. Comparing these values to those used in the Diesel
injection and liquid jet-in gaseous crossflow simulations, a variation of one order of magnitude is noticed. This
result indicates a strong dependency of the breakup constants k1 and k2 on the injection Weber number.
The spray injected at the atomizer interacts strongly with the Precessing Vortex Core (PVC) evidenced in the
purely gaseous simulations. The particles concentrate in the low pressure region of the PVC and follow its pre-
cession movement, as may be seen on fig. 7.28, which displays the vicinity of the injector for the monodisperse
simulation at two successive instants separated by ∆t = 0.45 ms. Particles are represented as spheres with a
size proportional to their diameter. Due to their inertia, particles follow the precession motion of the PVC with
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(a) Monodisperse case (b) Polydisperse case
(c) Breakup case
Figure 7.25 : Field of fuel mass fraction in a mid-plane cut superimposed with isolines of liquid evaporation rate
(a) Polydisperse case (IIb) (b) Breakup case (IIc)
Figure 7.26 : Visualization of the different spray properties in vicinity of injection. Particles scale with their size.
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Figure 7.27 : Comparison of the particle size distribution in the plane z = 6 mm for the poyldisperse case and the
case with breakup. Simulation data is obtained from a large particle number sample.
a certain delay and the cloud of particles is seen to “wrap” around the PVC. This effect is best noticeable for the
monodisperse simulation since all particles have the same inertia. The interaction with the PVC also appears on
the instantaneous fields of particle distribution in fig. 7.24, where it leads to asymmetric shapes of the spray in
the vicinity of the atomizer. Furthermore, this interaction leads to spray impact on the diffusor walls, especially
for small particle diameters, as is best visible on fig. 7.24b.
7.5.2 Comparison of mean profiles
In the present section, averaged flow field results are discussed and compared to experimental data. The nu-
merical averages of particle quantities f are obtained by interpolating them on the Eulerian grid and summing
the contributions of the particles over time:
〈fp,j〉 = 1
N
N∑
l=1
∑
k∈Dj
ωkj,ef
k
p (xi, t
l) (7.15)
ωkj,e denotes the interpolation weight for the quantity g
k
p of the particle k to the node j. The interpolation
weights ωkj,e are inversely proportional to the particle distance from the node j (eq. 4.54). The node j receives
contributions from all cells sharing it and denotedDj . N denotes the numerical sample of particles accumulated
over time at the node j. A similar average was performed in the experiments, results were however weighted
by the residence time τk(t) of the particle k inside the measurement control volume:
〈f expp,j 〉 =
∑N
k=1 τ
k(t)fp(xj, t
k)∑N
k=1 τ
k(t)
(7.16)
Such procedure avoids a dependency of results on the passage rate of particles through the control volume.
Numerical and experimental averages are not strictly equivalent since liquid numerical quantities are obtained
from the filtered gaseous flow field. Since the spatial variation of the filtered particle fields is assumed to be
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.28 : Visualization of the spray PVC interaction at two instants of the simulation separated by∆t = 0.45 ms
for the monodisperse simulation. The particles are represented as spheres proportional to their size.
The PVC is visualized by a pressure isosurface.
negligible within the filter width ∆¯, experimental and numerical mean particle fields may be directly compared
(section 7.4.3). In analogy to eq. 7.14, subgrid scale contributions to the particle root mean square velocity
profiles are also neglected.
Figs. 7.30-7.31 compare the three particle mean and RMS velocity components to experimental measure-
ments in the planes z = 6 mm, z = 26 mm and z = 56 mm for the three Lagrangian simulations: monodis-
perse simulation, polydisperse simulation and breakup simulation. The origin of the abscissa coincides with
the combustion chamber axis. The simulation time is 200 ms in the three cases. As for the gaseous phase,
averaging over the transverse x- and y- planes (fig. 7.3) is performed to improve statistical convergence. In
order to partly assess the quality of statistical convergence reached in the present simulations, fig. 7.29 displays
fields of radial mean and RMS velocity profiles for the polydisperse simulation after averaging times of respec-
tively tav = 100 ms and tav = 200 ms. Similar results are obtained for the other velocity components and the
monodisperse/ breakup simulations but not shown. The results of fig. 7.29 indicate that statistical convergence
for particle mean and RMS velocity profiles is satisfactory in the present simulations. Therefore, it can be
discarded as a possible source of discrepancies with experiments.
For the three mean particle velocity components, the overall agreement with experiments is acceptable in
the three simulations. In particular, the monodisperse simulation compares as well with experiments as the
polydisperse and breakup simulations. This suggests that the effects of polydispersity on mean particle velocity
profiles are limited. Furthermore, the account for polydispersity in the simulations does not always lead to
improvements compared to the monodisperse simulation. This is best noticeable in the first measurement plane,
where the polydisperse simulation tends to overestimate the peaks of particle mean axial and tangential velocity
while the monodisperse and breakup simulations yield better agreement with experiments. The origin of these
differences is discussed in section 7.5.4. For mean particle axial velocity, negative velocities are visible in the
vicinity of the the axis and close to the chamber walls in the second and third measurement planes, They are
respectively induced by the central torroidal recirculation zone and the corner recirculation zones of the gaseous
phase. In the second measurement plane, differences between the simulations are most visible in the vicinity
of the axis, where all simulations mispredict the level of reverse axial velocity. In the third measurement plane,
the breakup simulation reproduces the axial velocity peak and its location more accurately than the other two
simulations. However, remember that comparisons in this plane are delicate since the gaseous mass flow rate is
different in experiments and simulations.
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(a) Particle mean axial velocity (b) Particle axial RMS velocity
Figure 7.29 : Particle radial velocity profiles of the polydisperse simulation. (a): mean velocities. (b): RMS veloci-
ties. − Averaging time: tav = 100 ms, −− Averaging time: tav = 200 ms
For the particle mean tangential velocity profiles, differences in the first measurement plane are limited to
the overprediction of the velocity peak by the polydisperse simulation. In the second measurement plane, the
monodisperse simulation mispredicts the location of the tangential velocity peak while the polydisperse and
breakup simulations predict the latter more accurately, which hints on polydisperse effects in the opening of the
spray. On the contrary, all simulations mispredict the mean tangential velocity profile in the third measurement
plane, and differences between the monodisperse and polydisperse simulations are very limited there.
For mean radial velocity profiles, differences between the simulations are very limited in the first and third
measurement planes. In the second measurement plane, all simulations mispredict the peak of radial velocity
and its location. Furthermore, the polydisperse and breakup simulations predict a change in the sign of radial
velocity close to the axis which is not observed in the experiments. The monodisperse simulation reproduces
the correct behavior of radial velocity in this region.
In terms of particle RMS velocity profiles, the global agreement with experiments is far less satisfying,
especially for the polydisperse and breakup simulations. In particular, the polydisperse and breakup simula-
tions overpredict the maxima of particle axial RMS and tangential RMS velocity profiles in the first measure-
ment plane. Furthermore, the breakup simulation mispredicts the RMS profile shapes at this location. For the
monodisperse simulation, much better agreement with experimental data is observed in the first measurement
plane. Thus, it appears that the account for breakup in the simulation improves mean but not fluctuating veloc-
ity profiles.
Particle fluctuation levels are directly linked to the gaseous fluctuation levels and to the local characteris-
tic particle diameter which determines the time required by the particles to adjust to the fluctuation levels of
the gaseous phase through the relaxation time scale τp. Therefore, most differences appearing on the particle
fluctuation velocity profiles may be explained by comparison of the mean particle diameter profiles displayed
in fig. 7.33a and the gaseous RMS fluctuation profiles shown in figs. 7.21-7.23. In the first measurement plane
of the mean particle diameter profile, the experimental profile indicates a second peak located at a radial po-
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sition of approximately 17 − 18 mm. Although this peak is not captured by any of the simulations, the mean
diameter predicted by the monodisperse simulation at this location is much higher and in closer agreement with
experiments than for the polydisperse and breakup simulations. This region coincides with the overprediction
of the axial and tangential RMS fluctuation levels by the latter simulations. In the second measurement plane,
both polydisperse and breakup simulations strongly underpredict the mean particle diameter in the central re-
circulation zone. Again, this underprediction of the mean particle diameter is followed by an overprediction
of the RMS velocity fluctuation levels for all velocity components in the recirculation zone of the second mea-
surement plane. On the contrary, the breakup and polydisperse simulations reproduce the levels of the mean
particle diameter more precisely for a radial position above 40 mm in the same plane. However, the gaseous
fluctuation levels in this region are very low so that differences in particle velocity fluctuation levels are not
very marked for these radial locations. In the third measurement plane, differences in the fluctuation levels are
less pronounced between the simulations. This behavior results from decreasing gaseous fluctuation levels and
the reaching of equilibrium conditions with the gaseous phase, where the latter effect is accelerated through
particle evaporation. It is surprising to note that the particle radial and tangential velocity fluctuation levels
are very low in the vicinity of the axis of the first and second measurement plane, while they are high for the
gaseous phase at the same locations. The reason may lie in a short residence time of the particles in these
regions which does not allow them to adjust to the high gaseous fluctuation levels.
The mean particle diameter profiles illustrate the effects of polydispersity on the spatial spray distribution.
In the first measurement plane, the monodisperse simulation is not able to reproduce the accumulation of large
particles in the vicinity of the axis through inertial effects as they are less entrained by the swirling motion of
the gaseous phase. The second peak in the mean particle diameter may result from the formation of a liquid
film on the diffusor walls resulting from spray impact. The disintegration of this film could lead to the presence
of larger particles in this region. In the second measurement plane, the polydisperse and breakup simulations
better predict the diameter levels in the vicinity of the walls. The breakup simulation is seen to predict slightly
higher levels, probably a consequence of the larger heating time scale of the blobs injected at the atomizer. On
the contrary, the polydisperse and breakup simulations underpredict the decrease of the mean particle diameter
in the central recirculation zone of the second measurement plane while it is overpredicted in the monodisperse
simulation. Comparing these results with the mean particle axial velocity profile at the same location, it ap-
pears that the polydisperse and monodisperse simulation overpredict the negative axial velocity levels while the
monodisperse simulation underpredicts the latter. This indicates that the mean particle diameter in this region
results from an equilibrium between larger particles penetrating into the central recirculation zone after injec-
tion and particles captured in the central recirculation zone after wall impact. The polydisperse and breakup
simulations seem to overpredict the recirculation of small particles in this region. In the third measurement
plane, the three simulations underpredict the levels of mean particle diameter in the vicinity of the chamber
walls. This effect may arise from the numerical treatment of particle wall interactions which assumes elastic
rebound for all particles, probably leading to an excessive particle accumulation in the vicinity of the cham-
ber walls compared to experiments (see also figs. 7.24 and 7.35). This effect may be quantitatively assessed
by comparing the particle numbers used for particle averages displayed in fig. 7.33b. In the experiments, the
measurements were carried out over a few seconds. Data collection was stopped after 5000 particle measure-
ments at each measurement point. For certain locations, the measurement time was insufficient to obtain this
sample number. From fig. 7.33b, this appears to be the case in the vicinity of the walls in the second and third
measurement planes. On the contrary, large samples are always obtained in the simulations. This confirms the
hypothesis of excessive particle accumulation in the vicinity of the walls after wall impact. The continuous
evaporation of the particles accumulating in the vicinity of the chamber walls may partly explain the underes-
timation of the mean particle diameters in this region. Particle size plays an important role in wall interaction
as large particles have sufficient inertia to leave the low gaseous velocity region in the vicinity of the chamber
walls and penetrate into the central recirculation zone while smaller particles are more likely to remain in the
vicinity of the chamber walls. This hypothesis is in agreement with the larger amounts of recirculating particles
observed for the polydisperse and breakup simulations compared to the monodisperse simulation in the third
measurement plane.
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(a) Particle mean axial velocity (b) Particle axial RMS velocity
Figure 7.30 : Particle axial velocity profiles. (a): mean velocities. (b): RMS velocities. − monodisperse simulation
(IIa), −− polydisperse simulation (IIb), · · − breakup simulation (IIc), 2 experiments
(a) Particle mean tangential velocity (b) Particle tangential RMS velocity
Figure 7.31 : Particle tangential velocity profiles. (a): mean velocities. (b): RMS velocities. − monodisperse
simulation (IIa), −−− polydisperse simulation (IIb), · · − breakup simulation (IIc), 2 experiments
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(a) Particle mean radial velocity (b) Particle radial RMS velocity
Figure 7.32 : Particle radial velocity profiles. (a): mean velocities. (b): RMS velocities. − monodisperse simulation
(IIa), −−− polydisperse simulation (IIb), · · − breakup simulation (IIc), 2 experiments
(a) (b)
Figure 7.33 : Particle mean diameter profiles (a) and particle numbers used for averages displayed on a logarith-
mic scale (b). − monodisperse simulation (IIa), − − − polydisperse simulation (IIb), · · − breakup
simulation (IIc), 2 experiments
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.34 : (a): Mean tangential velocity. (b): Mean particle diameter. − polydisperse simulation with elastic
rebound, −− · polydisperse simulation without wall treatment, 2 experiments
Assuming elastic rebound at solid boundaries for all particles is arguable and may lead to unphysiscal
particle trajectories and behaviors. In order to assess the impact of this modeling assumption, results from
previous polydisperse simulations in which no wall treatment was applied for particles are compared to the
present polydisperse simulations with elastic rebound. Both simulations use identical injection velocity profiles
(tangential velocity profile proportional to the inverse of the radius, see 5.2). The absence of wall treatment
implies the loss of a particle crossing a boundary, which may be assimilated to splashing. The comparison
between both boundary treatments is displayed in fig. 7.34 for the particle mean tangential velocity and the
particle mean diameter. The profiles of mean axial and radial velocity are very similar for both simulations
and are not shown. It appears that the absence of wall treatment suppresses the overestimation of the tangential
velocity peak in the first measurement plane. This overestimation is only noticed for the poyldisperse simulation
in fig. 7.31 while it is absent for the monondisperse and breakup simulations. Furthermore, the radial coordinate
of the tangential velocity peak coincides with the location of the diffusor wall (r = 14.5 mm). These results
hint on unphysical elastic rebound of small particles on the diffusor walls for the polydisperse simulation. The
explicit account for breakup avoids this problem. The comparison of the mean particle diameters displayed
in fig. 7.34b shows only minor differences between both simulations. The strong decrease of the particle
mean diameter is absent from the simulation with wall treatment, which confirms the hypothesis of particle
accumulation and evaporation in the vicinity of the chamber walls after rebound. However, the levels of mean
particle diameter are neither improved in the central recirculation zone nor in the main spray in absence of wall
treatment. This indicates that the overprediction in particle recirculation in the second and third measurement
planes is not directly linked to the modeling of particle-wall interactions.
In order to further characterize the liquid spray, information on the spatial spray distribution would be
valuable but is not available from experiments. Thus, a purely qualitative analysis is made. Fig. 7.35 displays
the averaged fields of liquid volume fraction αl for the three simulations superimposed with isolines of mean
axial velocity in a midplane cut. The scale of liquid volume fraction is saturated to evidence the global spray
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envelopes. In all three simulations, particles penetrate relatively far inside the gaseous recirculation zone due
to inertial effects. In the vicinity of the axis, particles are constantly decelerated by the reverse gaseous axial
velocity before being entrained away from the axis by the gaseous radial and tangential velocity components.
The very low particle concentrations in the CTRZ visible on the instantaneous flow fields in fig. 7.24 are
confirmed by the averaged liquid volume fraction fields. A relatively large concentration of particles in the
region of spray impact is visible for all three simulations. However, the trace of particle rebound is only visible
in the polydisperse and breakup simulations, indicating that only the largest particles have enough intertia to
leave the low velocity region in the vicinity of the walls after impacting them. For the monodisperse and
polydisperse simulations, the spray envelopes are much broader and the spray angle appears larger compared
to the breakup simulation. This originates from the differences in particle size in the vicinity of the injector
between these simulations: the developed spray injected in the monodisperse and polydisperse simulations is
more strongly entrained by the swirling motion of the gaseous flow field and interacts more intensely with the
PVC than the large blobs present in the breakup simulation. This effect is so pronounced that the outer spray
envelope hits the corners of the diffusor outlet and the combustion chamber inlet for the monodisperse and
polydisperse simulations, contrary to the breakup simulation. In order to quantify the observed differences,
averaged profiles of axial liquid volume flux are compared in fig. 7.36. The averaged axial liquid volume flux
is defined as:
〈φl,z〉 = 〈αl〉〈up,z〉 (7.17)
where 〈·〉 denotes a time average operator. The impact on spray angle visible in fig. 7.35 is confirmed by
the profiles of axial liquid volume flux. The thinner spray envelopes and the lower spray angles observed for
the breakup simulation lead to a concentration of the spray in zones of higher axial velocity, which greatly
enhances the liquid volume flux in the first measurement plane compared to the monodisperse and polydisperse
simulations. This effect is attenuated as the spray travels further downstream and differences in the maxima
of liquid volume decrease in the second and third measurement planes. However, the peak of axial liquid
volume flux is located at lower radial coordinates in the three measurement plane for the breakup simulation.
The accurate reproduction of the liquid volume flux is also crucial for reacting two-phase flows as it pilots
the quantity of liquid fuel supplied to the flame front. From the previous comparison of particle mean velocity
profiles, this difference seems to only affect the tangential velocity profile of the polydisperse simulation. These
results indicate that velocity profiles are insufficient to characterize the spatial distribution of the spray.
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(a) Monodisperse case (IIa) (b) Poydisperse case (IIb)
(c) Breakup case (IIc)
Figure 7.35 : Mean liquid volume fraction αl in a midplane cut overlaid with isolines of mean gaseous axial velocity
Figure 7.36 : Comparison of axial liquid volume flux φl,z . − monodisperse simulation (IIa), − − − polydisperse
simulation (IIb), · · − breakup simulation (IIc)
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7.5.3 Effects of poydispersity
The present section discusses effects of polydispersity in the two-phase flow simulations by comparison of the
monodisperse and polydisperse cases. In a first part, global differences in particle velocity and temperature
distributions are considered. Then, the impact of particle size on spray dynamics is discussed. Finally, aspects
related to evaporation are treated.
7.5.3.a) Gas-particle and particle-particle correlations
Fig. 7.37 displays the instantaneous relative axial velocity between gas and particles over particle diameter in the
three experimental measurement planes for the monodisperse and polydisperse simulations. Note that the sign
of the difference is kept in the diagrams to distinguish between zones of particle acceleration and deceleration.
For the monodisperse case, the bimodal character of the particle size distribution in the first measurement plane
is clearly visible (fig. 7.37a). On the one hand, the injected particles display high relative velocities as they
either reach the gaseous jet (high positive relative velocity difference) or the central recirculation zone (high
negative relative velocity difference). On the contrary, particles trapped in the corner recirculation zones with
small diameters due to advanced evaporation have reached equilibrium with the gaseous flow field. For the
polydisperse case, a concentration of small particles close to the equilibrium line uz − uz,p = 0 is also visible
in fig. 7.37b. However, particles are now injected within a broad size range. Thus, high relative velocities are
also observable for smaller particle diameters compared to the monodisperse case as they are not only found in
the corner recirculation zones, but also in zones of high velocity of the gaseous jet. Although effects of inertia
may not be clearly evidenced for the polydisperse simulation because of the strong spatial variations of mean
and fluctuating velocity levels of the gas, the maximum relative velocity difference is seen to increase towards
larger particle diameters. In the second and third measurement planes, equilibrium with the gaseous phase is
progressively reached for both monodisperse and polydisperse simulations as the maximum relative velocity
level between gas and particles decreases and as more particles concentrate in the vicinity of the equilibrium
line. This behavior is more marked for the monodisperse simulation. For the monodisperse simulation, the
largest particles present in the third measurement plane display relatively high negative relative velocities. This
may either be due to the deceleration of the particles in the low velocity region close to the chamber walls or
the capture of the particles inside the central recirculation zone. For the polydisperse case, larger amounts of
particles with negative relative velocities are also observable, indicating a global deceleration of the spray at
this axial location.
Fig. 7.38 displays the particle temperature over particle diameter in the first and third experimental mea-
surement planes for the monodisperse and polydisperse simulations. As for the relative velocity between gas
and particles, two distinct regions may be distinguished in the first measurement plane for the monodisperse
case. The particles injected at the atomizer at a temperature of Tp = 300K are heated by the gaseous phase
at T = 463K. Particle evaporation is relatively negligible during this heating phase and the particle diameter
remains close to its initial value. The heating seems strongly dependent on the particular particle history as the
particle temperature varies between 330 − 360K for particles with diameter equal to the injected diameter.
This effect may be due to the different times required for the particles to reach the first measurement plane and
fluctuations of the gaseous temperature along the single particle paths. In the corner recirculation zones, particle
diameters have strongly diminished and the particle temperature has reached a relatively constant level resulting
from cancellation of the gaseous heat transfer to the particle and the enthalpy flux through evaporation. This
constant temperature is called equilibrium temperature and will be discussed in more detail in section 7.5.3.c).
For the polydisperse simulation, two distinct regions are also visibile. As for the monodisperse simulation, the
particles present in the corner recirculation zones are evidenced by their relatively constant temperature in the
vicinity of 400K. However, effects of polydispersity manifest themselves through the variation of the parti-
cle heating time scale with diameter. The smallest particles injected at the atomizer have already reached the
equilibrium temperature in the first measurement plane while the temperature of the largest particles remains
relatively close to the injection value of Tp = 300K. The variation of particle heating according to particle
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(a) Monodisperse case, z = 6mm
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(b) Polydisperse case, z = 6mm
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(c) Monodisperse case, z = 26mm
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(d) Polydisperse case, z = 26mm
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(e) Monodisperse case, z = 56mm
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(f) Polydisperse case, z = 56mm
Figure 7.37 : Relative axial velocity between gas and particles plotted over particle diameter in the three experimen-
tal measurement planes
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history is also visible for the polydisperse simulation as the particle temperature varies within a broad range
for each single diameter. Further downstream, particle heating has further proceeded as the minium particle
temperature has increased and as more particles concentrate along the equilibrium temperature.
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Figure 7.38 : Particle temperature plotted over the particle diameter in the first and last experimental measurement
planes
7.5.3.b) Analysis of particle trajectories
Effects of polydispersity on particle dynamics may be assessed through a comparison of particle trajectories
with different diameters. Figs. 7.39-7.41 illustrate typical particle trajectories for particles with three distinct
diameters: 20µm, 55µm and 80µm. The trajectories are obtained from the polydisperse simulation. They are
respectively referred to as small, medium and large particles. The trajectories are presented in a longitudinal
cut (xz-diagram) and a transverse cut (xy-diagram) for better comparison. The end of the trajectories signifies
complete evaporation of the particles. The particle lifetime is proportional to the particle diameter and particles
penetrate further into the chamber as their diameter increases. While no small particles are found beyond the
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Figure 7.39 : Representative trajectories for small particles (dp = 20µm )
axial distance z ≈ 0.05 m in fig. 7.39, large particles are seen to exist until z ≈ 0.26 m in fig. 7.41. For all
diameter sizes, particles are strongly entrained by the swirling motion of the gaseous flow after injection, as
appears from the spiral particle trajectories in the xy-diagrams. This suggests that drag effects of the swirling
gaseous flow field on the particles are important after injection, even for larger particle diameters. While the
particle trajectories have a spiral shape after injection in the xy-diagrams, trajectories approximately become
straight lines further downstream for the medium and large particles. This behavior originates from the fact that
gaseous tangential velocity rapidly decreases inside the combustion chamber due to the change in cross-section
from the diffusor to the combustion chamber, as may be seen from fig. 7.10. Gaseous velocity also decreases in
axial direction and particles start to be decelerated from the location of the second measurement plane, as may
be seen from figs. 7.30 and 7.37. The higher inertia of the large particles compared to the medium particles
delay their deceleration in axial direction, which globally shifts the region of wall impact of the large particles
further downstream compared to the medium particles. The axial position of the particle at the moment of
rebound against the chamber walls conditions the outcome of particle history after rebound. For lower axial
positions, particles are more likely to be captured in the corner recirculation zones before evaporating entirely.
This behavior is likely to induce higher fuel mass fractions in the corner recirulation zones, which seems
confirmed by the instantaneous fields of kerosene mass fraction displayed in fig. 7.25. If particle rebound
occurs further downstream, particles maintain a positive axial velocity. In this case, the medium particles are
more likely to remain in the low velocity region in the vicinity of the chamber walls while the larger particles
may possibly leave this region and penetrate into the central recirculation zone. The high unsteadiness of the
gaseous flow field in the diffusor may lead to particle rebound on the diffusor walls. This phenomenon is
illustrated by one trajectory for each particle size in the yz-diagram at the lower diffusor wall. This indicates
that particle rebound may even occur for larger particle diameters, although it will be much more frequent for
lower particle diameters due to their lower inertia. Interactions with the unsteady flow field may also be the
cause of the sudden changes in trajectory of the small particles towards the end of their lifetime. As the medium
and large particles evaporate further downstream in regions where turbulence is almost completely dissipated,
such changes in trajectory are less visible.
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Figure 7.40 : Representative trajectories for medium particles (dp = 55µm )
Figure 7.41 : Representative trajectories for large particles (dp = 80µm )
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7.5.3.c) Particle evaporation
Evaporation is a key feature in the present simulation as it dictates the reduction of particle size over its tra-
jectory and therefore has an important influence on particle dynamics. In a first step, it is verified that global
aspects of the evaporation model are correctly reproduced in the simulations. This is done by recording the tem-
poral evolution of the particle temperature over time for the particles whose trajectories have been displayed
in figs. 7.39-7.41. The result is shown in fig. 7.42. In all three diagrams, the particle temperatures increase
from the initial value Tp = 300 K to a temperature around 400 K which then remains approximately constant
until the complete evaporation of the particles. This temperature is called the equilibrium or wet-bulb tempera-
ture Twb. It arises from the equilibrium between the gaseous heat transfer to the particle and the enthalpy flux
through evaporation in the particle temperature equation. This temperature may also be estimated through the
numerical calculation of an isolated particle evaporation in a quiescent environment using the same evaporation
model and the same conditions as in the full simulation. This requires the estimation of a mean gaseous tem-
perature and fuel mass fraction in the far-field, for which T = 463K and YF = 0.01 are respectively chosen.
The obtained wet bulb temperature in the 0D calculation is Twb = 399 K. This result is close to the values ob-
served in fig. 7.42, with variations of 2− 3K for single particles, and gives a certain confidence in the correct
reproduction of evaporation in the full simulation. The small particles display larger variations in their tempo-
ral temperature evolutions whereas the temperature evolution curves of medium and large particles are almost
superimposed. This behavior probably results from the higher sensitivity of small particles to temperature and
mass fraction fluctuations in the gaseous phase.
Fig. 7.43 displays the temporal evolution of the normalized square particle diameters for the three particle
sizes. The particle diameters remain constant during approximately half of the particle heating time. As the liq-
uid temperature approaches the wet bulb temperature, evaporation starts. When the particle temperature reaches
the wet bulb temperature, the evolution of the square dimensionless particle diameter approximately follows a
linear decrease in time. This result is in agreement with the implemented evaporation model provided that the
thermodynamical conditions at the particles’ surface are far from saturation and remain constant over time. The
departure from these hypotheses probably explains the slight deviations of the square dimensionless diameter
curves from straight lines in fig. 7.43. It is interesting to note that the relative length of the particle heating
time decreases with respect to the particle lifetime towards larger particle diameters. Finally, the variations of
the particle evaporation times are highest for the smallest particle diameter. As for the temporal temperature
evolutions, this effect probably originates from a higher sensitivity of the evaporation process to fluctutationss
of gaseous temperature and fuel mass fraction.
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Figure 7.42 : Evolution of particle temperature over time. (a): dp = 20µm. (b): dp = 55µm. (c): dp = 80µm.
Another important aspect of evaporation is the correct coupling between phases and the conservation of
liquid and fuel mass in the computational domain. This point is assessed using the balance tools presented in
appendix B. Fig. 7.44 sketches the balances of particle mass and fuel vapor mass for the polydisperse simula-
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Figure 7.43 : Evolution of normalized square particle diameter over time. (a): dp = 20µm. (b): dp = 55µm. (c):
dp = 80µm.
tion over the entire simulation time. Similar results are obtained in the balances for the monodisperse and the
breakup simulation but not shown for brevity. Both balances close with excellent relative accuracies, which
gives good confidence on the fluxes predicted by the balance tool. During the simulation time, no fuel vapor
leaves the computational domain because of the presence of the large atmosphere and the very low axial veloc-
ity in this region, as may be seen from fig. 7.45. This is confirmed by the low mass fluxes across boundaries and
the low boundary corrections over the entire simulation time displayed in fig. 7.45. The influence of artificial
viscosity is also negligible so that the vapor variation is only conditioned by the evaporation rate. The latter
increases strongly at the begining of the simulation before reaching a quasi-steady level resulting from an equi-
librium between new injected liquid mass and the complete evaporation of particles in the chamber. Looking at
particle fluxes over time, it appears that no particles leave the computational domain, which is due to the com-
plete evaporation of all particles before they reach the outlet of the atmosphere. It appears from fig. 7.46 that
particle losses occur during the simulation. After further investigations, it seems that all particle losses occur
at the solid walls of the computational domain and originate from a wrong definition of the wall normal vector
for a few cells. This problem could not be solved in the present work and requires further inquiries. However,
the total losses for the entire simulation time of the polydisperse case are approximately 1000 particles. This
amount is negligible compared to the total number of particles injected during the simulation time, which lies
around 2.8 millions. This is confirmed by a relative error in the sum of vapor and liquid masses of less than
8.0 · 10−5. The evolution of particle mass, vapor mass and the sum of both over time is displayed in fig. 7.47.
A linear increase for the sum of vapor and particle masses is observed, which is consistent with the fact that no
vapor and only very few particles leave the computational domain. Globally, the sum of particle mass reaches a
steady level as the continuous evaporation of particles is balanced by the injection of liquid, which in turn leads
to a constant increase in the vapor mass over time.
7.5.4 Impact of injection modeling
The present section discusses effects of injection modeling on the simulation results. First, drag effects on
particles in the vicinity of the injector are briefly assessed.
7.5.4.a) Evaluation of drag effects in the vicinity of the injector
The injection parameters used for the validation of the FIMUR methodology presented in section 5.3.3 are
identical to those of the MERCATO atomizer. Furthermore, results were compared to the analytical solution 9
mm downstream the injector, which corresponds approximately to the location of the first measurement plane
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.44 : Particle (a) and vapor (b) balances over time for the polydisperse simulation
Figure 7.45 : Vapor fluxes over time for the polydisperse simulation: vapor variation, fluxes over boundaries, evap-
oration, boundary corrections and artificial viscosity
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Figure 7.46 : Particle mass source terms for the polydisperse simulation: injection flux, evaporating flux, lost particle
’flux’, flux of particles leaving the domain
Figure 7.47 : Mass evolution over time for the polydisperse simulation: particle mass, vapor mass and sum of both
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Figure 7.48 : Evolution of the particle velocity profiles from injection (z ≈ −3, 5mm) to the first experimental
measurement plane (z = 6mm) for particle diameters corresponding to the mean diameter dp =
55µm. (a): particle axial velocity. (b): particle tangential velocity. (c): particle radial velocity
(the atomizer orifice is located at z ≈ −3, 5 mm). The particle diameter in the validation case corresponds to
the mean particle diameter in the simulation. Therefore, a qualitative comparison may be made between the
velocity profiles obtained for the validation case shown in fig. 5.12 and the mean particle velocity profiles in the
first measurement plane displayed in figs. 7.30-7.31. The comparison is not strictly valid as the drag correction
factor was neglected in the validation case in order to allow for the derivation of an analytical solution. However,
the solutions appear totally different in both cases. In particular, the tangential velocity component is negligible
for the analytical solution because it is gradually transformed into a radial component due to trigonometry.
Moreover, the radial spray locations and the radial spread of the spray are totally different. Thus, drag effects
seem to be important in the present configuration even for relatively large particle diameters. This hypothesis is
confirmed by the particle trajectories displayed in figs. 7.39-7.41, which evidence a strong entrainement of the
particles by the swirling motion of the gas. Remember that the particle trajectories would follow straight lines
in absence of gaseous flow motion. Furthermore, the particle trajectories shown in figs. 7.39-7.41 demonstrated
that particle impact on the diffusor chamber walls could even occur for large particle diameters. All these results
tend to indicate that the effect of the injection model on the particle velocity profiles in the first measurement
plane is limited. This hypothesis may be assessed by following the evolution of the particle velocity components
from injection to the first measurement plane. The result is sketched in fig. 7.48 for particle diameters equal
to the mean diameter dp = 55µm. The action of the injection model appears limited to a very small axial
length of approximately 0.5 mm. Over this distance, the tangential velocity is seen to decrease while the radial
velocity component increases, which corresponds to the trignonometric conversion discussed in section 5.3.3.
Furthermore, the particle axial velocity remains constant over this distance. Then particles, are decelerated in
axial direction as the central recirculation zone extends to the atomizer nozzle. At the same time, particles are
entrained by the swirling motion of the flow. After leaving the central recirculation zone, particles are strongly
accelerated in axial direction. The particle rebounding on the diffusor wall is identified by the sudden inversion
of radial velocity in fig. 7.48. These results suggest that drag effects are relatively pronounced in the vicinity
of the injector and that the good agreement with experiments obtained in the first measurement plane may not
be considered a validation of the FIMUR injection model. A more precise assessment of the impact of the
injection model would require a parametric study of the input parameters of the injection model such as the
spray angle θ and the orifice diameterD0, which is not performed in the present work.
7.5.4.b) Size-conditioned statistics for the polydisperse and breakup simulations
In the following, the polydisperse and breakup simulations are compared using size-conditioned statistics.
These statistics only include mean and tangential velocities as the mean radial profiles do not provide additional
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information. Simulation results are compared to experiments for three different particle diameter classes: dp ∈
[5− 30µm], dp ∈ [30− 55µm] and dp ∈ [55− 80µm]. The results are displayed in figs. 7.49-7.51.
In the first measurement plane, discrepancies with experiments are pronounced for the polydisperse sim-
ulation. These discrepancies are noticeable for both particle axial and tangential velocities and they increase
towards smaller diameter classes. For the particle mean axial velocity, the profile shapes between the experi-
ment and the polydisperse simulation at z = 6 mm are similar in the first measurement plane and differences
concern mainly the levels. For tangential velocity however, the polydisperse simulation profiles at z = 6 mm
display sharp peaks which are absent in the experiments. The comparison of particle mean velocity profiles
with and without elastic rebound at walls in fig. 7.34 indicates that these peaks originate from the rebound of
small particles on the diffusor walls. This hypothesis seems confirmed by the fact that the peak disappears for
the largest diameter class. The breakup simulation shows good agreement with experiments in the first mea-
surement plane for all particle diameter classes and also reproduces the profile shapes for tangential velocity
at z = 6 mm correctly. The discrepancies observed for mean axial velocity lie in the different particle drag
histories. In the breakup simulation, small particles result from the disintegration of larger particles with higher
inertia. Therefore, these particles appear further downstream the injector with velocity levels similar to those
imposed at injection. Their acceleration by the gaseous flow field until the first measurement plane is therefore
reduced compared to the polydisperse simulation. Note that this drawback of the simplified injection procedure
could be compensated by imposing a modified drag law in the vicinity of injection for all particles as done
for the liquid jet in gaseous crossflow, see section 6.2. This is especially true in the present case given the
low injection Weber number for the breakup simulation, which limits particle breakup to one or two events for
each injected blob. It appears that the overestimation of the particle acceleration in the vicinity of the injec-
tor does not greatly affect the size-conditioned profiles of the polydisperse simulation in the second and third
measurement planes, except for an overestimation of the peak axial velocity for the large particle class in the
second measurement plane. On the contrary, the breakup simulations do not always provide more accurate
results compared to the polydisperse simulation. For instance, the decrease in axial velocity on the outer spray
boundary is predicted too early for the breakup simulation in the first measurement plane. This misprediction
is seen to increase towards larger particle diameters. In the second measurement plane, the breakup simulation
slightly underpredicts the locations of the axial and tangential velocity peaks of the medium diameter class and
overpredicts the magnitude of the axial velocity peak. On the contrary, the polydisperse simulation overpredicts
the axial velocity peak of the large diameter class in the second measurement plane. This overestimation arises
from the fact that errors in injection modeling remain longer visible for larger diameters due to higher iner-
tia. Comparisons with experimental data in the third measurement plane are more delicate due to the different
gaseous mass flow rate between experiments and simulations. In particular, no conclusions should be drawn
from the better prediction of the axial velocity peaks in the breakup simulation. Finally, the simulation time
appears insufficient to properly converge the size-conditioned simulation data in the vicinity of the axis for the
second and third measurement planes, in particular for the large diameter class. It is interesting to note that
the shapes and maxima of particle axial velocity profiles are almost identical for the three particle diameter
distributions in the second and third measurement planes. This indicates that particles contained in a broad
diameter range are close to equilibrium with the gaseous phase in these measurement planes. Differences are
also limited for the tangential velocity profiles except for the radial location of the tangential velocity peak in
the second measurement plane. In this region, polydispersity may have an impact on results, which is confirmed
by the more accurate mean profiles of particle tangential velocity obtained for the polydisperse and breakup
simulations in fig. 7.31a. However, the global differences obtained for the size conditioned velocity profiles
indicate a very limited effect of polydispersity in the second and third measurement planes. This is not the case
in the vicinity of the injector and a simplified model directly injecting the developed spray is found to greatly
overstimate the acceleration of small particles.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.49 : Velocity profiles for particles with diameter comprised between [5µm-30µm]. − polydisperse simula-
tion , −· breakup simulation, 2 experiments
7.5.4.c) Histogram comparison between the polydisperse and breakup simulations
In the present section, histograms of particle diameter and velocity are compared at different locations of
the spray to experimental data for the polydisperse and breakup simulations. The locations of the probes
are displayed in fig. 7.52. The axial locations correspond to the experimental measurement planes, they are
respectively denoted by the subscripts 1,2 and 3 for the first, second and third measurement plane respectively.
Probes are located in the on the axis (’A’), in the main spray region (’S’) and on the spray boundaries (’B’).
In order to assess the impact of the assumption of elastic rebound in the simulations, a probe is also located
in vicinity of the chamber walls in the third measurement plane (probe W3). The numerical data is collected
from 300 instantaneous solutions in cubes whose respective lengths are provided in table 7.8. In order to
compensate for the very low particle number densities in the recirculation zone, the probe volumes are enlarged
on the axis for the second and third measurement planes. This enlargement should not greatly affect results
obtained in these regions as spatial variations of particle size distributions and velocities are expected to be
low there. The particle numbers retrieved in the respective numerical simulations are provided in table 7.8.
They are compared to the particle numbers obtained in the experiments. The simulation data is expected to
be sufficiently converged for a quantitative comparison with experiments. The characteristic bin sizes for both
experiments and simulations are approximately ∆dp ≈ 6.0µm. The simulation results are displayed with
continuous curves for better visualization.
In the first measurement plane, differences between both simulations are pronounced on the spray bound-
aries, as may be seen on fig. 7.53 (probe B1). In this region, gaseous axial velocity reaches its maximum and
particle axial accelerations are pronounced. Fig. 7.54 displays the particle size and axial velocity distribution
in the may spray region (probe S1). Here, the overestimation of the particle axial velocity is seen to decrease,
in agreement with the results obtained for the mean profiles in fig. 7.30. At the axis (probe A1), particles are
decelerated due to the presence of the central recirculation zone, see fig. 7.55. Effects of inertia are not very
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.50 : Velocity profiles for particles with diameter comprised between [30µm-55µm] − polydisperse simula-
tion , −· breakup simulation, 2 experiments
Probe Cube side lengths Experimental Polydisperse simulation Breakup simulation
(coordinates in mm) (simulation) samples samples samples
A1 (0,8,6) 1.0 cm 5000 22732 38193
A2 (0,20,26) 3.0 cm 297 775 1650
A3 (0,40,56) 3.0 cm 154 5756 3422
S1 (0,0,9) 1.0 cm 5000 28264 34389
S2 (0,0,26) 1.0 cm 5000 17943 24127
S3 (0,0,56) 1.0 cm 859 15740 17670
B1 (0,14,6) 1.0 cm 5000 17943 24127
W1 (0,58,56) 1.0 cm 859 15740 17670
Table 7.8 : Comparaison of the sample numbers in the experiment and the simulation
pronounced in this region as the axial velocity appears similar for all particle sizes, with only a slight increase
towards larger particle diameters. This qualitative behavior is reproduced for both experiments and simula-
tions. However, the level of axial velocity is clearly underestimated for both simulations, which is probably
due to limitations of the injection model. It is remarkable to note that the breakup simulation improves the
shapes of the particle size distribution in the main spray region and at the axis. This result is consistent with
the overestimation of the radial and tangential velocities in the vicinity of the atomizer for the polydisperse
simulation, which in turn overpredicts the spatial sorting of particles according to their size compared to the
breakup simulation. This spatial sorting effect is also visible in the experiments as the particle size distribu-
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.51 : Velocity profiles for particles with diameter comprised between [55µm-80µm] − polydisperse simula-
tion , −· breakup simulation, 2 experiments
Figure 7.52 : Field of averaged liquid volumetric mass fraction αl superimposed with the location of the probes for
the probability density functions of particle size and velocity
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tion is broadened from the spray boundary towards the axis. Despite the general improvements in the particle
diameter distribution in the first measurement plane, the breakup simulation underestimates the mean particle
diameter at the axis compared to experiments. The differences observed between the polydisperse and breakup
simulations in the vicinity of the atomizer are no longer visible on the histogramms of the main spray and of the
spray boundaries in the second measurement plane, respectively displayed in figs. 7.56 and 7.57 (probes S2 and
B2). In particular, the particle size distributions and the radial velocity levels predicted by both simulations are
very similar at these locations. In addition, very good agreement with experiments is observed for both probes
in terms of particle size distribution and particle radial velocity levels. The particle radial velocity histograms
appear to be almost constant for the probes ’S2’ and ’B2’. Similar results are obtained for particle axial and
tangential velocity but not shown for reasons of space limitation. These results indicate that polydispersity
has very little impact on the mean velocity profiles at this axial location, which probably arises from the fact
that particles reach equilibrium with the gaseous phase. A strong deviation from the experimental particle size
distribution is observed in the main spray at the third measurement plane, which is displayed in fig. 7.58. This
strong disagreement is unexpected given the good agreement observed in the second measurement plane. Fur-
thermore, this region is located relatively far away from the chamber walls and particle rebound is not expected
to affect results. This seems confirmed by levels of radial velocity which are close to the experimental levels
in fig. 7.58b. On the contrary, the prediction of excessive particle rebound leads to a clear misprediction of the
radial velocity in the near wall region, as may be seen in fig. 7.59b (probe W3). In the simulations, the radial
velocity levels are very low and constant over particle diameter which is due to the inversion of the radial veloc-
ity of a particle after wall impact. On the contrary, much higher levels of particle radial velocity are observed in
the experiments and a strong increase is noticeable towards larger particle diameters. These differences indicate
that the amount of particles rebounding on the chamber walls is highly overestimated in the simulations and
that the assumption of elastic rebound for all particles is not justified. However, the differences observed in par-
ticle size distribution observed in fig. 7.58a do not seem to originate from the wrong modelling of particle-wall
interaction. They may arise from the different gaseous mass flow rates between experiments and simulations
in this measurement plane. The histogram of radial velocity in the main spray at the third measurement plane
is relatively flat, which again hints on low effects of polydispersity at this axial location. These results confirm
the observations made for the size-conditioned particle velocity profiles in section 7.5.4.b), which vary only
slightly with particle size in the second and third measurement planes. However, the good agreement with
experiments obtained for the monodisperse simulation in the first measurement plane remains unexplained. In
the vicinity of the injector, effects of polydispersity on velocity histograms are more pronounced, as may be
seen from figs. 7.53b and 7.54b. A cancellation effect seems to occur between the higher velocity levels of
smaller particles and the lower velocity levels of larger particles, resulting in particle mean velocities close to
those obtained for the mean particle diameter. It is unclear whether this cancellation effect has a physical origin
or if it is purely fortitious in the present case. Figs. 7.60 and 7.61 display size and axial velocity histograms
at the axis at the second and third measurement planes respectively (probes A2 and A3). The particle mean
velocity histogram shown in fig. 7.60 confirms that the particle mean axial velocity at this probe A2 results
from the contributions of small recirculating from further downstream and larger particles penetrating this far
in the central recirculation zone. Therefore, the correct mean axial velocity level is difficult to capture precisely.
Both the particle size and the mean axial velocity histograms indicate that the simulations fail to reproduce the
penetration of larger particles inside the central recirculation zone. This behavior results from the underestima-
tion of particle axial velocity in the vicinity of the injector visible in fig. 7.55. For the particle size histogram at
the probe A3 displayed in fig. 7.61a, it appears that the simulations approximately reproduce the experimental
data, although the amount of large particles present in this region is again underestimated. The particle mean
velocity histograms of both simulations and experiments lack convergence at this location so that no conclusion
may be drawn from the comparison.
In order to confirm that the negligible differences in particle velocity profiles observed in the second and
third measurement planes result from the reaching of equilibrium conditions, histograms of relative axial ve-
locity between gas and particles are displayed in fig. 7.62 for the three simulations. In the first measurement
plane (fig. 7.62a), two distinct peaks are distinguishable for the three simulations: a large amount of particles
is close to equilibrium conditions while a broad range of positive relative velocities is observed as particles are
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Figure 7.53 : Size and velocity distributions on the spray boundary at z = 6 mm (probe B1)
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Figure 7.54 : Size and velocity distributions in the spray at z = 6 mm (probe S1)
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Figure 7.55 : Size and velocity distributions at the axis at z = 6 mm (probe A1)
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Figure 7.56 : Size and velocity distributions in the spray at z = 26 mm (probe S2)
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Figure 7.57 : Size and velocity distributions in the outer spray boundary at z = 26 mm (probe B2)
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Figure 7.58 : Size and velocity distributions in the spray at z = 56 mm (probe S3)
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Figure 7.59 : Size and velocity distributions in vicinity of the wall at z=56 mm (probe W3)
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Figure 7.60 : Size and velocity distributions on the chamber axis at z = 26 mm (probe A2)
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Figure 7.61 : Size and velocity distributions on the chamber axis at z = 56 mm (probe A3)
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Figure 7.62 : Histograms of relative axial velocity between gas and particles in the three experimental measurement
planes
still accelerated by the gas. The amount of particles at equilibrium conditions is highest for the polydisperse
simulation. This behavior is probably due to the overestimated acceleration of small particles, which reach
equilibrium with the gas earlier compared to the breakup simulation. Since small particles are absent in the
monodisperse simulation, the peak is far less pronounced for the latter, even in comparison with the breakup
simulation. As a consequence, the amount of particles far from equilibrium conditions is also highest for the
monodisperse simulation. However, the differences in the histograms of relative axial velocity are minor for
the three simulations in the second and third measurement planes as most relative velocities are found close to
equilibrium conditions. Globally, particles are still axially accelerated in the second measurement plane while
a deceleration occurs in the third measurement plane. In conlusion, these results confirm that the differences in
spray dynamics remain confined to the vicinity of the injector for the three two-phase flow simulations.
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7.6 Comparison with the Euler-Euler approach
The present section discusses the comparison of monodisperse Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations of
the MERCATO configuration. The results presented for the Euler-Euler simulations were performed by Sanjosé
during her thesis [191]. This comparison allows to assess the respective accuracies of both methods as they use
identical drag and evaporation models. It also allows a rough assessment of the FIMUR injection methodology
by comparison of velocity profiles in the vicinity of the injector.
7.6.1 Numerical parameters in the Euler-Euler simulation
In the present section, the main numerical parameters of the Euler-Euler simulation of Sanjosé [191] are briefly
recalled. The reader is referred to Sanjosé [191] for a more detailed discussion of parameters employed in
the Euler-Euler simulation. The numerical parameters used for the gaseous phase are almost identical in the
Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations: both use the TTGC scheme for convection, the 2∆ operator for
diffusion and the Wale model for subgrid-scale modeling (see chapter 4 and section 2.2.5.c)). Furthermore,
the same artificial viscosity sensor is used for both simulations and similar levels are imposed for second- and
fourth-order viscosities (simulations of Sanjosé [191]: ǫ2 = 0.02 and ǫ4 = 0.01, present work: ǫ2 = 0.018
and ǫ4 = 0.008).
The TTGC scheme is also used for convection of the dispersed phase in the Euler-Euler simulations. In the
Euler-Euler approach, the random uncorrelated motion, which represents the deviation of a particle velocity
from the average inside the control volume, is explicitly taken into account. To guarantee numerical stability,
Sanjosé [191] developed specific artificial viscosity sensors and limited the levels of the kinetic energy asso-
ciated with the random uncorrelated motion to 20% of the resolved mesoscopic kinetic energy. The levels of
artificial viscosity reported by Sanjosé [191] for the dispersed phase are: ǫ2l = 0.3 and ǫ
4
l = 0.001. Since the
numerical solver can not handle zero void fraction of the dispersed phase, minimum clipping values of liquid
volumetric fraction αl and particle diameter dp are introduced. The respective clipping values used by Sanjosé
are αl = 4.2 · 10−12 and dp = 2µm. These levels guarantee evaporation of more than 99,5% of the particle
mass and should therefore not affect the fuel vapor mass balance. At solid boundaries of the computational
domain, noslip conditions are imposed for the dispersed phase in the Euler-Euler approach.
In order to mesh the injection surface with reasonable expense, it must be artificially enlarged in the Euler-
Euler simulations. Thus, the computational meshes are not strictly identical for both approaches as the real
injector geometry is conserved in the Lagrangian simulations. However, local grid refinements are very simi-
lar. This aspect is illustrated in fig. 7.63, which displays a closeup view of the computational meshes for both
approaches. Comparisons of mean and fluctuating velocity profiles for the purely gaseous flow for the present
mesh and for the modified nozzle geometry used by Sanjosé [191] confirm the little impact of these modifica-
tions on the gaseous flow field. As the effect of the liquid volume fraction is small, the effect of the particles on
the gaseous velocity fields is weak and it has been checked that mean and fluctuating gaseous velocity profiles
are similar in the two approaches. Therefore, only particle fields are compared in the following.
7.6.2 Comparison of flow dynamics
Fig. 7.64 presents a comparison of spatial spray distributions for both approaches: in the Euler-Euler approach,
the liquid volume flux is displayed while an instantaneous particle distribution is shown for the Euler-Lagrange
simulation. Both approaches capture the creation of particle pockets through the interaction of the spray with
the precessing vortex core (compare with fig. 7.28). As in the Euler-Lagrange simulation, the Euler-Euler ap-
proach predicts significant spray impact on the diffusor walls. The low particle concentration inside the central
recirculation zone is also reproduced in both simulations. Finally, the spray opening appears qualitatively sim-
ilar. Fig. 7.65 displays instantaneous fields of liquid axial velocity for both approaches in a midplane cut. In
the Lagrangian approach, the liquid axial velocity field is reconstructed through the interpolation of instanta-
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.63 : Closeup view of the mesh resolutions in the Euler-Euler (left) and Euler-Lagrange (right) simulations.
The sources used for the grid generation are identical, but the injection nozzle is enlarged in the Euler-
Euler simulation for reasons of computational expense
neous particle velocities on the Eulerian grid, the interpolation weights are linearly proportional to the nodal
distance. In regions where particles are absent, the particle axial velocity is set to zero, which is not the case
in the Euler-Euler simulation. The regions of high liquid axial velocity are found at similar axial positions,
but the zones of positive axial velocity seem to extend much further into the central recirculation zone in the
Euler-Euler simulation. This observation may be a numerical artefact arising from the comparison of different
quantities: the statistically averaged liquid axial velocity conditioned by a realization of the gaseous phase for
the Euler-Euler case compared to the instantaneous particle axial velocity averaged over the particles present in
the computational control volume for the Euler-Lagrange simulation. Despite this fact, the axial velocity levels
appear similar in both approaches. Furthermore, negative levels of liquid axial velocity are visible in the corner
and central recirculation zones for both approaches.
An important aspect of the comparison between both approaches is evaporation. Fig. 7.66 displays instanta-
neous fields of fuel mass fraction in the MERCATO chamber for Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations
at similar instants. Isolines of evaporation rate are displayed in black. A consequence of statistical averaging
in the Eulerian formalism is the presence of broad and smooth zones of evaporation while the Lagrangian ap-
proach resolves instantaneous evaporation source terms, leading to more localized evaporation spots. However,
the qualitative behaviors in both simulations appear to be very similar. The convection of large pockets of
evaporated fuel located in the vicinity of the walls towards the chamber outlet is visible for both approaches.
Furthermore, both methods capture a first zone of evaporation in the vicinity of the atomizer with higher evap-
oration rates and a second zone of evaporation in the region of spray impact close to the chamber walls. High
fuel mass fractions are noticed for both approaches in the corner recirculation zones. Finally, global levels of
fuel mass fraction are similar for both approaches.
7.6.3 Comparison of statistics
A quantitative assessment of the respective accuracy of both approaches is obtained from the comparison of
mean and fluctuating liquid velocity profiles, which are displayed in figs. 7.67-7.69. Note that the RMS velocity
profiles of the Euler-Euler simulation use the correlation by Vance et al. [223] to reconstruct the fluctuations
associated with the uncorrelated motion from mesoscopic quantities. Globally, the agreement between both
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.64 : Instantaneous field of liquid volume flux φl in a midplane cut for the Euler-Euler approach (a) and
instantaneous particle distribution in a 10 mm thick slab in the Euler-Lagrange approach (b)
Figure 7.65 : (a) Instantaneous fields of mesoscopic liquid axial velocity for the Euler-Euler approach (b) Eulerian
field of liquid axial velocity reconstructed from interpolation in the Euler-Lagrange approach
simulations with each other and experiments is satisfying. For mean axial velocity ( fig. 7.67), the Euler-
Lagrange simulation underestimates the experimental levels in the first measurement plane in the vicinity of
the axis, whereas the Euler-Euler approach yields better agreement with experiments at this location. While the
Euler-Lagrange approach correctly reproduces the maximum level of axial velocity in the second measurement
plane, the Euler-Euler simulation shows better agreement with experiments in the third measurement plane.
The differences between both approaches are most visible for the mean profiles of radial velocity displayed in
fig. 7.68. Although mean radial velocity profiles almost superpose for both approaches in the first measurement
plane, the locations of radial velocity peaks in the second and third measurement planes are very different.
Here, the Euler-Euler approach performs much better than the Lagrangian approach. Note that the mispre-
diction in the location of the radial velocity peak is observed for all Lagrangian simulations, as appears from
fig. 7.32. Thus, it does not seem linked to effects of polydispersity or injection modeling. Furthermore, Euler-
Euler and Euler-Lagrange approaches predict almost identical radial velocity profiles in the first measurement
plane. Therefore, these differences seem to arise from deficiencies of the Lagrangian solver in the prediction of
spray dynamics from the first to the second measurement plane, their origin remains unclear. In terms of mean
tangential velocity profiles, see fig. 7.69, both approaches perform very similarly and only minor differences
may be noted. The RMS velocity profiles display similar accuracies for both approaches. Still, the Euler-Euler
simulation provides more accurate RMS velocity profiles in the first measurement plane both in terms of levels
and shape compared to the Euler-Lagrange simulation. However, the Euler-Lagrange results improve in the
second and third measurement planes. These differences probably arise from the enhanced numerical diffusion
in the Euler-Euler approach. In particular, the shapes of the RMS velocity profiles in the third measurement
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Figure 7.66 : Instantaneous fields of fuel mass fraction in the MERCATO chamber (Case II) with isocontours of
evaporation rate (4 levels of respectively 3, 6, 9 and 12 kg/m3/s). Comparison between Euler-Euler
(left) and Euler-Lagrange(right) at similar instants
plane appear very smooth in the Euler-Euler simulation. However, the inclusion of the uncorrelated motion
contribution in the evaluation of the RMS flucutations [223] and the improvement of the artificial viscosity
sensors by Sanjosé [191] yielded substantial precision improvements in the Euler-Euler approach. Globally,
both Euler-Lagrange and Euler-Euler approaches yield similar numerical precisions up to first-order statistics.
Finally, fig. 7.70 displays the comparison of the particle mean diameter profiles. The monodisperse simula-
tions may not reproduce the balistic sorting of particles by the swirling motion of the gas in the first measure-
ment plane and does therefore not capture the increase of particle diameter in the vicinity of the axis. It is very
interesting to note that both approaches perform similarly in the central recirculation zone for the second and
third measurement planes. This indicates that the underestimation of the particle axial velocity close to the axis
in the first measurement plane does not affect the spatial spray distribution close to the axis further downstream.
In the vicinity of the chamber walls, effects of numerical diffusion are pronounced for the Euler-Euler simula-
tion as diameter profiles fall off much earlier compared to the Euler-Lagrange simulation. This is because the
Euler-Euler approach may not sharply resolve the transition from regions of high particle densities to regions
with low particle density. Effects of polydispersity arising from evaporation may also lead to differences in the
mean particle diameter predictions of both simulations. On the one hand, the Euler-Euler approach assumes a
locally monodisperse spray, which means that it does not account for local variations of particle diameter aris-
ing from distinct evaporation histories of single particles. This limitation is not present in the Euler-Lagrange
simulation. Differences in the region of the central recirculation zone in the third measurement plane may be
due to this effect.
7.6.4 Qualitative comparison of spray dynamics
To better understand the differences between Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange approaches, particle trajectories
for the Euler-Lagrange simulation and instantaneous streamlines for the Eulerian simulation are compared.
The instantaneous Eulerian streamlines do not represent physical particle trajectories as they are built from a
frozen flow field which actually evolves in time. However, certain qualitative information may be obtained
from this comparison. Results of the Euler-Lagrange trajectories are displayed in fig. 7.71 while the Eulerian
streamlines are displayed in fig. 7.72 Note that the Eulerian streamlines do not end as complete evaporation of
the particles is never reached due to clipping of the particle diameter. Thus, Eulerian pseudo-trajectories are
only considered until the maximum axial particle locations observed in the Lagrangian simulations. The strong
entrainment of the dispersed phase by the swirling gaseous flow is noticed in both approaches. In the vicinity
of the walls, trajectories are no longer comparable as the Euler-Lagrange solver assumes elastic rebound while
the Euler-Euler simulation imposes a no slip velocity for solid boundaries. The observed spray openings are
again similar and the capture of particles in the corner recirculation zones seems present in both approaches,
in agreement with the high fuel mass fractions observed in these regions in fig. 7.66. In order to proceed with
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.67 : Particle axial velocity profiles. (a): mean velocity. (b): RMS velocity. − Euler-Euler simulation , −−
Euler-Lagrange simulation, 2 experiments
(a) (b)
Figure 7.68 : Particle radial velocity profiles. (a): mean velocity. (b): RMS velocity. − Euler-Euler simulation , −−
Euler-Lagrange simulation, 2 experiments
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.69 : Particle tangential velocity profiles. (a): mean velocity. (b): RMS velocity. − Euler-Euler simulation ,
−− Euler-Lagrange simulation, 2 experiments
Figure 7.70 : Particle mean diameter. − Euler-Euler simulation , −− Euler-Lagrange simulation, 2 experiments
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Figure 7.71 : Particle trajectories in the monodisperse Euler-Lagrange simulation. Side view (a) and front view (b)
the comparison, characteristic liquid quantities are evaluated along the respective trajectories/ instantaneous
streamlines. Results obtained for the particle temperature and the particle diameter are displayed in fig. 7.73.
The important quantitative information to retrieve from fig. 7.73a is that both simulations predict the same
equilibrium temperature. The equilibrium temperature corresponds to the cancellation of the gaseous heat
transfer to the particle and the enthalpy flux through evaporation in the particle temperature evolution equation.
It depends not only on thermodyanmic quantities at the particle surface (gas temperature, vapor mass fraction,
diffusion coefficient of the vapor species) but also on the evaporation model itself. Therefore, the obtention of
the same equilibrium temperature for both approaches confirms that they rely on the same evaporation model
and that it behaves similarly for both simulations. The agreement between Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange
approaches is less clear for the particle diameter evolution displayed in fig. 7.73b. Although the thickness of
the envelope is similar in both cases, particle diameters seem globally higher in the EL case. This effect may
arise from the statistical averaging procedure in the Euler-Euler approach, which broadens and smooths spatial
evaporation fields (compare with fig. 7.66). Note that the clipping of the particle diameters in the Eulerian solver
at the end of the trajectories is clearly visible in fig. 7.73b. Amore quantitative analysis of the global evaporation
rate is performed through comparison of the integrals of fuel vapor mass in the computational domain for both
approaches at the the end of the simulation time, t ≈ 200 ms, over a time span of approximately 20 ms. Both
time and fuel mass vapor were arbitrarily set to zero to allow for a better comparison of the curve slopes. A
very close agreement of the slopes between both simulations is observed, confirming that particle evaporation
is reproduced in a very similar manner for both approaches. This result furthermore confirms that the particle
losses occuring in the Euler-Lagrange simulations are negligible compared to the injected liquid mass. A
qualitative assessment of particle dynamics is given in fig. 7.75, which displays the particle axial and tangential
velocities along the Lagrangian trajectories and Eulerian pseudo-streamlines. For both velocity components,
the qualitative behaviors are similar for both approaches: a strong acceleration of the particles at the begininning
of their trajectories followed by a deceleration as the particles reach relatively quiescent regions of the gaseous
flow field. The minimum levels of tangential velocity are similar while the maxima and minima of particle axial
velocity seem higher for the Lagrangian approach.
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Figure 7.72 : Pseudo-particle trajectories in the Euler-Euler simulation (instantaneous streamlines). Side view (a)
and front view (b)
(a) (b)
Figure 7.73 : Evolution of particle quantities along the Lagrangian trajectories (Euler-Lagrange) and along instan-
taneous streamlines (Euler-Euler). Left: particle temperature. Right: particle diameter
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Figure 7.74 : Integral of fuel vapor mass in the entire domain over time at similar instants (t ≈ 200ms ) for
the Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations. The fuel vapor mass and the time have been set
arbitrarily set to zero at the first point.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.75 : Evolution of particle axial velocity along the Lagrangian trajectories (Euler-Lagrange) and along
instantaneous streamlines (Euler-Euler)
7.6.5 Compuational cost
The evaluation of both approaches also involves an assessment of their respective computational costs. More-
over, the computational overhead associated with two-phase flow simulations compared to purely gaseous sim-
ulations is an important indicator for the applicability of two-phase flow simulations to larger configurations.
Table 7.9 gives a comparison of the reduced efficiency for purely gaseous, Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange
simulations of the MERCATO configuration on different numbers of processors on an IBM Blue Gene / L su-
percomputer. The reduced efficiency is defined as the CPU time required for one iteration per mesh node. All
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parameters are identical for the gaseous phase and initialization time (loading of the initial solutions, partition-
ing of the mesh, etc...) is negligible in comparison with computational time. The Euler-Lagrange calculation
is performed with 285 000 particles which corresponds approximately to the number of particles in the com-
putational domain when the evaporation rate reaches a steady level resulting from a balance between complete
particle evaporation and the injection of liquid (see figs. 7.45 and 7.47). Note that dynamical load balanc-
ing, which ensures an even distribution of particles on the processors through a multi-constraint partitioning
algorithm [63], is not implemented in the Lagrangian solver.
Processor numbers 256 1024
Gas 1.894 0.494
Euler-Euler 4.342 1.154
Euler-Lagrange 2.842 0.874
Table 7.9 : Comparaison of reduced efficiencies on an IBM Blue Gene / L supercomputer. The reduced efficiency is
the CPU time per mesh node and per iteration (µs/iteration/node).
The Euler-Lagrange solver is 50% faster than the Euler-Euler solver on 256 processors, demonstrating that
the Lagrangian approach is well suited for two-phase flow simulations with relatively low particle numbers. The
computational overhead is approximately doubled for the Euler-Euler approach compared to the purely gaseous
simulation. This result is expected as the number of transport equations solved for an Euler-Euler simulation is
doubled compared to a purely gaseous simulation. For the Euler-Lagrange solver, the computational overhead
originates from the particle search on the computational grid and the interpolation of particle quantities on the
Eulerian grid.
The Euler-Euler solver closely follows the ideal speed-up behavior of the purely gaseous solver as the re-
duced efficiency is approximately divided by a factor 4 between the simulations on 256 and 1024 processors.
On the contrary, the Euler-Lagrange approach suffers from the absence of dynamical load balancing and the
reduced efficiency is only increased by a factor 3 between the simulations on 256 and 1024 processors. These
results indicate that the inclusion of dynamic load balancing is mandatory for massively parallel Euler-Lagrange
simulations. Moreover, it must be remembered that the computational cost of the Euler-Euler solver is inde-
pendent of particle number, so that it might actually become cheaper than the Euler-Lagrange approach for
two-phase simulations involving large particle numbers. However, the particle number may remain limited
in simulations of evaporating/ reacting two-phase flows, making the Euler-Lagrange approach an attractive
alternative to the Euler-Euler approach.
7.7 Conclusions
In the present chapter, developments in injection modeling were applied to the simulation of a simplified com-
bustor geometry whose swirler and injection systems were similar to those encountered in complex configu-
rations. The validation of the purely gaseous flow field revealed good agreement with experimental data and
showed a satisfying quality of the LES. Mean velocity profiles and RMS fluctuations were not found to be very
sensitive to mesh refinement, highlighting that turbulence generation is confined to the inlet of the combustion
chamber and that it is rapidly dissipated. These results also indicate that the numerical methods (essentially the
convection scheme and the subgrid scale model) implemented in AVBP are well suited for the simulation of
such configurations, confirming the results of previous studies on such configurations.
After validation of the purely gaseous flow, results from three different Euler-Lagrange simulations were
then compared to experimental data: a monodiperse simulation, a polydisperse simulation and a simulation
including secondary breakup. Different levels of simplification in injection modeling were compared. They re-
sulted only in minor differences for mean particle velocity profiles, except in the vicinity of the atomizer. In this
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region, the direct injection of the polydisperse spray at the atomizer orifice was found to overestimate the accel-
eration of small particles whereas the breakup simulation showed good agreement with experiments. However,
differences were no longer significant between polydisperse and breakup simulations further downstream as
particles rapidly reached equilibrium with the gaseous flow field. At equilibrium conditions, the differences
between polydisperse and breakup simulations were very minor for histograms of particle diameter and particle
velocity. These results are quite different from those observed for the liquid jet in gaseous crossflow (section
6.2), where more accurate injection modeling resulted in significant improvement of spatial particle diameter
profiles. It is likely that these discrepancies originate from the important differences in Weber numbers of the
configurations. Still, the explicit account for secondary breakup lead to important modifications in the spatial
distributions of liquid volume flux close to injection. In particular, important spray impact against the diffusor
walls was observed with the simplified injection model due to the strong interaction of the spray with the pre-
cessing vortex core (PVC). On the contrary, negligible spray impact was observed in the breakup simulation
due to the presence of more inertial particles close to injection. These differences in spray dynamics were not
visible on mean particle velocity profiles and indicate that the latter are insufficient to characterize spatial spray
distributions. Thus, additional experimental data is necessary to characterize the spatial spray distribution close
to injection. Effects of polydispersity were minor for profiles of mean particle diameter, except in the vicinity
of injection where balistic sorting effects were observed. Despite this fact, local histograms of particle diam-
eter revealed that the spray was locally highly polydisperse. Considering the future simulation of two-phase
combustion in aeronautical combustors with the AVBP solver, this local polydispersity is expected to have a
significant impact on flame structure (see chapter 8) and must be taken into account. This aspect also highlights
an important limitation of the mesoscopic Euler-Euler approach implemented in AVBP, which may presently
not account for polydispersity. Developments to extend the Euler-Euler solver to account for polydispersity are
currently ongoing [226].
In addition to the comparison of Euler-Lagrange simulations, a brief comparison of monodisperse Euler-
Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations was performed. The main conclusion drawn from these comparisons
was that both approaches performed similarly for mean velocity profiles and that they reproduced similar global
spray dynamics. Detailed comparisons were difficult to provide as both approaches do not give access to the
same quantites. A comparison based on particle trajectories for the Lagrangian solver and pseudo-streamlines
for the Eulerian solver was proposed. It showed qualitatively similar behaviors for both approaches in terms of
particle evaporation and particle dynamics. Due to pronounced drag effects on particles in the vicinity of the
atomizer, the influence of the chosen injection velocity profiles on results remains unclear. In particular, the
comparable spray velocity profiles obtained for Euler-Lagrange and Euler-Euler simulations in the vicinity of
injection and their good agreement with experimental data does not provide a validation of the FIMUR injec-
tion method. In terms of computational expense, the MERCATO configuration showed to be perfectly suited
for the Euler-Lagrange solver which appeared significantly faster than the Euler-Euler solver. However, poor
scalability was observed for the Lagrangian solver due to the absence of dynamical load balancing. This point
is presently the major limitation of the Euler-Lagrange solver in terms of computational efficiency and requires
further developments [63].
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Chapter 8
Simulations of one-dimensional saturated
spray flames
This chapter presents the simulation of one-dimensional saturated spray flames as a first step towards the simu-
lation of two-phase reacting systems with the Euler-Lagrange solver. These flames correspond to the simplest
reference case where the two-phase flow entering the flame is a saturated mixture of air, fuel vapor and fuel
droplets in equilibrium. These are the only two-phase flames for which upstream conditions of the flow field
are well defined as they do not change with spatial location. In this sense, they correspond to the classical
gaseous one-dimensional premixed flames. Saturated flames allow to take into account the interaction between
particle evaporation, diffusive transport and chemical reactions, while allowing for parametric studies due to
the reduced computational complexity.
Such flames were previously studied by Kaufmann [97] and Boileau [19] within the Euler-Euler frame-
work. This chapter proposes a similar study for the Euler-Lagrange approach. In the present work, chemistry is
modeled with a two-step scheme using preexponential constant adjustement to accurately predict laminar flame
speeds for rich mixtures. This allows to cover a larger range of total equivalence ratios for the spray flames
compared to the work of Boileau [19]. Effects of particle diameter on flame characteristics are additionally
investigated. Finally, the simulation of saturated one-dimensional spray flames allows to validate the extension
of the thickened flame model for two-phase combustion in Lagrangian simulations.
8.1 Saturated two-phase flames
This section provides a brief classification of one-dimensional spray flames. The results of previous studies for
such flames are then summarized.
8.1.1 Two-phase flame classifications
Spray flames may be divided in two main categories [230]:
• homogeneous flames are defined by a characteristic evaporation time scale τv smaller than the convective
time scale τcv = L/Sl, with L the distance between the injection point and the flame front. This leads
to complete evaporation of the spray upstream the flame front. The pointwise nature of the particles may
induce inhomogeneities of the fuel vapor field so that both perfectly premixed and partially premixed
combustion regimes may be encountered. Homogeneous spray flames were previously simulated and
validated in the Lagrangian solver by Jaegle [93].
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Figure 8.1 : Sketch of the different types of one-dimensional spray flames. From top to bottom: homogeneous
spray flame (complete particle evaporation upstream the flame front), heterogeneous anchored spray
flame (partial evaporation upstream the flame front), heterogeneous saturated spray flame (negligible
evaporation upstream the flame front).
• heterogeneous flames are characterized by the incomplete evaporation of the spray before the flame front
(τcv < τv).
Heterogeneous flames may be further subdivided in two classes:
• anchored spray flames are characterized by an unsaturated spray mixture upstream the flame front. Such
flames stabilize at the location where the flame propagation speed (which varies with the fuel mass
evaporated upstream the flame front) is equal to the velocity of the spray mixture. A characteristic flame
speed may not be defined for these flames since it depends on the distance between fuel injection and
flame front, which implies that there is no clear boundary condition upstream the flame front. For this
reason, this flame type was discarded in previous numerical studies by Kaufmann [97] and Boileau [19]
and is not considered in the present work either.
• in saturated spray flames, the fuel vapor mass fraction in the gaseous far field is close to the fuel vapor
mass fraction at the particle surface: YF,∞ → YF,ζ . From eq. 3.22, it follows that there is negligible
particle evaporation upstream the flame front. Therefore, the state of the fresh gases does not change
before they enter the flame front. Inside the flame, the thermodynamic equilibrium between gas and
particles is perturbed due to fuel consumption by the chemical reaction and the heating of particles due
to heat conduction. Such flames allow for a clear definition of a flame speed as they are steady when the
upstream velocity of the spray mixture is equal to the propagation velocity of the flame front.
An illustration of the three different types of one-dimensional spray flames is provided in fig. 8.1.
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8.1.2 Previous studies
Laminar unstrained spray flames have been studied experimentally, theoretically and numerically in the litera-
ture. A short summary of previous results is presented in the following.
Hayashi et al. [84] examined the influence of equivalence ratio on the combustion of air-ethanol spray mix-
tures in a closed volume. They reported the existence of an optimum particle diameter for a given equivalence
ratio φ resulting in a flame speed which could be higher than for a purely gaseous mixture at the same equiva-
lence ratio. This phenomenon was mainly observed for rich overall equivalence ratios. Proposed explanations
for this behavior were increased wrinkling of the flame front due to the particles and inhomogeneities of the
mixture. For rich mixtures, the existence of an optimum particle size was related to the incomplete evaporation
of large particles at the flame front, leading to gaseous mixtures close to stoichiometry. Ballal and Lefebvre [9]
proposed a simplified model for flame propagation in a quiescent multiparticle mist. It is based on a characteris-
tic quenching time scale of the mist τq. In a gaseous flame, this time is equal to the chemical time τc = Dth/Sl
since there is an equilibrium between heat conduction inside the flame front and heat release due to combustion.
In two-phase flames, the quenching time may be seen as the sum of the particle evaporation time τv and the
chemical time τc:
τq = τv + τc (8.1)
The flame speed of the two-phase flame is then obtained as:
S∗l =
(
τv
Dth
+
1
Sl
)−1/2
(8.2)
with Sl the laminar flame speed of a purely gaseous mixture at the same equivalence ratio. Ballal and Lefebvre
[9] compared the predictions of their model to experimental results obtained for a flat flame for different particle
sizes and reported good agreement. The authors observed that as the particle size increased, the flame speed
decreased. On the contrary, small particles evaporated almost completely before the flame front and yielded
flame speeds close to those of a purely gaseous flame. More recently, Atzler et al. [7] performed experimental
measurements of flame propagation speeds for a cloud of fuel particles suspended in a mixture of quiescent air
and fuel vapour inside a cylindrical bomb. Their measurements revealed oscillations in the flame speed for lean
mixtures which the authors attributed to variations of the local gaseous equivalence ratio inside the flame front
due to inhomogeneities of the mixture.
Lin et al. [124] performed a theoretical analysis of spray flames. The authors considered the liquid phase as
a perturbation on a purely gaseous flame and performed a perturbation expansion. Their analytical framework
allowed to consider the flame response to variations of particle diameter and equivalence ratio. The authors
reported a decrease of the flame propagation speed for lean mixtures and an increase for rich mixtures. However,
their formalism only allowed to consider mixtures with low particle loads and the authors furthermore neglected
the effects of the relative velocity between phases. Silverman et al. [205] and Greenberg et al. [78] performed
analytical studies of laminar spray flames using a sectional Euler-Euler approach. The sectional approach made
it possible to account for polydispersion and particle-particle interactions. A dimensional analysis of their
simplified model for spray flames allowed the authors to distinguish between five distinct flame zones. The
authors developed anaytical solutions for each zone and showed that the initial particle diameter had a strong
impact on the flame structure and flame propagation speed. More recently, Greenberg et al. [77] qualitatively
reproduced the oscillatory behavior of spray flames under lean conditions experimentally evidenced by Atzler
et al. [7] through theory. They argued that these oscillations arised from the heat conduction of the gas to
the particles combined with differential diffusion effects between species and heat. However, Nicoli et al.
[144] demonstrated that the pulsating behavior of spray flames could be observed even if heat losses through
evaporation were neglected and if the Lewis number (which represents a ratio of thermal to species diffusivity)
was unity.
Aggarwal and Sirignano [1] performed unsteady one-dimensional simulations of monodisperse fuel-air
sprays in contact with a planar hot wall to study the spray ignition process. The authors used an Euler-Lagrange
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formalism for their numerical study. They reported that at certain equivalence ratios, ignition delays and igni-
tion energies for spray mixtures could be lower than for a purely gaseous premixed mixture. They furthermore
observed a strong dependency of the ignition process on the exact location of particles nearest to the ignition
source and concluded that spray ignition could only be characterized in a statistical manner. Ben Dakhlia [39]
performed calculations of one-dimensional laminar unstrained and strained spray flames. The author used a
kinetic Eulerian approach for the liquid phase combined with complex chemistry and detailed transport proper-
ties for the gaseous phase. He confirmed the extension of the rich quenching limit to higher equivalence ratios
for two-phase flames. Furthermore, he reported that the flame thickness increases with the particle diameter in
the lean regime but decreases in the rich regime for a given particle diameter. Réveillon and Vervisch [176]
performed Euler-Lagrange Direct Numerical Simulations of two-phase laminar flames in a two dimensional
configuration. Their analysis showed that most of particle combustion occurs in a partially premixed regime
with the possible presence of a triple flame for sufficiently rich mixtures. Neophytou and Mastorakos [143]
performed one-dimensional simulations of anchored two-phase flames with detailed chemistry and transport
combined to a Lagrangian formalism for the dispersed phase. They studied the effect of fuel volatility, initial
particle diameter, equivalence ratio and particle residence time upstream the flame front on flame properties.
They confirmed the extension of flamability limits for large particles. The authors reported propagating flames
for overall equivalence ratios up to six for particle diameters of order 100µm. Furthemore, for n-heptane flames
at high equivalence ratios, the authors reported two-phase flame speeds which lied above the flame speed of a
purely gaseous mixture at stoichiometry. The authors attributed this effect to the pyrolisis of particles in excess
after the reaction zone. This pyrolisis was found to produce high concentrations of intermediate species such
asH2 and C2H2 which diffused back to the flame front and enhanced the global flame speed.
The one-dimensional simulations performed in the present work are simplified compared to real physics.
Chemistry is modeled with a reduced two-step scheme with preexponential constant adjustment (PEA), see
section 8.1.4. The application of preexponential constant adjustement for purely gaseous flames requires the
definition of a unique value of the gaseous equivalence ratio φg across the flame front. For this reason, differen-
tial diffusion effects must be supressed and identical Schmidt numbers are assumed for all species. Furthermore,
simplified transport properties are assumed for species and heat diffusions, see eqs. 2.27 and 2.28. For these
reasons, it is important to assess the qualitative behavior of the present simplified approach in the perspective
of an extension to reacting two-phase flows in more complex and turbulent configurations.
8.1.3 Preliminaries to the simulation of saturated two-phase flames
In this section, the employed reduced chemical scheme is validated for a purely gaseous flame. Then, a few fun-
damental definitions related to saturated two-phase flames are introduced. Finally, the physical and numerical
parameters of the study are discussed.
8.1.4 Verification of the two-step scheme for kerosene with preexponential constant adjustement
The saturated spray flame simulations use a two-step scheme for kerosene with preexponential constant adjuste-
ment developed by Franzelli et al. [57]. The mechanism of Franzelli et al. [57] is composed of an oxidation
reaction for a kerosene surrogate defined by Luche [129] and a CO − CO2 equilibrium reaction:
KERO + 10O2 => 10CO + 10H2O (8.3)
CO + 0.5O2 <=> CO2 (8.4)
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Figure 8.2 : Comparison of flame speeds obtained by Franzelli et al. [57] in Cantera and present results obtained in
AVBP for a premixed kerosene air/ flame at p = 1 bar and T = 300 K.
Reaction rates are modeled through an Arrhenius terms:
ω˙f,1 = A1f1(φg) exp
(−Ea,1
RT
)
[KERO]nKERO [O2]
nO2,1 (8.5)
ω˙f,2 = A2f2(φg) exp
(−Ea,2
RT
)
[CO]nCO [O2]
nO2,2 (8.6)
A is the preexponential factor, Ea is the activation energy and nk the reaction exponent of the k-th species. The
subscripts 1 and 2 respectively refer to the kerosene oxydation and the CO − CO2 equilibrium reactions. The
two functions f1 and f2 apply a correction on the respective preexponential constants which allows to recover
correct flame speeds for rich mixtures compared to experiments. For the numerical values of the constants and
the definitions of the correction functions, the reader is referred to Franzelli et al. [57].
Since the Lagrangian solver relies on a former version of AVBP (V5.6) in which preexponential constant
adjustment was not available, it had to be implemented from more recent versions. In order to validate the im-
plementation, simulations of laminar gaseous one-dimensional flames are performed. The comparison is made
between data obtained by Franzelli et al. [57] in the chemical kinetics solver Cantera [72] and the simulations
performed in AVBP. The gas pressure and temperature are respectively T = 300 K and p = 1 bar. Figs. 8.2
and 8.3 respectively compare the laminar flame speeds and the adiabatic flame temperatures for equivalence
ratios ranging from 0.7 to 1.6. Relative errors with respect to Cantera results are plotted on the right-hand side
of figs. 8.2 and 8.3. Slight discrepancies may be observed for the flame speed, especially for rich mixtures with
a relative error of over 5%. These errors may originate from differences in the mixture fractions, the respective
accuracies achieved by the two numerical solvers or the different laws used to evaluate thermodynamical prop-
erties. However, the overall agreement is satisfactory enough to consider the implementation validated and to
apply the two-step scheme to one-dimensional saturated two-phase flame simulations.
8.1.5 Obtention of a saturated mixture
This section describes the specification of the upstream thermodynamic conditions (gas temperature, fuel mass
fraction, liquid volume fraction) for saturated spray flames. A two-phase mixture is called saturated when the
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Figure 8.3 : Comparison of adiabatic flame temperatures obtained by Franzelli et al. [57] in Cantera and present
results obtained in AVBP for a premixed kerosene air/ flame at p = 1 bar and T = 300 K.
exchanges of mass and heat between both phases are zero. In order for the mass transfer between both phases
to vanish, the mass fraction of vapor at the particle’s surface must correspond to the vapor mass fraction in the
gaseous far-field, see eq. 3.22. Furthermore, it appears from eqs. 3.26 and 3.28 that heat transfers between both
phases are zero if the mass transfer vanishes and if the temperatures of particles and gas coincide (Tp = T ).
From the temperature of both phases, the gaseous vapor molar fraction ensuring saturation may be deduced
from the Clausius-Clapeyron law:
pv,ζ = pcc exp
(
WvLv(Tref )
R
(
1
Tcc
− 1
Tζ
))
(8.7)
The molar mass of the gaseous mixture WF depends on the molar vapor concentration. Assuming that the
particles evaporate in pure air, one obtains:
Y satF =
WF (X
sat
F )X
sat
F
WFXsatF + (1−XsatF )
(8.8)
This defines a gaseous equivalence ratio of the saturated gaseous mixture:
φsatg = s
Y satF
Y satO
(8.9)
The remaining fuel is supplied by the particles:
φl = s
αlρl
αgρgYO
(8.10)
This defines the total equivalence ratio of the mixture:
φt = φ
sat
g + φl (8.11)
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8.1.6 Paramters of the study
In the present work, a low gaseous equivalence ratio is chosen in order to limit the effects of purely gaseous
combustion in the simulated two-phase flames. This implies lowering the initial gaseous temperature since the
vapor saturation mass fraction increases with temperature, as may be seen from eq. 8.7. The chosen values are
displayed in table 8.1.
Parameters Values
T = Tp 273K
p 1.01 · 105 Pa
Y satF 5.528 · 10−3
φsatg 8.5 · 10−2
Table 8.1 : Global inlet parameters for the saturated two-phase flames
The parametric study focuses on effects of total equivalence ratio and particle diameter on flame properties.
Three different particle diameters are simulated for five distinct total equivalence ratios, see table 8.2. The
different particle diameters are respectively denoted as cases d25 (dp = 25µm), d50 (dp = 50µm) and d100
(dp = 100µm).
Parameters Values
Particle diameters dp [µm] 25 (d25), 50 (d50), 100 (d100)
Total equivalence ratios φt [-] 0.7, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.0, 2.5
Table 8.2 : Parameters for the saturated two-phase flames
8.1.7 Numerical parameters
In the present section, the numerical parameters employed for the two-phase flame simulations are briefly
presented. The numerical parameters for the gaseous phase are summarized in table 8.3. The Lax-Wendroff
scheme is used because of its low numerical cost and given the good resolution of source terms and gradients
for the gaseous phase. The 2∆ diffusion operator is used. No second-order artificial viscosity and a very low
level of fourth-order artificial viscosity are applied.
The numerical parameters for the Lagrangian solver are summarized in table 8.4. Interpolation of gaseous
properties to the particle locations is based on a first-order Taylor expansion. Evaporation and two-way coupling
are enabled. Due to the large particle mass flow rates, a parcel approach is used for the two-phase flame
simulations. The parcel number used in the simulations is not fixed but calculated so as to guarantee a minimum
of 10 particles per computational cell. The number 10 is arbitrary, but has shown to sufficiently limit numerical
oscillations associated with the interpolation of particle source terms to the Eulerian grid in practice.
8.2 Results
Before presenting results obtained for the one-dimensional saturated two-phase flames, certain characteristics of
heterogeneous two-phase flames are discussed. Then, a few characteristic time and length scales are introduced
following Boileau [19]. These length scales are then evaluated and discussed for the present parametric study.
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Parameters Choices/ Values
Convection scheme Lax-Wendroff
Diffusion scheme 2∆ operator
Artificial viscosity (AV) sensor Colin
Second order AV ǫ2 = 0.0
Fourth order AV ǫ4 = 0.005
Table 8.3 : Numerical parameters of the gaseous phase
Parameter Values
Parcel approach Yes (at least 10 particles per cell)
Two-way coupling Yes
Evaporation Yes
Interpolation method Taylor
Table 8.4 : Numerical parameters for the Lagrangian solver
8.2.1 Characteristics of two-phase flames
The general structure of a saturated two-phase flame with initial particle diameter dp = 50µm and a total
equivalence ratio φt = 1.6 is displayed fig. 8.4. According to Silverman et al. [205], a two-phase flame may
be decomposed in five distinct zones:
• a primary evaporation zone (1), where particles evaporate at a constant gaseous temperature upstream the
flame front if the gaseous mixture is not saturated. This zone does not exist in the present simulations.
• a preheat zone (2), where particles are heated due to diffusion from the flame front. The particle evapo-
ration rate is still low in this region.
• in the homogeneous reaction zone (3), the particle evaporation rate suddenly increases as particles are
further heated by gaseous heat conduction. The large amounts of evaporated fuel lead to a substantial
increase in the chemical reaction rate.
• in the particle burning zone (4), the particles (if still present) keep evaporating at a high rate. If there is
any oxidizer left, the fuel burns as soon as it is evaporated.
• in the secondary evaporation zone (5), when the oxidizer is totally consumed, the particles in excess
evaporate, leading to a decrease in the gaseous temperature.
8.2.2 Characteristic time and length scales of two-phase flames
In his thesis, Boileau [19] provides a set of characteristic time scales for the analysis of two-phase flames
which are summarized in table 8.5. The flame thickness δl and the chemical scale τc are defined as for a
gaseous flame [161]. Particle drag effects are quantified by a modified Stokes number Stc which accounts for
the constant evolution of particle diameter through evaporation. The definition of the particle heating length
scale δh is analogous to the definition of the flame thickness δl. The particle evaporation length scale δe is based
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Figure 8.4 : Temperature, evaporation rate, heat release and fuel mass fraction evolutions across the flame front
for a particle diameter dp = 50µm and a total equivalence ratio φt = 1.6. These quantities allow to
characterize the different zones of a two-phase flame. 1: primary evaporation zone (not existent in the
present case because of saturation conditions upstream the flame). 2: preheat zone. 3: homogeneous
reaction zone. 4: particle burning zone. 5: secondary evaporation zone
on the maximum gradient of the square particle diameter. The time scales of particle heating τh and particle
evaporation τv are scaled by the chemical time scale τc to define the respective dimensionless Damköhler
numbersDah andDav.
Physical phenomenon Characteristic length Characteristic time Nondimensional number
Flame/ Chemical reactions δl =
T2−T1
max(dT/dx) τc = δl/Sl -
Particle drag δd =
max(up−ug)
max(dup/dx)
τp = δd/Sl Stc = τp/τc
Particle heating δh =
Tb−Tp
max(dTp/dx)
τh = δh/Sl Dah = τh/τc
Particle evaporation δv =
d2p
max(dd2p/dx)
τv = δv/Sl Dav = τv/τc
Heating + evaporation δs = δh + δv τs = δs/Sl Das = τs/τc
Table 8.5 : Definitions of the time and length scales characterizing physical phenomena in spray combustion as
suggested by Boileau [19]
Fig. 8.5 presents the evolution of the nondimensional numbers defined in table 8.5 over equivalence ratio
for the three simulated particle diameters. The modified Stokes number displayed in fig. 8.5a indicates a strong
increase in inertial effects towards larger particle diameters. For the cases d25 and d100, a decrease in the
modified Stokes number is observed for lean mixtures and an increase for rich mixtures. For the case d50, the
qualitative behavior is more complex. For the particle heating and evaporation Damköhler numbers Dah and
Dav, an increase towards larger particle diameters is also observed. The variations of the heating Damköhler
number over total equivalence ratio appear limited while those of the evaporation Damköhler number seem
more pronounced, in particular for large particle diameters. It is interesting to note that both scales exhibit a
minimum for a total equivalence ratio equal to unity, which indicates that stoichiometry defines an optimum for
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Figure 8.5 : Nondimensional numbers characterizing physical phenomena for saturated two-phase flames. Left:
Stokes number Stc. Right: heating Damköhler number Dah and evaporation Damköhler number Dav
the preheating and evaporation time scales of saturated two-phase flames.
8.2.3 Discussion
Fig. 8.6a displays the flame speed over total equivalence ratio for the three simulated particle diameters and
a purely gaseous flame. For case d25, the observed flame speeds are close to those of the purely gaseous
flame. Furthermore, no flame propagation is observed for total equivalence ratios above φt = 1.6, which
indicates that particles are almost evaporated upstream the flame front for case d25. Therefore, similar flame
structures may be expected for case d25 and the purely gaseous flame. On the contrary, departure from the
purely gaseous flame structure is expected for increasing particle diameters as less fuel is evaporated upstream
the flame front. This hypothesis seems confirmed by the monotonic increase in flame speed for cases d50
and d100 up to total equivalence ratios for which a purely gaseous flame can no longer propagate. This result
indicates that these two-phase flames burn at gaseous equivalence ratios far below the total equivalence ratio.
This behavior is in agreement with results of previous studies on spray flames [234, 143] and led Hayashi
et al. [84] to introduce the concept of effective equivalence ratio as the quantity of fuel vapor supplied to
the flame front in the homogeneous reaction zone (see fig. 8.4). In addition to numerical results, analytical
evaluations of two-phase flame speeds following Ballal and Lefebvre [9] (eq. 8.2) are represented in fig. 8.6a.
The evaporation time scale τv is calculated with the formula provided in table 8.5. Following Neophytou
and Mastorakos [143], this formula is only used for φt ≤ 1.0 as the algebraic decomposition of two-phase
combustion in particle evaporation and chemical reaction implied in this relation becomes invalid for rich
mixtures. The theoretical flame speeds at lean total equivalence ratios are in good agreement with simulation
data, the slight overestimation of theoretical predictions being probably due to imprecisions in the evaluation
of the evaporation time scale τv.
Fig. 8.6b displays the adiabatic flame temperatures of the two-phase flames and a purely gaseous flame over
total equivalence ratio. The adiabatic flame temperature depends on a balance of the thermodynamic states at
the beginning and at the end of combustion. In the present case, the thermodynamic states at the beginning
of combustion are all identical. However, the thermodynamic states at the end of combustion may differ for
gaseous and two-phase flames. First, particle evaporation is an additional source of heat absorption in the two-
phase flames. However, a comparison of adiabatic flame temperatures for lean total equivalence ratios indicates
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Figure 8.6 : (a) Variation of the spray flame propagation speeds over total equivalence ratio φt for three different
particle diameters and a purely gaseous mixture. A theoretical evaluation of the two-phase flame speed
based on the formula of Ballal and Lefebvre [9] (eq. 8.2) for lean mixtures is also displayed. (b) Variation
of adiabatic flame temperature over total equivalence ratio φt for three different particle diameters and
a purely gaseous mixture.
that this effect is negligible. Indeed, the adiabatic flame temperatures of all two-phase flames are identical for
lean mixtures and lie only slightly below the adiabtic flame temperature of the gaseous flame, the difference
resulting from the heat absorption due to evaporation. On the contrary, notable differences start to appear for
rich total equivalence ratios (φt > 1). For φt = 1.3, the adiabatic flame temperature of the two-phase flames
lie slightly above that of the gaseous flame and differences between the different particle diameters start to
become visible. For φt = 1.6, strong discrepancies are observed between the cases d50/ d100 on the one hand
and the purely gaseous flame/ case d25 on the other. This behavior suggests that the thermodynamical states at
the end of combustion are different for these cases.
This hypothesis is confirmed by fig. 8.7, which displays CO and CO2 mass fractions at equilibrium over
total equivalence ratio. For lean mixtures, the mass fractions of CO and CO2 at equilibrium obtained for
gaseous and spray flames are very similar and do not depend on particle diameter. For φt = 1.6, large discrep-
ancies are visible on fig. 8.7 between the gaseous flame/ case d25 on the one hand and cases d50/ d100 on the
other. Since the values of CO and CO2 mass fractions at equilibrium are assumed to essentially depend on
the quantity of fuel vapor available in the homogeneous reaction zone (see fig. 8.4), these results indicate that
combustion occurs at different effective equivalence ratios. The mass fractions of CO and CO2 at equilibrium
obtained for cases d50 and d100 are similar at φt = 1.6 and φt = 2.0, while differences between them are
more pronounced at φt = 2.5. Note that a strong effect of total equivalence ratio on CO − CO2 equilibrium
mass fractions is also reported in the spray flame simulations of Neophytou and Mastorakos [143].
In order to further characterize the flame structure, the flame thicknesses of the two-phase flames over total
equivalence ratio are displayed in fig. 8.8a. The flame thickness is evaluated with two different definitions. The
first definition is based on a characteristic temperature gradient [161] according to table 8.5:
δl =
T2 − T1
max(dT/dx)
(8.12)
the subscripts 1 and 2 respectively denote states in the fresh and burnt gases. The second evaluation of the flame
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Figure 8.7 : Species mass fractions of CO (a) and CO2 (b) at equilibrium over total equivalence ratio
thickness uses the Blint correlation [18]:
δbl = 2
Dth
Sl
(
T2
T1
)b
(8.13)
where b is the exponent used to express the temperature dependency of dynamic viscosity, see eq. 2.26. From
fig. 8.8a, it appears that both flame thickness definitions yield the same trends and that they are directly related
to the flame speed. This is best visible for case d25, which displays a larger flame thickness at φt = 1.6 than
cases d50 and d100. Furthermore, the flame thickness is seen to increase with particle diameter and to decrease
with total equivalence ratio, which is in agreement with the results of Ben Dakhlia [39]. Fig. 8.8b displays the
ratio of both flame thickness defintions, which appears to cover a range between approximately 0.7 and 0.8.
This result quantitatively confirms the similar behavior of both flame thickness defitions and suggests that they
are equally applicable to two-phase flames.
In the following, effects of particle diameter and total equivalence on flame structure are discussed. The
impact of particle diameter is examined by comparison of cases d25, d50 and d100 for a total equivalence ratio
equal to unity. Effects of total equivalence ratio are assessed for case d50 by comparison of the cases φt = 1.0,
φt = 1.6 and φt = 2.5. Two different modified abscissa are used in the presented graphs.
The first abscissa is based on the shifted spatial coordinate x − x0, where x0 = x (max(ω˙f,1)) coincides
with the point of maximum reaction rate of the first chemical reaction (kerosene oxidation) of the reduced two-
step scheme (see section 8.1.4).
The second abscissa is based on a progress variable, which is a function displaying a monotone variation
across the flame front. This general definition leaves considerable freedom in the mathematical expression of
this quantity. Thus, two different definitions of the progress variable are evaluated in the following. The first is
based on the mass fraction of oxygen:
cO2 =
YO2(x)− Y 1O2
Y 2O2 − Y 1O2
(8.14)
The superscripts 1 and 2 respectively denote states in the fresh and burnt gases. The second definition relies
on a formulation proposed by Fiorina et al. [55], which describes the progress variable as the sum of CO and
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Figure 8.8 : a: Flame thickness of the two-phase flame over equivalence ratio. Two evaluations based on temperature
gradient and Blint correlation. b: Ratio of the two flame thickness definitions
CO2 mass fractions:
cCO+CO2 =
YCO(x)− YCO2(x)
Y 2CO2 + Y
2
CO
(8.15)
Fiorina et al. [55] found this definition to be well suited for the characterization of premixed flames, a result
which was confirmed by Rullaud [186]. Figs. 8.9 and 8.10 display diagrams of CO and CO2 mass fractions
as a function of the two progress variable definitions for different total equivalence ratios of case d50. The
differences between them appear to be limited and the bijectivity ranges obtained for them are nearly identical.
The lack of bijectivity at the end of combustion for rich total equivalence ratios is probably due to variations of
species mass fractions at the end of combustion arising from the evaporation of particles in excess. Since both
definitions of the progress variable perform very similarly, either one of them may be chosen. In the following,
the progress variable cO2 based on the mass fraction of oxygen is used.
Fig. 8.11 displays the influence of particle diameter and total equivalence ratio on the reaction rate of the
first reaction of the reduced two-step scheme (see section 8.1.4). The reaction rate of a purely gaseous flame
for a unitary equivalence ratio is also displayed for comparison. All curves are normalized by the maximum
value of reaction rate of the purely gaseous flame. In fig. 8.11a, the peak values of maximum reaction rate are
significantly reduced towards larger particle diameters, which originates from lower fuel vapor supply to the
flame front. In fig. 8.11b, the maximum of reaction rate increases strongly towards higher total equivalence
ratios. In particular, the peaks of maximum reaction rate are located well above those of the purely gaseous
flame for cases φt = 1.6 and φt = 2.5. Furthermore, a change in the profile of reaction rate is also visible for
these cases, with a departure from the Gaussian curve shapes observed for the purely gaseous flame and case
d50 at φt = 1.0. This result gives a first illustration of the change in flame structure for rich spray mixtures.
It is known from standard combustion theory [161] that flame speed is proportional to the integral of reaction
rate. Therefore, the results of fig. 8.11b seem to indicate flame speeds above those of the purely gaseous flame
at stoichiometry for cases φt = 1.6 and φt = 2.5, which is in contradiction with the flame speeds reported in
fig. 8.6. However, this contradiction is only apparent, as may be shown from derivations presented by Kaufmann
[97].
Consider a one-dimensional saturated two-phase flame. The states at the infinite upstream (fresh gases,
index 1) and downstram locations (burnt gases, index 2) of this flame are respectively denoted −∞ and +∞.
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Figure 8.9 : CO mass fraction profiles for progress variable definitions based on the mass fraction of O2 (a) and
CO+CO2 (b). The curves for φt = 1.0 and φt = 2.5 are respectively scaled by the factors 0.8 and 1.2
for better visibility.
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Figure 8.10 : CO2 mass fraction profiles for progress variable definitions based on the mass fraction of O2 (a) and
CO + CO2 (b). The curves for φt = 1.0 and φt = 2.5 are respectively scaled by the factors 0.8 and
1.2 for better visibility.
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Integrating the conservation laws of mass, fuel vapor and liquid volume fraction between these boundaries, one
obtains: ∫ +∞
−∞
d(ρu) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Γdx (8.16)∫ +∞
−∞
d(ρYFu) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ω˙fdx+
∫ ∞
−∞
Γdx (8.17)∫ +∞
−∞
d(αlρlul) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Γdx (8.18)
where Γ is the global evaporation rate and ω˙f the global fuel consumption rate. The following assumptions are
made:
• the flame is steady so that the velocity of the fresh gases u1 is equal to the two-phase flame speed S∗l .
• due to the high temperature of burnt gases, the liquid fuel is assumed to be completely evaporated at the
infinite downstream location
• the liquid is at equilibrium with the gas at the infinite upstream and downstream locations.
Under these assumptions, following relations may be obtained from eqs. 8.16 and 8.18:
[ρu]2 − [ρu]1 = [ραlul]1 (8.19)
[ρuYF ]2 − [ρuYF ]1 = Ω˙F + [ρu]2 − [ρu]1 (8.20)
with Ω˙F =
∫∞
−∞
ω˙f . Since [ul]1 = [u]1, one obtains the following relation for the consumption speed of the
two-phase flame:
S∗l =
Ω˙F
ρ1(YF,2 − YF,1) + [ραl](YF,2 − 1) (8.21)
In absence of liquid fuel, the propagation speed for a gaseous flame is obtained:
Sl =
Ω˙F
ρ1(YF,2 − YF,1) (8.22)
The presence of the second term in the denominator of eq. 8.21 reduces the flame propagation speed of two-
phase flames compared to eq. 8.22. For this reason, a higher integral of reaction rate does not necessarily imply
a higher flame propagation speed, as is visible from figs. 8.6 and 8.11b.
In order to better visualize changes in flame structure, the profiles of reaction rate are displayed over the
progress variable cO2 in fig. 8.12. The increase in particle size induces a strong delay in the onset of chemical
reactions and the peak values of reaction rate appear shifted to higher values of the progress variable. Further-
more, the reaction rate profiles of gaseous and two-phase flames collapse with increasing delay at the end of
combustion. Both effects indicate a departure from a gaseous flame structure for increasing particle diameters.
The effect of total equivalence ratio on reaction rate appears more complex in fig. 8.12b: up to the total equiv-
alence ratio φt = 1.6, the maximum of reaction rate is shifted to higher values of the progress variable while it
is shifted to lower values from φt = 1.6 to φt = 2.5. The reaction rate curves for φt = 1.6 and φt = 2.5 are
similar up to values of cO2 = 0.8, but is appears that the reaction rate for φt = 2.5 suddenly increases after
this point, probably a consequence of increasing evaporation rates for richer mixtures .
Fig. 8.13 shows the gaseous equivalence ratio φg over the progress variable cO2. The definition of the
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gaseous equivalence ratio given in eq. 8.9 cannot be used to measure a gaseous equivalence ratio in the burnt
gases for rich mixtures. Therefore, it is replaced by an expression based on a passive scalar in the following:
φg =
z
1− z
1− zst
zst
(8.23)
where the subscript ’st’ denotes stoichiometric conditions. This expression is obtained by using the “mixing
lines” giving fuel and oxidizer mass fractions in the absence of combustion: YF = Y 0F and YO = Y
0
O(1 − z)
[161]. zst is defined as:
zst =
Y 0O
sY 0F + Y
0
O
(8.24)
where Y 0F denotes the fuel mass fraction in the fuel reservoir and Y
0
O the oxygen mass fraction in the oxydizer
reservoir. z is a passive scalar defined by an atom balance of a pure component p:
z =
np − np,O
np,F − np,O (8.25)
np,O and np,F respectively denote the number of atoms of the component p in the oxydizer and fuel reservoirs.
The number of atoms np is defined as:
np =
∑
k
ap,kYk
Wp
Wk
(8.26)
with k,Wp, ap,k respectively the number of species k, the molar weight of the component p and the number of
atoms of the component p in the species k. Carbon (C) is used for the atom balance in the following.
The gaseous equivalence ratio defined by eq. 8.23 remains constant for a purely gaseous flame, as may be
seen from fig. 8.13. In fig. 8.13a, the equivalence ratios at the beginning of chemical reactions (cO2 ≈ 0.6) vary
strongly for case d25 compared to cases d50 and d100. The moderate differences between cases d50 and d100
in fig. 8.13a are in contrast with the differences noted for reaction rate in fig. 8.12a, highlighting the strongly
nonlinear character of the chemical source term. In addition, these results evidence that total equivalence ratio
and gaseous equivalence ratio differ considerably in the region of maximum reaction rate when larger particle
diameters are considered. Fig. 8.13b only provides a zoom on the region of interest for the gaseous equivalence
ratio as it tends to the total equivalence ratio for cO2 = 1. In fig. 8.13b, the slopes of the gaseous equivalence
ratio curves increase for richer spray mixtures, probably a consequence of the higher particle number densities.
Since particle evaporation rates are not expected to vary significantly with total equivalence ratio, an increase
of fuel vapor quantities is expected for equal values of the progress variable.
In order to further characterize the interaction between evaporation and chemical reactions in the two-phase
flames, normalized variations of the squared particle diameter and the particle temperature are displayed in
fig. 8.14 over the modified abscissa x − x0. Note that the particle temperature is set to zero after complete
evaporation. Particles are strongly heated across the flame front and seem to reach an equilibrium temperature
close to the liquid boiling temperature. Particle heating and evaporation time scales increase strongly with
particle diameter, as may be seen in fig. 8.14a. For case d25, evaporation is completed before the point of
maximum heat release while particles are present far beyond this point for cases d50 and d100. The residence
time of particles across the flame front has an important impact on evaporation rate, which is discussed in more
detail in the following.
Although particle temperatures seem to reach equilibrium values in fig. 8.14a, they slowly continue to
increase inside the flame front. This because of the strong temperature and fuel mass fraction variations in the
reaction zone, which prevent the particles from reaching a steady equilibrium temperature. This effect has an
important consequence on particle evaporation rates, which appears from the comparison of cases d25 and d100
in fig. 8.14a. For case d25, the squared particle diameter reduction follows a straight line, which corresponds to
particle evaporation according to the d2 law. On the contrary, the squared particle diameter reduction for case
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Figure 8.11 : Reaction rate of the first reaction normalized by the maximum value for a gaseous mixture at stoi-
chiometry. Modified abscissa: x− x0.
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Figure 8.12 : Reaction rate of the first reaction normalized by the maximum value for a gaseous mixture at stoi-
chiometry. Modified abscissa: progress variable cO2 .
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Figure 8.13 : Gaseous equivalence ratio over the progress variable cO2 .
d100 deviates from a straight line to the end of evaporation as particles remain long enough inside the flame
front to reach the liquid boiling temperature. For the latter, the present evaporation model becomes ill-posed
and predicts an infinite evaporation rate. Therefore, the evolution laws for particle temperature and diameter
need to be redefined [93] to clip the evaporation rate to a finite value. In AVBP, this is done by assuming that
the particle temperature remains constant (compare with eq. 3.30):
dTp
dt
=
1
mpcp,l
(−Φcg + m˙pLv(Tζ)) = 0 (8.27)
This relation implies that the gaseous heat transfer to the particle leads only to evaporation. It allows to define
the mass transfer at the particle surface as:
dmp
dt
=
Φcg
hs,F (Tζ)− hs,p(Tζ)− hs,corr (8.28)
with:
Φcg = λdpNu(Tζ − T∞) (8.29)
compared to the definition of Φcg given in eq. 3.31, the dependency on the Spalding temperature number BT
has been removed as the latter also becomes singular at the liquid boiling temperature. From eqs. 8.28 and
8.29, it appears that the evaporation rate at boiling conditions is only dependent on heat conduction from the
gas, which is itself a sole function of the temperature difference between gas and particles. These modifications
in the description of evaporation for particles reaching the liquid boiling temperature are at the origin of the
departure from the d2 law for case d100 in fig. 8.14a.
In fig. 8.14b, the particle heating and evaporation time scales appear to increase with total equivalence
ratio, which is consistent with the results obtained in fig. 8.5 for the characteristic Dahmköhler heating and
evaporation numbers. The onset of particle evaporation is shifted to higher abscissa for richer spray mixtures,
leading to a surprising result: the squared particle diameter is close to its initial value for case φt = 2.5 at
the location of maximum reaction rate. This result suggests that there is only a negligible quantity of fuel
vapor at this location, which is in contradiction with the high reaction rates observed there. The only plausible
explanation for this result is that there is a substantial diffusion of fuel vapor from further downstream to the
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Figure 8.14 : Normalized particle temperature and normalized squared particle diameter over the modified abscissa
x− x0.
region of maximum reaction rate. This would imply that the flame structure progressively evolves from a
premixed flame to a diffusion flame for richer spray mixtures. To confirm this hypothesis, a normalized version
of Takeno’s flame index [176] ξp is introduced:
ξp =
(
1
2
+
∇YF
|∇YF | ·
∇YO
|∇YO|
)
(8.30)
The Takeno index relies on the observation that the gradients of fuel and oxidizer mass fractions have the same
orientation for premixed flames while they point in opposite directions for diffusion flames. Therefore, ξp tends
to unity for premixed combustion while it vanishes for partially premixed/ diffusion combustion. The curves
of the Takeno flame index across the flame front are displayed in fig. 8.15. In fig. 8.15a, the effects of the
particle diameter on the combustion regime appear complex. For case d25, evaporation is strong upstream the
flame front and the mass fraction of fuel vapor increases in this zone while the oxidizer starts to be consumed,
leading to decreasing values of the Takeno flame index. However, a comparison of the abscissa in figs. 8.15a
and 8.11a indicates that the reaction rate is very low in this region. In the entire region of significant heat
release, the two-phase flame of case d25 burns in a premixed regime. For cases d50 and d100, the Takeno
index indicates a premixed flame structure at the beginning of the reaction zone followed by a short partially
premixed/ diffusion flame and again a premixed flame in the region of most significant reaction rate. The
premixed combustion regime at the beginning of chemical reactions is due to the negligible fuel evaporation
for cases d50 and d100 in this region (compare with fig. 8.14a), leading to the consumption of the gaseous fuel
injected at the inlet to ensure saturation conditions for the spray. The increased heat conduction to the particles
induces an increase in the evaporation rate, which lags behind chemical reaction rates, leading to a partially
premixed combustion regime in the region of maximum heat release. As the evaporation rate continues to
increase, the flame structure evolves from a diffusion to a premixed flame. The evolution of the flame structure
with total equivalence ratio displayed in fig. 8.15b seems much clearer. For increasing values of the total
equivalence ratio, expanding regions of partially premixed/ diffusion combustion are noticed. These results
confirm the transition of a premixed combustion to a diffusion dominated combustion for richer spray mixtures.
Fig. 8.16 displays gaseous temperature profiles over the modified abscissa x − x0. The flame thickness
increases with particle diameter in fig. 8.16a. Therefore, particle heating occurs earlier for larger particles
and this effect partially compensates the increase of the particle evaporation time scale visible in fig. 8.14a.
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Figure 8.15 : Normalized version of Takeno’s flame index over the modified abscissa x − x0. Values above 0.5
indicate a premixed flame structure while values below 0.5 indicate a partially premixed/ diffusion
flame structure
In fig. 8.16b, the increase in total equivalence ratio appears to reduce the flame thickness. The decrease in
flame thickness towards richer spray mixtures explains the delay in particle heating observed in fig. 8.14b as
gaseous temperatures are lower for the same modified abscissa. Consequently, the onset of evaporation is
delayed for richer mixtures and leads to the diffusion-dominated combustion regimes evidenced through the
Takeno index in fig. 8.15. The decrease in flame thickness is particularly visible for the temperature curve of
case φt = 2.5, which is superimposed to the temperature curve of the purely gaseous flame up to the modified
abscissa x − x0 ≈ 0. After this point a strong decrease in gaseous temperature is observed, which could be
linked to the observed change in flame structure for rich spray mixtures.
Fig. 8.17 shows the particle evaporation rate over the modified abscissa x = x−x0. In fig. 8.17a, the peak of
evaporation rate decreases strongly with particle diameter, leading to a spread of the evaporation curve over the
entire reaction zone for case d100 (compare with fig. 8.11a). The modified abscissa of the point of maximum
evaporation rate is shifted downstream between cases d25 and d50. On the contrary, peaks of evaporation rate
are located at similar modified abscissa for cases d50 and d100. This effect is probably due to the increase in
flame thickness with particle diameter observed in fig. 8.16a, leading to earlier particle heating. In fig. 8.17b, it
appears that evaporation rates increase strongly with total equivalence ratio, leading to an increased fuel vapor
supply to the flame front. At the same time, the peaks of evaporation rate are progressively shifted beyond
the point of maximum heat release for richer mixtures. In terms of quantitative results, it is interesting to note
that the peak evaporation rate for case d50 at φt = 2.5 lies above that of case d25 at φt = 1.0. Since the
reduction in squared particle diameter observed in fig. 8.14 is faster for case d25 at φt = 1.0, this increase
in evaporation rate is directly linked to the increase in particle number density with total equivalence ratio. In
terms of progress variable, it appears that an increase in particle diameter shifts the beginning of evaporation
to higher abscissa (fig. 8.18a). Since evaporation dictates the onset of chemical reactions, strong similarities
may be observed between evaporation rate curves (fig. 8.18) and reaction rate curves (fig. 8.12) displayed over
the progress variable. In particular, the shifts in the maxima for both quantities follow the same qualitative
behaviors, which is particularly visible for rich mixtures.
In order to asses effects of particle inertia, velocities of both phases across the flame front are displayed in
fig. 8.19. As for particle temperature, particle velocity is set to zero in regions where particles are absent. The
relative velocity between phases has an important impact on the flame structure since it controls the quantity of
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Figure 8.16 : Gaseous temperature profiles over the modified abscissa x− x0.
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Figure 8.17 : Particle evaporation rate over the modified abscissa x− x0.
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Figure 8.18 : Particle vaporation rate over the modified abscissa cO2 .
gaseous fuel supplied to the flame front together with the evaporation rate. The differences in relative velocity
between particles and gas are highest in regions where the particle diameter is close to its initial value. As
the velocity jumps across the flame front are reduced for increasing particle diameters due to lower flame
speeds, relative velocities between phases are decreased. In turn, particle residence times inside the flame front
increase with particle diameter, locally enhancing the quantity of fuel vapor supplied to the flame front. Inertia
are progressively reduced as particles evaporate across the flame front, resulting in higher accelerations towards
the end of particle lifetimes. Despite this fact, all particles evaporate entirely before reaching equilibrium with
the gas phase. For the variations of total equivalence ratio displayed in fig. 8.19b, the particle velocity curves
appear very similar, which arises from similar gaseous velocity gradients across the flame front and similar
inertia.
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Figure 8.19 : Gaseous and particle velocities over the modified abscissa x− x0.
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8.2.3.a) Mass balances for the fuel
In order to verify mass conservation in the two-phase flame simulations, relative balances for fuel vapor and
particles over time are displayed in fig. 8.20 for case d25 at φt = 1.0. Both balances are closed to a satisfactory
degree of accuracy. The peaks observed for the vapor balance correspond to small temporal variations of fuel
vapor which reduce the denominator of the relative balance and degrade the closure. This is evidenced by
comparison with the vapor variation displayed in fig. 8.21. A steady flame is simulated in the present case so
that all fluxes should approximately remain constant over time. This is observed for vapor fluxes and particle
mass source terms in figs. 8.21 and 8.22, which show temporal variations of less than 3%. Note that a short
portion is displayed for the temporal evolution of particle injection to evidence the discrete injection process.
The evolutions of vapor and particle mass in the computational domain are displayed in fig. 8.23. Results are
also consistent with flame steadiness: fuel particles are evaporated and consumed through chemical reactions
at the same rate at which they are injected so that their total respective masses remain approximately constant
over time.
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Figure 8.20 : Vapor and particle balances over time for a one-dimensional saturated two-phase flame (dp = 25µm,
φt = 1.0)
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Figure 8.21 : Vapor fluxes over time for a one-dimensional saturated two-phase flame (dp = 25µm, φt = 1.0).
From top to bottom and left to right: vapor variation, boundary fluxes, evaporation rate, boundary
corrections, chemical consumption and artificial viscosity.
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Figure 8.22 : Contributions of particle mass variations over time for the one-dimensional saturated two-phase flame
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8.2.4 Flame thickening
In reactive Large-Eddy Simulations, the flame front is too thin to be explicitely resolved as this would imply
excessive computational cost. The chemical subgrid source terms must then be modeled. In the thickened flame
model [161], the flame is artifically thickened to allow its explicit resolution on a coarse grid without resorting
to refinement. The basic idea of the thickened flame model is to change the diffusive length and time scales of
the flow while conserving flame speed and flame structure. For laminar premixed flames, the flame speed Sl
and the flame thickness δl may be expressed as [230]:
Sl ∝
√
DthA ; δl ∝
√
Dth
A
(8.31)
whereDth and A respectively denote the thermal diffusivity and the preexponential constant. By applying the
transformations Dth → FDth and A → A/F , it appears that the flame is thickened by the factor F while
its flame speed and flame structure are left unchanged. Unfortunately, the thickened flame is less sensitive to
wrinkling by the turbulent flow field as the Damköhler numberDa, which compares chemical (τc) and turbulent
time (τt) scales is reduced by a factor F ,Da→ Da/F . This effect is then corrected by an efficiency function
E which accounts for the unresolved flame wrinkling by turbulence [33].
The thickened flame model may be extended to two-phase flows. However, characteristic numbers of the
dispersed phase must be additionally preserved in order not to alter the flame structure. Boileau [19] identified
the conservation of the characteristic ratios of particle evaporation (τv) and particle drag (τp) to the chemical
time scale (τc):
Stc =
τp
τc
; Dav =
τv
τc
(8.32)
As the chemical time scale τc is divided by the thickening factor F , both the characteristic drag and evaporation
time scales must be divided by F in order to maintain Stc and Dav constant across the flame front. Note that
these divisions must only be applied inside the flame front as they imply a modification of the evaporation
rate. The division of the drag force by the thickening factor is conceptually problematic as it implies a local
modification of spray dynamics. It is not clear if such division is appropriate or not and the answer to this
question requires additional investigations of more complex configurations than saturated one-dimensional two-
phase flames. Such studies are not performed in the present work.
The motivation of the simulation of thickened two-phase flames in this section is twofold. First, the division
of the drag force, evaporation mass flux and enthalpy flux by the thickening factor in the Lagrangian solver will
be validated by comparing flame structures for both unthickened and thickened two-phase flames. Second, the
absence of drag correction in the thickening procedure is examined. Addressing these points only requires the
simulation of one particle diameter for a single total equivalence ratio. In the present case, the respective values
dp = 50µm and φt = 1.0 are chosen. All numerical parameters are left unchanged with respect to previous
simulations. The division of all source terms including drag is validated for the flame thickening factor F = 8.
Furthermore, the absence of drag correction is examined for three different thickening factors: F = 2, F = 4
and F = 8. Due to thickening, the modified abscissa (x − x0) becomes (x − x0)/F , with x0 = max(ω˙f,1)
the point of maximum reaction rate of the first reaction. Furthermore, the source terms need to be scaled by a
factor F in order to compare results for both thickened and unthickened flames.
Fig. 8.24 displays the gaseous and particle temperature profiles across the flame front. The inclusion of
the drag correction leads to identical curves for thickened and unthickened flames. Omitting this division,
increasing differences are observed towards larger values of the thickening factor. This is because particle
residence times inside the flame front are decreased, leading to a lower fuel vapour supply to the flame front
and in turn to reduced chemical reaction rates. This results in a broadening of the gaseous temperature gradient,
as may be seen in fig. 8.24a. The broadening of the gaseous temperature gradient for the flame thickening
procedure without drag corrrection leads to an earlier particle heating in fig. 8.24b.
The absence of drag correction leads to a decreased maximum in evaporation rate which in turn reduces the
reaction rate, as may be observed in figs. 8.25a and 8.25b. Identical profiles between thickened and unthickened
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Figure 8.24 : Temperature profiles over the modified abscissa (x− x0)/F . Influence of the inclusion of drag correc-
tion in the thickening approach. a: gaseous temperature. b: particle temperature
flames are again observed when including the drag correction. These results validate the implementation of the
thickened flame model in the Lagrangian solver and show that the proper extension of this model to two-phase
flames implies a division of both drag and evaporation by the thickening factor F .
Fig. 8.26 illustrates the effect of different flame thickening procedures on flame thickness and flame speed.
For comparison, the effect of flame thickening without any correction on the dispersed phase is also reported.
The division of all coupling terms by the thickening factor conserves the flame speed. The absence of drag
correction leads to decrease in flame speed consistent with the reduced particle residence time inside the flame
front and the resulting decrease in fuel supply to the flame front. A strong increase in flame speed is observed
in absence of any corrections. This indicates that the reduction of the particle residence time inside the flame
front is more than compensated by the increase in evaporation rate. The maximum relative errors in absence of
corrections and without drag correction are respectively 30% and -23% for F = 8. Thus, the improvement for
the thickening procedure without drag correction is only minor compared to the thickening procedure without
any corrections on the dispersed phase. These results show that omitting the correction on drag in the thickening
procedure is not a satisfactory solution for the simulation of spray flames with the thickened flame model. Since
the thickening procedure is only to be performed in the direction normal to the flame front, a solution might
consist in a localized correction of the drag term in the direction normal to the flame front, but this point requires
additional investigations. As previously mentioned in section 8.2.3, the flame thickness is only affected by flame
speed variations so that fig. 8.26b yields similar conclusions compared to fig. 8.26a.
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Figure 8.25 : Influence of the inclusion of drag correction in the thickening approach. a: reaction rate of the
first reaction over the modified abscissa (x − x0)/F . b: evaporation rate over the modified abscissa
(x− x0)/F .
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Figure 8.26 : Influence of various thickening approaches on flame speed (a) and flame thickness (b)
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8.3 Conclusions
This chapter presented the simulation of one-dimensional saturated two-phase flames with the Lagrangian
solver as a first step towards the simulation of two-phase reacting systems with the Lagrangian solver. The
spray flames were simulated for three different particle diameters and over a wide range of total equivalence
ratios. Chemistry was modeled with a two-step scheme for a kerosene surrogate. For small particle diameters,
the liquid fuel was almost completely evaporated upstream the flame front and the observed flame speeds and
flame structures were close to those of a purely gaseous flame. The fuel evaporated upstream the flame front
decreased towards larger particle diameters. Thus, the flame burnt at a lower effective equivalence ratio dictated
by the quantity of fuel vapor available inside the flame front. As a consequence, propagation of spray flames
was observed at total equivalence ratios above the rich extinction limit of a purely gaseous flame. Another
important characteristic of the spray flames was the evolution from a premixed to a diffusion combustion regime
towards richer mixtures when sufficiently large particles were considered. This effect resulted from a decrease
in flame thickness, which delayed the onset of evaporation to regions beyond the zone of maximum reaction
rate. Although the present study allowed to reproduce qualitative behaviors which are in agreement with results
published in the literature, a quantitative validation is necessary to assess the impact of simplified chemical
kinetics and simplifed transport properties on the reproduction of global flame properties such as flame speed,
temperature, etc... Strained two-phase counterflow flames for which experimental results are available [106]
seem a good candidate to perform such study. Another interesting alternative would consist in the comparison
of spray flame simulations between AVBP and a dedicated chemistry code relying on detailed kinetics and
complex transport properties. Such comparison could possibly allow a more precise quantification of present
modeling simplifications on flame properties.
In a second step, the thickened flame model was validated for reactive Euler-Lagrange simulations. When
thickening a two-phase flame, drag and evaporation terms need to be divided by the thickening factor in order
to conserve flame structure and flame speed. The comparison of thickened and unthickened flames allowed to
validate the numerical implementation of the two-phase thickened flame model in the Euler-Lagrange solver
as identical flame structures were recovered for thickened and unthickened flames. Although a division of the
drag term by the thickening factor was found necessary to conserve the flame structure of a thickened two-
phase flame, it remained unclear whether this division was physically justified since it altered spray dynamics.
Neglecting the division of the drag term yielded considerable errors on flame structure and flame speed with
the thickening factor. The resulting error was not significantly lower than in absence of any corrections on
the spray phase. In conclusion, the extension of the thickened flame model to spray flames poses conceptual
difficulties which require further investigation. As spray combustion is mainly expected to occur in partially
premixed/ diffusion regimes, the use of specific combustion models for these regimes might represent an inter-
esting alternative to the thickened flame model.
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In the present work, Large-Eddy Simulations of the evaporating two-phase flow in a realistic geometry were
conducted using an Euler-Lagrange approach. After a presentation of the general context, the governing set
of equations and the modeling approaches used for the fluid and the particle phase were discussed. The nu-
merical methods of the Large-Eddy Simulation solver AVBP, which was used in the present study, were briefly
reviewed.
In a second part, developments for liquid injection were presented. The implementation of interface tracking
methods to reproduce liquid disintegration processes was considered out of reach for the present work and
therefore discarded. Instead, a simplified method for particle injection by pressure swirl atomizers was pre-
sented in a first step. This model was developed jointly with Sanjosé [191]. It neglects the atomization process
and directly injects the fully developed spray at the atomizer orifice. While the spray size distribution is an
input of the model, velocity profiles at the atomizer orifice are derived from considerations on the flow field
inside the atomizer. Unknown quantities are then determined from empirical correlations available in the liter-
ature. Since this study also aimed at a comparison of Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations for realistic
geometries, some attention was devoted to the development of a unified injection model for both approaches.
While the direct injection of the developped spray at the atomizer orifice posed no numerical difficulties in the
Euler-Lagrange context, the Euler-Euler approach needed to sufficiently discretize the injection surface at the
atomizer orifice. Consequently, the injection boundary condition was artifically shifted further downstream in
the Euler-Euler framework into regions where the spray was sufficiently dilute to be meshed with reasonable
computational expense. This involved the derivation of analytical methods to characterize the spray evolution
between the atomizer orifice and the translated injection plane. The analytical solution of the spray evolution
equations imposed additional constraints on the liquid velocity profiles at the atomizer location. However, val-
idation of the injection velocity profiles in the Euler-Lagrange solver showed that these modifications had only
little impact on the velocity profiles of the developed spray. Direct comparisons of Euler-Lagrange and Euler-
Euler injections on a simplified test case could not be performed due to numerical difficulties encountered in
the Euler-Euler simulations, but further validations and developments of this injection method are ongoing.
In a second step, the previous injection method was combined to a simplified description of the liquid disin-
tegration process through the implementation of a secondary breakup model. The choice was made for the Fast
Atomization STochastic (FAST) secondary breakup model [73], which naturally tends towards a broad particle
diameter distribution compared to other breakup models predicting a single particle size for each breakup event.
The fundamental assumption of the model is that the number of child particles issued from a breakup process
is independent of the size of the parent particle. Under this assumption, the evolution of the particle size dis-
tribution after breakup is governed by a lognormal law. In order to close the model, the mean and the standard
deviation of the particle size distribution after breakup need to be specified. The model contains adjustable
constants for these two quantities.
To validate the implementation of the FAST secondary breakup model, it was applied to two different test
cases. The first test case reproduced spray atomization in a closed cylindrical chamber at conditions represen-
tative of Diesel engines. This test case was found problematic as results displayed a strong grid dependency in
terms of spray penetration lengths over time and spray angles. The reason for the high mesh sensitivity was be-
lieved to lie in different distributions of coupling terms between phases and different errors in the interpolation
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of gaseous properties to the particle locations. This led to a higher acceleration of the gaseous phase and in turn
increased spray penetration lengths with reduced spray angles. Despite these limitations, results were found in
reasonable agreement with experimental data and previous numerical results obtained with the same model [6]
at a similar grid resolution.
The second test case reproduced the injection of a liquid jet perpendicularly to a turbulent gaseous crossflow.
A numerical model accounting for the presence of the liquid column in such configurations had previously been
developed by Jaegle [93] and was combined to the FAST secondary breakup model in the present work. Present
results were then compared to experimental data and results of Jaegle [93], who neglected secondary breakup.
While no improvement on results was observed for the spatial distribution of liquid volume flux, Sauter mean
diameter profiles were in far better agreement with experiments when accounting for secondary breakup, espe-
cially at low liquid momentum fluxes. These results probably arise from a more accurate prediction of spray
properties in the zone of secondary breakup, especially in terms of drag properties. In this configuration, the
lognormal law was found to yield a satisfactory approximation to the experimental particle size distribution
of the developed spray. However, this agreement could only be obtained from additional adjustments of the
breakup constants to values which differed considerably from those of the Diesel injection configuration.
Two main conclusions may be drawn from these results. First, the explicit account for secondary breakup
may yield considerable improvement of spatial diameter distributions of the spray, as illustrated by the sim-
ulation of a liquid jet in gaseous crossflow. This test case also showed that these improvements need not
necessarily be restricted to the near injector zone. Second, the secondary breakup model is not predictive in
terms of size distributions of the developed spray. Therefore, the relations defining the mean and the variance
of the particle diameter distribution after breakup need to be revised. This may require a distinction between
different secondary breakup mechanisms, in particular the characterization of the bimodal particle distribution
resulting from particle breakup at large Weber numbers, composed of a few large and many small fragments.
Presently, such bimodal distribution can only be enforced by setting the mean diameter of the particle size
distribution after breakup close to the diameter of the parent particle as no limitation on the number of pre-
dicted child particles is presently made. Limiting the number of child particles for a breakup event would be
a straightforward modification of the model and would allow to reproduce a bimodal size distribution through
mass conservation between parent and child particles. However, this would introduce an additional parameter
in the model. Furthermore, providing physically meaningful values of the maximum child particle number after
a breakup event seems difficult. Finally, limiting the number of child particles might modify the global size
distributions of the developed spray and deviations from lognormal distributions could be observed. Additional
limitations in the present modeling of secondary breakup are the neglection of particle deformation effects prior
to breakup and coalescence phenomena. Both mechanisms might globally increase the particle sizes in the de-
veloped spray: coalescence through the merging of particles and particle deformation through the reduction of
the relative velocity between phases. However, the explicit account for coalescence phenomena may be numer-
ically intensive while the account for particle deformation effects would have to rely on empirical correlations
with significant uncertainties. Finally, another limitation of the secondary breakup model may consist in the
determination of the characteristic breakup time scale. Although there is a large consensus on the definition of
this timescale, it contains a constant which appears to vary significantly among different breakup models. Due
to these uncertainties and the high sensitvity of Lagrangian simulations to grid refinement for dense sprays, it
is unclear whether secondary breakup models can be made truly predictive in terms of diameter distributions of
the developed spray.
In the third part, previous injection developments were applied to the simulation of an aeronautical swirled
combustor, installed on the MERCATO test rig.
In a first step, the purely gaseous flow inside the MERCATO configuration was validated. Two different
mesh resolutions were simulated. Very good agreement of the mean and root-mean square (RMS) gaseous
velocity profiles with experiments was observed for both resolutions. The improvement of the RMS velocity
profiles for the finer mesh resolution were quite moderate considering the increase in computational cost. These
results indicate that the numerical methods implemented in AVBP are well suited for the simulation of such
configurations.
In a second step, three different Euler-Lagrange Large-Eddy Simulations of the evaporating two-phase flow
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inside the MERCATO test-rig were compared: a monodisperse simulation, a polydisperse simulation and a
simulation accounting for breakup (“breakup simulation”). All simulations relied on the simplified injection
velocity profiles of the FIMUR approach. Effects of polydispersity appeared to be limited on mean and RMS
particle velocity profiles. This observation was confirmed for size-conditioned velocity profiles, for which little
impact of the particle diameter on velocity magnitudes was observed, except in the vicinity of the atomizer. In
this region, the direct injection of the polydisperse spray was found to greatly overestimate the acceleration of
small particles whereas the breakup simulation showed much better agreement with experiments. However, the
improved predictions of spray properties in the vicinity of the atomizer for the breakup simulation did not lead
to significant differences compared to the polydisperse simulation in the measurement planes located further
downstream as particles rapidly reached equilibrium with the gaseous flow.
Although effects of polydispersity were not very significant for mean particle diameter profiles, local par-
ticle diameter distributions were found to be highly polydisperse. Moreover, comparisons of particle diameter
histograms from the polydisperse and breakup simulations with experiments confirmed the improved accuracy
of the breakup simulation in the near injector zone. However, adjustments of the model constants of the breakup
model were again necessary to correctly reproduce the experimental particle diameter distribution, confirming
that further developments of this model are necessary.
To conclude, a brief comparison of monodisperse Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations was per-
formed, which showed good agreement between both approaches for particle mean and RMS velocity profiles.
A comparison based on particle trajectories for the Lagrangian solver and instantaneous streamlines for the
Eulerian solver showed qualitatively similar behaviors for both in terms of spray dynamics and evaporation.
Furthermore, global evaporation rates of both solvers at the same instants of the simulation were almost iden-
tical, confirming the similar behavior of their common evaporation model. In terms of computational expense,
the MERCATO configuration showed to be perfectly suited for the Euler-Lagrange solver as it was significantly
faster than the Euler-Euler approach. The main conclusion resulting from the comparison between Euler-Euler
and Euler-Lagrange simulations was that both yielded similar accuracies in the prediction of the evaporating
two-phase flow in the MERCATO configuration. Due to strong accelerations of the particles in the near injec-
tor zone, the impact of the FIMUR injection methodology on particle velocity profiles in the first measurement
plane remains unclear. More particularly, the good agreement between Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simu-
lations in the vicinity of the atomizer cannot be considered as a validation of the FIMUR approach. Regarding
the perspectives of the comparisons between Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange approaches, the extension of the
Euler-Euler solver to handle multiple diameter classes is presently being performed by Aymeric Vié [226].
These developments will allow future comparisons of polydisperse Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simula-
tions of the MERCATO configuration.
Since the present injection method was found to greatly overestimate the acceleration of small particles after
injection, improvements of the FIMUR methodology are necessary. One possible improvement would consist
in the explicit account for the presence of the liquid sheet at the atomizer orifice through a modified drag law, as
done for the liquid-jet in gaseous crossflow. In its simplest formulation, such procedure would only require the
definition of a modified drag coefficient for the liquid sheet and a characteristic time scale for the sheet disinte-
gration. This improvement would not imply any changes for the Euler-Lagrange approach as the modified drag
properties would be directly imposed in the solver. For the Euler-Euler approach, the account for the presence
of the liquid sheet would require a change in the derivation of the velocity profiles at the translated injection
plane. In particular, the conservation laws describing the spray evolution between the atomizer plane and the
shifted injection plane would have to be split in two distinct contributions, one for the liquid sheet and another
for the developed spray. Despite this fact, it seems that such procedure would not involve significant changes
in the methodology. In particular, none of the assumptions presently made in the FIMUR approach would be
invalidated by this extension. However, a practical difficulty of the FIMUR method lies in the fact that an
artificial translation of the injection boundary conditions in the Euler-Euler simulations modifies the geometry,
possibly altering the flowfield and making comparisons between Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations
delicate.
The different levels of simplification in injection modeling had an important influence on the spatial spray
distribution in the vicinity of the injector. This effect resulted from the strong interaction of the spray with the
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precessing vortex core. Strong particle impact on the diffusor walls was observed in the numerical simulations
which directly injected the developed spray at the atomizer orifice. On the contrary, particle impact on the
diffusor walls was very limited when using the breakup model due to the injection of large particles with higher
inertia. This resulted in spatial spray distributions which differed considerably between both approaches. Un-
fortunately, no experimental data was available to characterize the spatial spray distribution and no conclusion
could be drawn on the accuracy of predictions in the vicinity of injection. If the occurence of spray impact
on the diffusor walls observed in the simulations is confirmed by experiments, the modeling of particle-wall
interactions must be improved. On the contrary, the reconstruction of subgrid scale fluctations at the particle
location is not believed to be critical for this type of applications which mainly consider the correct reproduc-
tion of large scale effects such as the interaction of the spray with the precessing vortex core, balistic sorting
effects of particles according to their size and the global spatial distribution of the spray.
In terms of numerical methods, the poor scalability of the Lagrangian solver in parallel simulations due
to the absence of dynamical load balancing is an important limitation and will have to be adressed in the fu-
ture. Furthermore, the interpolation schemes used to reconstruct gaseous properties at particle locations are
presently only first-order accurate and this aspect probably represents the major limitation of the Lagrangian
solver in terms of numerical accuracy. The errors induced by the first-order time advancement on the particles
are expected to be less important due to the acoustic CFL limitation on the Lagrangian solver. Finally, note that
the use of particle balance tools for the MERCATO configuration revealed particle losses in the three Euler-
Lagrange simulations. As these losses were very minor, they were not expected to affect present results. Further
investigations allowed to localize these losses at the walls of the combustion chamber. They seem to originate
from the wrong definition of normal vectors in certain wall adjacent cells, but this point requires additional
investigations.
In a fourth part, numerical simulations of one-dimensional saturated two-phase flames were performed as a
first step towards the simulation of reactive two-phase flows with the Euler-Lagrange solver. The flames were
simulated for three different particle diameters and over a wide range of total equivalence ratios. Chemistry
was modeled with a reduced two-step scheme for kerosene [57] combined with preexponential constant ad-
justment, which allowed the correct prediction of laminar flame speeds for rich gaseous mixtures. For small
particle diameters, the liquid fuel was almost completely evaporated upstream the flame front and the observed
flame speeds and flame structures were close to those of a purely gaseous flame. The fuel quantity evaporated
upstream the flame front decreased with particle diameter and the resulting spray flames were found to burn at
effective gaseous equivalence ratios far below the total equivalence ratio of the spray. As a consequence, flame
propagation was observed at total equivalence ratios lying above the rich extinction limit of a purely gaseous
flame for sufficiently large particle diameters. Concerning flame structure, the evolution from a premixed to a
diffusion dominated combustion regime was observed towards richer spray mixtures when considering larger
particles. The presence of particles was also found to significantly affect CO and CO2 mass fractions at equi-
librium in the rich regime. Therefore, adiabtic flame temperatures differed significantly between spray flames
and the gaseous flame at the same equivalence ratio when considering large particles.
Although the one-dimensional saturated spray flame simulations allowed to reproduce qualitative behav-
iors in agreement with results of the literature, a quantitative validation is necessary to assess the impact of
simplified chemical kinetics and simplified transport mechanisms on spray flame properties. Direct Numeri-
cal Simulations of experimentally investigated strained counterflow spray flames [106] or swirled spray flames
[228] seem good choices to perform such validation. Another interesting study would consist in the comparison
of one-dimensional spray flame simulations between AVBP and a dedicated chemistry code reyling on detailed
kinetics and complex transport properties. Such comparison could possibly allow a more precise quantifica-
tion of present modeling simplifications (reduced two-step chemistry with preexponential constant adjustment,
identical Schmidt numbers for all species, simplified description of diffustion coefficients) on global flame
properties such as speed, adiabatic temperature and CO-CO2 mass fraction levels.
In a second step, the thickened flame model was extended to allow the simulation of thickened two-phase
flames with the Euler-Lagrange solver. The obtained results validated the implementation of the thickened
flame model in the Lagrangian solver and showed that the proper extension of this model to two-phase flames
implied a division of both drag and evaporation terms by the thickening factor. However, a division of the
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drag term by the thickening factor may imply a modification of spray dynamics. For this reason, the impact of
the division of drag by the thickening factor was briefly examined. Increasing errors on flame speed with the
thickening factor were observed when omitting the division of the drag force by the thickening factor. These
errors were not significantly lower than in absence of any modifications for the spray (no division of drag or
evaporation terms by the thickening factor). Therefore, simply neglecting the division on the drag term in the
extension of the thickened flame model to spray flames is not a satisfactory solution. Therefore, the impact
of the division of drag by the thickening factor on flame dynamics needs to be assessed. This point may be
addressed through Direct Numerical Simulations of a saturated two-phase flame in homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence.
Considering the application of the thickened flame model to the Large-Eddy Simulation of two-phase tur-
bulent reacting systems, additional questions are raised. For instance, the impact of unresolved flame wrinkling
on the particle evaporation rate must be quantified and possibly accounted for through a modeling term. Fur-
thermore, it is not clear if group combustion regimes, where the flame enfolds a cloud of particles, may be
found at subgrid scales. If this was the case, their impact on reaction rates would have to be included in the
combustion model. Moreover, particle preferential concentration effects occuring at subgrid scales may have to
be taken into account due to their impact on local evaporation rates and fuel vapor inhomgeneities [175]. These
questions could also be addressed through Direct Numerical Simulations of a saturated two-phase flame in a
homogeneous isotropic turbulence, which appears as an important test case prior to the simulation of realistic
turbulent configurations.
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Appendix A
Study of rounding error effects in
Large-Eddy Simulations
This appendix presents a study about the effect of rounding errors in Large-Eddy Simulations published in
AIAA Journal. As an introduction, a few considerations on the notion of chaos in turbulence are presented.
Most material is adapted from Jiménez [96] and Lesieur [120].
Consider a two-dimensional turbulent flow field. Vortices are described as point systems with associated
circulations. The local velocity field results from the superposed circulations of all vortices:
u(z′) =
1
2πi
∑
j
γj
z′ − zj (A.1)
z = x+yi represents a complex coordinate, γj the circulation of the vortex j and u the complex velocity field.
A given vortex only induces a rotation on itself which does not affect its position. Therefore, a given vortex is
advected by the velocity field generated by all vortices except itself. The equation of motion of a vortex in its
own frame of reference becomes:
dz∗j
dt
=
1
2πi
∑
k 6=j
γk
zj − zk (A.2)
The asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. For sufficiently large Reynolds numbers, the effects of viscosity
may be neglected in the short term. By inserting them into eq. A.2, the following quantities appear constant:
M =
∑
j
γjzj = const (A.3)
I =
∑
j
γj|zj|2 = const (A.4)
E = −
∑
j
∑
k 6=j
γjγkln|zj − zk| = const (A.5)
These invariants impose four constraints (two for linear momentum) on the motion of a system of vortices.
For a sufficient number of degrees of freedom, the evolution in phase-space of eq. A.2 may become chaotic.
Eq. A.2 may be formally written as:
d−→z
dt
=
−→
F (−→z ) (A.6)
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Figure A.1 : Evolution of distance between two vortices, whose initial conditions differ by a random small amount,
in a system of fifteen vortices. Taken from Jiménez [96]
−→z now describes the vector of state in phase-space. The fundamental aspect in chaos is the divergence of
systems sharing the same initial conditions to an infinitesimal perturbation. The linearized form of eq.A.6 for
an infinitesimal perturbation −→z p(t) = −→z (t) +−→δ (t) is given by:
d
−→
δ (t)
dt
= F−→δ (t) (A.7)
with:
F = ∂
−→
F
∂−→z (A.8)
the Jacobian of the vortices’ position. Eq. A.7 represents a linear set of equations which generally admit expo-
nential solutions. The exponents correspond to the eigenvalues of the Jacobian. The real parts of the exponents
represent the separation in the different phase space directions of neighbouring trajectories. The sum of all real
parts measures the growth rate of the volume of the phase space in time. Neglecting all interactions between
vortices, eq. A.7 describes the evolution of a conservative system which conserves the volume in phase space.
The sum of all real parts of the eigenvalues must therefore vanish. Omiting the case where all real parts are
zero, one of the exponents necessarily has a positive real part and the magnitude of
−→
δ (t) grows exponentially
in time. This phenomenon is illustrated by fig. A.1, taken from Jiménez [96], which displays the evolution of
the distance between two vortices initially pertrubed by a random small amount in a system of fifteen vortices.
Note that each curve represents a different pair of vortices. Exponential separation of trajectories is observed
for t ∈ [0; 0.25], followed by a stagnation which corresponds to a complete decorrelation of the systems.
The previous analysis is only valid in absence of viscous dissipation. In dissipative turbulent flows, a well-
defined phase space does not exist. A statistical formalism has therefore been used by Leith [118], Leith and
Kraichnan [119], Métais and Lesieur [136]. Two flow field realizations differing by an infinitesimal perturbation
are considered:
−→u 1(−→x , t) = −→u α(−→x , t) (A.9)−→u 2(−→x , t) = −→u α(−→x , t) + δ−→u α(−→x , t) (A.10)
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In the following, a vanishing mean flow is assumed:
〈−→u 1〉 = 〈−→u 2〉 = 0 (A.11)
The study is restricted to functions having the same statistical properties:
〈δ−→u α(−→x , t)〉 = 0 (A.12)
The energy of the relative error is defined as:
r(t) =
〈(−→u 1 −−→u 2)2〉
2〈−→u 1〉 (A.13)
r(t) varies from 0 for fully correlated flows to 1 for fully decorrelated flows. Introducing the following energy
spectra:
1
2
〈−→u 1 · −→u 1 >=
∫ ∞
0
E(k, t)dk (A.14)
1
2
〈−→u 1 · −→u 2 >=
∫ ∞
0
EW (k, t)dk (A.15)
The energy of the relative error may be rewritten as:
r(t) =
∫∞
0
E(k, t)− EW (k, t)dk∫∞
0
E(k, t)dk
:=
∫∞
0
E∆(k, t)dk∫∞
0
E(k, t)dk
(A.16)
Métais and Lesieur [136] derive an equation for the evolution of the error spectrum E∆(k, t) in the framework
of the Eddy-Damped Quasi-Normal Markovian theory. This theory derives equations for the spectral velocity
tensor accounting for all moments up to third-order. Fourth-order moments are modeled by a linear damping
term according to Orszag [149]. The evolution of the error spectrum E∆(k, t) allows to derive an evolution
equation for the smallest wavenumber ke(t) contaminated by a perturbation initially confined at the wavenum-
ber ke(t0). Assuming the existence of an interial range (sufficiently high Reynolds number), a steady kinetic
energy spectrum with a constant turbulent dissipation rate ǫ, the authors obtain:
ke(t) ∼ ǫ−1/2(t− t0)−3/2 + ke(t0) (A.17)
Finally, Métais and Lesieur [136] derive a predictability time in three dimensional decaying turbulence equal
to:
Tr=1/2 = 33τ0 (A.18)
with:
τ0 =
(〈−→u 2〉)1/2
2lt
(A.19)
the large eddy turnover time.
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Appendix B
Implementation of a balance tool in the
Lagrangian solver
This appendix presents the implementation of a balance tool in the Lagrangian solver of AVBP. This tool allows
to monitor the conservation of droplets and vapor mass in Lagrangian simulations. This tool was written after
noticing moderate particle losses during Lagrangian simulations of two-phase flows. Since the origin of the
particle losses could not be clearly identified, a balance tool to monitor these losses was implemented instead
in order to ensure that losses remained small enough not to affect results. The verification of the conservation
of fuel vapor mass serves the more general purpose of verifying the correct coupling between both solvers in
terms of mass transfer. After a brief discussion on the implementation of such tools, two validation cases are
presented.
B.1 Implementation of basic balance tools
The implementation of two distinct balance tools is presented. The first tool verifies the global conservation of
the evaporating species mass in Euler-Lagrange simulations. The second tool monitors the evolution of particle
mass through the simulation. Particle mass evolves through four distinct processes:
• particle injection
• particle evaporation
• particle loss
• particle suppression after particles pass an outlet of the computational domain.
While particle injection, evaporation and particle suppression after their exit from the computational do-
main are normal processes during a two-phase flow simulation, particle loss is a great concern in Lagrangian
simulations and must be avoided. The particle search algorithm of AVBP proceedes in the following three
steps:
• first, a particle is searched in the cell ’C’ where it was located at the previous search step.
• if not found in the cell ’C’, the particle is searched in the neighbouring cells sharing one node with the
cell ’C’ (2∆ stencil of the search algorithm). Only searching for a particle in the direct neighbour cells
is sufficient given the acoustic CFL limitation on the gaseous solver.
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Figure B.1 : Sketch of particle search algorithm. Left: particle is located in the interior of a partition. Right: particle
crosses a partition boundary between processors.
• if the particle is not found in the direct neighbour cells of ’C’, it is checked if the cell ’C’ is located on
a partition boundary. If the cell ’C’ is not located on a partition boundary, it is verified that the particle
has not left the computational domain through an outlet. If this is not the case, the particle is lost. If ’C’
belongs to a partition boundary, the properties of the particle are sent to the neighbouring partitions. The
particle is then searched in the boundary cells of the neighbouring partitions. If the particle is not found
in the neighbouring partitions, it is lost.
An illustration of the particle search algorithm is provided in fig. B.1.
From this description, it appears that particle loss may occur for two distinct cases:
• failure of the standard search algorithm to locate a particle in the interior of its partition.
• failure of neighbouring partitions to find a particle which crossed a boundary between processors.
From a computational point of view, conservation of the total particle mass simply writes:
N∑
n=1
dmp,n
dt
= m˙injp − m˙evapp + m˙lostp + m˙outp (B.1)
with the right-hand terms respectively denoting particle injection, particle evaporation, particle loss and particle
exit from the computational domain. There is no practical difficulty in the implementation of these terms.
In order to evaluate the losses at interprocessor boundaries, the difference between the particles sent by all
processors to their neighbours and the particles received by all processors from their neighbours needs to be
made. In addition, particles which are no longer found by the search algorithm and which were not located on
a partition boundary at the previous search step are also counted in the loss term.
Since conservativity holds for the convection and diffusion schemes of AVBP (the reader is referred to
chapter 4 for more details) one may integrate the fuel mass fraction conservation equation (eq.2.40) over the
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Figure B.2 : Sketch of the periodic pipe geometry used for the validation of the balance tools. Hollow cone injection
of solid particles is performed on the first end.
entire computational domain Ω and apply the Green-Gauss theorem for flux terms:∫
Ω
∂ρY˜k
∂t
dV +
∫
∂Ω
ρY˜k
−→˜
u−→n dS =
∫
∂Ω
ρ
(
(Dk +D
t
k)
Wk
W
∇Xk − Yk−→V ck,i
)
−→n dS
+
∫
Ω
ω˙kdV +
∫
Ω
s˙v,kdV (B.2)
Two additional numerical contributions must be accounted for: the corrections applied at the boundaries for
viscous and inviscid fluxes as well as the corrections arising from artificial diffusion.
A numerical balance must always close as it reflects the evolution of a given scalar quantity in the simulation.
For example, a numerical boundary correction term may be wrong in a physical sense and lead to a wrong mass
flux entering the computational domain compared to the target value. However, the numerical balance is based
on the imposed computational flux and will therefore close. Once closure of the balances is verified, it is only
the respective fluxes over the boundaries which will inform the user about the wrong quantity of mass entering
the domain. The same conclusion holds for particles: if also accounting for particles leaving the domain and
particles being lost during the simulation, their mass balance must always close. Closure must be controlled
first since an unclosed balance indicates an error in the numerical implementation or a bug in the code. Once
closure is verified, the various flux contributions may be used to detect undesired behaviors such as wrong flux
magnitudes or particle losses.
B.1.1 Injection in a periodic cylindrical channel without evaporation
The implemented balance tools were validated on various test cases from which only two are shown in the
following. The first test case simulates the injection of solid particles in a threedimensional laminar periodic
pipe flow. A pressure source term is applied to force the flow. Periodicity is also applied to the particles.
Injection of particles is made according to the FIMUR model and the parameters specified in section 7.3.
Elastic rebound is enabled at walls so that no particles leave the domain. An illustration of the geometry and
the injection pattern are represented in fig. B.2. Finally, the simulation is performed in parallel in order to have
particle transfer between processors.
Fig. B.3 displays the relative errors in the vapor and particle flux balances over time. The vapor balance is
trivially closed since there is no evaporation in this case. The particle balance is seen to close with excellent
accuracy.
Fig. B.4 monitors the previously enumerated particle variations over time: injection, evaporation, lost par-
ticles and particles that left the computational domain. In the present case, the evaporation flux and the flux of
particles leaving the computational domain are trivially zero. The lost particle flux is zero to machine precision
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Figure B.3 : Balances over time for the periodic pipe flow
as it contains the difference of the particle mass sent and received by each processor summed in a random
order, which leads to rounding errors. Only a portion of the injection flux over time is shown for illustrative
purposes. Due to discrete particle injection, it appears that the instantaneous mass flux may be much larger than
the physical one (1 g/s). This aspect is detailed in section 5.3. However, it can be seen from fig. B.5, which
displays the evolution of liquid and vapor fluxes over time as well as the sum of both, that the correct mass
flux is injected in total and that mass evolution is linear as expected. Particle and the sum of particle and vapor
masses over time coincide as there is no evaporation.
B.1.2 Injection with evaporation in a gaseous crossflow
The second validation case corresponds to a more realistic configuration, the injection of a fuel spray into a hot
turbulent gaseous crossflow. This testcase is used for the validation of a secondary breakup model in section 6.2,
to which the reader is refered for a description of the geometry and all involved physical parameters. The
geometry and all physical parameters are left unchanged compared to section 6.2 except for:
• the air inlet temperature, which is set to 690K in order to enhance evaporation.
• the bulk pressure, which is increased to 13.6 MPa in order to keep the same gaseous density ratio com-
pared to the non preheated case.
• the inlet velocity, which is reduced to 35 m/s in order to increase the residence time of the particles in
the domain
• a monodisperse spray with droplet diameters dp = 15µm is injected.
The mass flux ratio between gas and liquid phases is set to q=6.
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Figure B.4 : Source terms of particle mass over time for the periodic pipe flow: injection flux, evaporating flux, lost
particle ’flux’, flux of particles leaving the domain
Figure B.5 : Mass evolution over time for the periodic pipe flow: particles, vapor, sum of both
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Figure B.6 : Instantaneous field of axial velocity in the midplane y = 0 superimposed with droplets. Cases from top
to bottom: q = 2, q = 6, q = 18
The results of the balance tools are displayed in figs. B.7-B.10. The relative balances for particles and vapor
close with good relative accuracies. The peaks in the closures of the vapor correspond to instants where the
vapor variation is close to zero, as may be seen in fig. B.8. Since the vapor variation is the denominator in
the relative vapor balance, closure is degraded. The particle balance may not be distinguished as it closes to a
relative precision which lies two order of magnitudes below that of the vapor. This is because the closure of the
particle balance is mostly free of errors since it consists in the addition of terms which are straightforward to
retrieve from the code. Therefore, closure to machine precision is generally observed for particle balances. The
picture is different for the vapor balance which involes the parallel integration over all boundaries of viscous
and inviscid fluxes. These integrations are affected by larger numerical errors which degrade the closure of the
vapor balance which is therefore more imprecise.
The evolution of vapor fluxes in fig. B.8 respectively displays the vapor variation in the entire domain, the
inviscid and viscous fluxes over all boundaries, the evaporation source term in the entire domain, the boundary
corrections over all boundaries, and the application of artificial viscosity on the evaporating species over the
entire domain. The expected behavior is observed in this figure. From the fluxes over boundaries, it appears
that no vapor mass leaves the computational domain until the first particles reach the outlet. In turn, the vapor
variation begins to fluctate as vapor leaves the computational domain through the exit. Furthermore, the particle
number in the compuational domain stagnates. This affects the evaporation rate which reaches a quasi-steady
level. The boundary corrections and the mass variations induced by artificial viscosity appear to be negligible.
The particle fluxes displayed in fig. B.9 give a similar picture. Particles start to leave the computational
domain at the same moment as the fuel vapor in fig. B.8. No particles are lost during the simulation.
The evolution of total mass in the compuational domain is displayed in fig. B.10. The expected behavior is
observed: after a preheating phase of the injected droplets, evaporation begins and the total evaporated mass
increases quadratically following the d2 law. The particle mass diminishes accordingly with a conservation of
total mass. The total mass increases linearly according to the injected mass flow rate of particles until the first
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Figure B.7 : Balances over time for the evaporating jet in crossflow
particles start to leave the domain and all quantities reach quasi-steady values. Assuming the acceleration of
particles at rest in a uniform flow field with a gaseous velocity of 35 m/s yields a particle residence time of
approximately 35 ms, in agreement with the balance tools.
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Figure B.8 : Vapor fluxes over time for the evaporating jet in crossflow: injection flux, evaporating flux, lost particle
’flux’, flux of particles leaving the domain
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Figure B.9 : Source terms of particle mass over time for the evaporating jet in crossflow: injection flux, evaporating
flux, lost particle ’flux’, flux of particles leaving the domain
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Figure B.10 : Mass evolution over time for the evaporating jet in crossflow: particles, vapor, sum of both
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Simulations aux grandes échelles de l’écoulement diphasique dans un brûleur aéronautique par une
approche Euler-Lagrange
Les turbines à gaz aéronautiques doivent satisfaire des normes d’émissions polluantes toujours en baisse. La
formation de polluants est directement liée à la qualité du mélange d’air et de carburant en amont du front de
flamme. Ainsi, leur réduction implique une meilleure prédiction de la formation du spray et de son interaction avec
l’écoulement turbulent gazeux. La simulation aux grandes échelles (SGE) semble un outil numérique approprié
pour étudier ces mécanismes.
Le but de cette thèse est d’évaluer l’impact de modèles d’injection simplifiés sur la SGE de l’écoulement
diphasique évaporant d’une configuration complexe. La configuration cible choisie est un brûleur aéronautique
installé sur le banc expérimental MERCATO. Le banc expérimental est equipé d’un système d’injection d’air
vrillé et d’un système d’injection liquide avec un atomiseur pressurisé swirlé représentatif de foyers aéronautiques
réels.
Dans un premier temps, un modèle d’injection simplifié pour atomiseurs pressurisés swirlés négligeant les
effets de l’atomisation sur la dynamique du spray est présenté. L’objectif principal de ce modèle réside dans
la reproduction de conditions d’injection similaires pour des traitements Eulériens et Lagrangiens de la phase
particulaire. Dans un second temps, la composante Lagrangienne de ce modèle d’injection est combinée à un
modèle d’atomisation secondaire de la litérature pour permettre une prise en compte partielle des phénomènes de
pulvérisation liquide.
Les SGE de l’écoulement diphasique évaporant de la configuration MERCATO présentées comportent deux
aspects. Premièrement, différents modèles d’injection sont évalués pour quantifier leur impact sur la dynamique de
la phase particulaire. Deuxièmement, une comparaison de simulations Euler-Euler et Euler-Lagrange reposant sur
un modèle d’injection unifié est effectuée.
Mots clefs : simulation aux grandes échelles, écoulements diphasiques, approche Euler-Lagrange, injection li-
quide, évaporation.
Large-Eddy Simulation of the two-phase flow in an aeronautical combustor using an Euler-Lagrange
approach
Aeroautical gas turbines need to satisfy growingly stringent demands on pollutant emission. Pollutant emis-
sions are directly related to the quality of fuel air mixing prior to combustion. Therefore, their reduction relies on
a more accurate prediction of spray formation and interaction of the spray with the gaseous turbulent flowfield.
Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) seems an adequate numerical tool to predict these mechanisms.
The objective of this thesis is to evaluate the impact of simplified injection methods on the LES of the evapo-
rating two-phase flow inside a complex geometry. The chosen target configuration is an aeronautical combustor
installed on theMERCATO test-rig. The experimental setup includes an air-swirler injection system and a pressure-
swirl atomizer typical of realistic aeronautic combustors.
In a first step, a simplified injection model for pressure swirl atomizers neglecting the impact of liquid disin-
tegration on spray dynamics is presented. The main objective of this model lies in the reproduction of similar
injection conditions for Eulerian and Lagrangian representations of the dispersed phase. In a second step, the La-
grangian injection method is combined to a secondary breakup model of the literature to partly account for the
liquid disintegration process.
The presented LES’s of the evaporating two-phase flow inside the MERCATO geometry consider two dif-
ferent aspects. First, the impact of injection modeling on spray dynamics is assessed. Second, Euler-Euler and
Euler-Lagrange simulations relying on the common simplified injection model are compared.
Keywords : Large-eddy simulation, two-phase flows, Euler-Lagrange approach, liquid injection, evaporation.
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